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F o r e w o r d

A priority task of the government is to estimate and warn the

public of potential risks. The government must be in a position to

counter changes through advance collection of information and

planning of preventive measures and, thereby, help its people

take precaution against risks and avoid damage.

The media has painted a picture of bright prospects and infi-

nite potential for China. News reports have created widespread

impression among Taiwanese people that China is a rapidly

developing economy whose cheap labor and use of a common

language make it an ideal place for investment, travel, tourism

and immigration. Over 3.5 million people from Taiwan visit China

each year for trade, travel or residence purposes. However,

many risks exist in the business environment. Medical treatment is

unreliable, pollution is severe, accidents frequently occur, tourists'

safety is generally overlooked, and social stability remains uncer-

tain. These factors pose threats to the safety of Taiwanese peo-

ple in China.

Little information is available on potential risks in China main-

ly because of the Chinese official practice of exaggerating the

positive and covering up the negative. Another reason is that the

Taiwan media does not provide extensive or in-depth coverage

of such news. In order to ensure that a wider and more compre-

hensive range of information is made available to increase peo-

ple's awareness of the various risks in China, the Mainland Affairs

Council (MAC) asked eight academics to assess risks in a number

of areas, including social stability, trade, investment, tourism,

study, and the living environment. Their assessments and analyses

serve to provide information for the government's effective man-

agement of cross-strait exchanges. Psychologically, they also

make people aware of the hardships involved, thereby prevent-

ing unnecessary loss of life and property that may result from mis-

judgment and misunderstanding of the social and economic sit-

uations in China.

The MAC wishes to thank the contributors for making this

publication possible. Their academic expertise, first-hand experi-

ences in China, and generous sharing of opinions have made

this book a valuable reference for all.

Jaushieh Joseph Wu

Chairman   

Mainland Affairs Council
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Analyzing national risk provides a good

understanding of a country's weaknesses and

fundamental issues, whether these are transi-

tional or long-term, and whether the country

has sufficient economic flexibility or political

intent to address them. Threats to China's econ-

omy and society can be analyzed under four

headings: social stability, trade and investment,

tourism and education, and living environment.

Its social risks can be measured using six indica-

tors: demonstrations, the "three agricultural

issues" (farming, rural areas, and farmers), work-

ers' displacement, the "three disparities" (rich-

poor, rural-urban, and east-west), deteriorating

social order, and work-related and traffic acci-

dents.

Basic concepts of national risk assessment

Risk management and assessment were first

applied to the field of economic research but are

now often used to understand risks and threats in

other disciplines.

For any country, national risk assessment

serves as an important indicator for assessing for-

eign investment and national competitiveness. National risk analy-

sis began with international credit activities, when countries and

commercial institutions found it necessary to evaluate the risk of

extending loans to developing countries and to review their ability

or willingness to repay external debts. 

As international flows of information have accelerated and

information has become increasingly diverse and transparent, risk

management concepts have become prominent in all areas. Large

numbers of researchers are engaged in assessing risks in the areas of

investment, environment, health, food, industrial safety, politics,

and economy.

National risk assessment is usually confined to the business

sector and often provides a reference for national competitiveness

and investment risk. The International Institute for Management

Development in Lausanne, Switzerland benchmarks national com-

petitiveness according to 20 criteria grouped into four competitive

factors: economic performance, government efficiency, business effi-

ciency, and infrastructure (IMD Competitiveness Factors). The

Business Risk Service assesses a nation's business risks on the basis

of an operation's risk index, political risk index, and remittance and

repatriation factor (Business Risk Service). The D&B Country Risk

Line Report determines its ratings through a composite index on

four major factors: political, commercial, macroeconomic, and exter-

nal economic risks (D&B Country Risk Line Report). Credit Risk

International uses nearly 100 criteria to evaluate a nation's invest-

ment risks. One example uses 16 risk components grouped into four

categories: homogeneity of society, stability of political governance,

subversion risk, and war risk (The Economic and Commercial

Counselor's Office of the Embassy of the People's Republic of China

in the Republic of Benin, 2004).
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Construction workers lack the

most basic living and working

safety precautions.(2005. 9. 14,

CNA)

Beijing residents demand that the

government end corruption and

return to the people their hard-

earned money. (2003. 6. 19,

CNA)

Military police and anti-Japan

demonstrators face off in

Shanghai City, Jiangsu Province.

(2005. 4. 16, CNA)
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China's risk indicators

National risks can be assessed by analyzing a country's economic

and investment prospects. With regard to current cross-strait relations,

risk evaluation is very important for Taiwanese businesspeople invest-

ing in China. With this in mind, the Taiwan Electrical and Electronic

Manufacturers' Association surveyed China's investment environment

and risks and released its findings in an influential report entitled

Survey Report on China's Investment Environment and Risks. This

report categorized related risks into four groups: social, legal, econom-

ic and management.

National risk analysis pro-

vides a good understanding of

China's weaknesses and funda-

mental issues, whether these

are transitional or long-term,

and whether China has suffi-

cient economic flexibility or

political intent to address them.

It also serves as an effective

warning (Kuo Kuo-chuo, 1999).

General risks are usually

assessed to determine economic

competitiveness and invest-

ment potential, though political

and social conditions are also

analyzed and assessed.

Growing cross-strait interac-

tions cover investment as well

as social exchanges. Increasing

numbers of Taiwanese residents

are traveling to China for tourism and business purposes. Even

though cross-strait economic and social exchanges have been flour-

ishing, political relations have remained stagnant. Without political

negotiations, appropriate protection cannot be guaranteed in cross-

strait interactions. In-depth and comprehensive assessments of risks

in China are necessary, therefore, for both the people and govern-

ment of Taiwan to better understand China and apply risk manage-

ment concepts to cross-strait exchanges.

This chapter aims to provide an in-depth and comprehensive

analysis of China's risks and to propose basic risk management con-

cepts for Taiwanese businesspeople, tourists, and others engaged in

various forms of cross-strait exchanges. It explores China's national

risks from the perspectives of social stability; economic, business,

and investment activities; tourism and education; and the living

environment. It analyzes and assesses China's economic and social

risks in order to compile extensive and comprehensive information

that will allow people to make better judgments and more accurate

interpretation of China's socioeconomic development. This is to

avoid unnecessary loss of life and property, and to ensure that posi-

tive cross-strait interactions will not be affected.

China's social conflicts

Social stability is the foundation of a nation's economic devel-

opment. It guarantees basic protection of the lives and properties of

the people. Since China began its reforms and opening up, it has

achieved rapid economic growth, while its people have enjoyed

growing incomes and increasingly prosperous lives. Nevertheless,

China is plagued by social issues and conflicts. In his Report on the

Work of the Government to the Second Session of the Tenth National

People's Congress (NPC), Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao summarized
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On the outskirts of Huaibei City, Anhui Province, farm-

ers whose land was lost to subsidence from coalmine

development scavenge for coal to supplement their

income. (2005. 10. 27, UDNDATA-IC)

Passengers pack onto the top of a farm truck in

Xiaoshajiang, Longhui County, Hunan Province.

(2005. 8. 12, UDNDATA-IC)



these social issues and conflicts that have long prevailed in China.

These included the slow increases in farmers' incomes, heavy responsi-

bility of ensuring employment and social security, unbalanced regional

development, widening income gaps, and increased pressure on

resources and the environment. Rapid economic development has been

accompanied by a number of new conflicts: blind investment and over-

lapping development projects; imbalanced demands for and supplies

of energy, transportation, and raw materials; sharp decrease in food

production; financial hardship for low-income families; high incidence

of major accidents and disasters; and severe corruption (People's

Daily, March 17, 2004: p.1).

In his report to the Third Session of the Tenth NPC, Wen Jiabao

acknowledged that several obstacles have yet to be removed in China's

social development. These included the difficulty of increasing

farmers' incomes; enormous pressures for price increases; problems

in rural education, health, and cultural industries; wide gaps

between rural and urban development; financial hardships for low-

income groups; increasing factors for social instability; and heavy

pressure to create jobs and protect the environment (Wen Jiabao,

2005).

China's State Development and Reform Commission held a

seminar on the crises in Chinese social development, and a survey

was conducted of the 100 Chinese and foreign social scientists and

economists participating. Conclusions reached on China' social and

economic issues were categorized into ten major groups: globaliza-

tion and its negative influences, US-China relations and its implica-

tions for the Taiwan question and China's relations with its neigh-

bors, financial risks, problems related to state-run enterprises, the

three agricultural issues, weakness of the social security system,

educational and ecological issues, regional disparity, and the high

demand for energy (Chinanews.com, July 15, 2003; Central News

Agency, August 22, 2003).

Former Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji stressed in his last Report

on the Work of the Government to the NPC that China needs to

address social issues such as the slow income growth for farmers

and some township residents, growing unemployment, imbalances

in revenue and expenditure, high incidence of major accidents and

disasters, social instability, deteriorating ecological environment,

and far-too-conspicuous corruption. (People's Daily, March 6, 2003:

p. 2)
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Firemen spray fire-retardant foam on a burning oil drum trying to quell a fire at the Laishi Lubricant

Station located in Taiping Village, Chuansha Township of the Pudong New District, Shanghai City, Jiangsu

Province. (2005. 8. 12, UDNDATA-IC)



to surface despite media self-censorship. Protests are increasing

each year, in both rural and urban areas, producing a negative

impact on social order. China has 900 million farmers. The success

of rural development is closely intertwined with China's effort to

create a prosperous society for its people. If the three agricultural

issues are not properly addressed, problems arising from an impov-

erished rural society and migration of rural workers could jeopard-

ize China's social stability.

With the strengthening of China's economic reforms, the num-

bers of workers displaced from state-run enterprises are increasing.

When workers, who form the proletariat, lose their jobs, they affect

urban stability in China. Economic reform has given rise to various

disparities, such as those between rich and poor, east and west, and

rural and urban regions. These disparities accentuate social inequal-

ity in China. According to an ancient Chinese saying: 'Insufficiency

is not a cause for concern, but unequal distribution is." Social dis-

parities have given rise to inequality and caused serious discontent

among disadvantaged groups. Unless these issues are properly

addressed, they will undermine China's social stability.

Deteriorating social order is another major issue and cause for

concern in China. There are frequent reports of major crimes, organ-

ized crime, robbery and homicide. The problem of deteriorating

social order has affected China's social stability. In addition, work-

related and traffic accidents, poisoning incidents, mine disasters,

and jerry-building continue to make news headlines. The frequent

occurrences of such accidents indicate that China's security meas-

ures are not in place and social order has suffered as a result.

US scholar Kenneth Lieberthal indicated that China faces five

main challenges: deteriorating environment, unemployment, corrup-

tion, separatism, and accession to the World Trade Organization (China

Times, June 7, 2002: p.11).

A study by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences found that

China faces a wide range of issues and conflicts in its social develop-

ment. These include: the three agricultural issues, social conflicts

caused by urban relocation and rural land acquisition, unfavorable

labor markets, and frequent occurrences of natural disasters (Lu Xueyi,

2004: pp. 4-7). Chinese academics conducted a survey of leading cadres

of the Chinese Communist Party, which showed a common concern

over issues such as income disparity, unemployment, corruption, gaps

in regional development, social instability, and farmers' burdens. (Xie

Zhiqiang, 2004: p. 26)

Based on the studies mentioned above, it can be seen that China's

central government leaders, local cadres, and Chinese and foreign aca-

demics have identified different social concerns. There was, however,

general consensus regarding the major issues that China currently

faces.

Six indicators of social risks

These ideas regarding China's social issues and conflicts are relat-

ed to social risk indicators. These can be grouped into six major cate-

gories: protests and demonstrations, the three agricultural issues, work

displacement, regional disparity, lack of social order, and traffic and

work-related accidents.

These indicators are important factors that could undermine

China's social stability. News of protests and demonstrations continues
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In-depth and structural analyses of China's social stability factors

and risks allow people to understand China's national security risks.

For those engaged in economic and social exchanges with China, it

provides basic information on the risks involved and ways to avoid

them. It also highlights Taiwan's perspectives on China's social risks

that can serve as reference for the Chinese authorities.
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More than 20 years of open-door policy in China has

resulted in an economic boom along the eastern coast, but

development in China's central and western inland regions

has remained sluggish. The Matthew Effect has become more

evident, with the rich getting richer and the poor getting

poorer. Statistics indicate that 90 percent of the over China's

600 poorest counties are concentrated in its central and west-

ern regions. Though the Chinese authorities have been com-

mitted to developing these inland regions, the strategy of the

Great Development of West China has not produced signifi-

cant results in the past five years.

Growing East-West Disparity

1. Urban and Rural Income

Town and township residents in western China enjoy a higher

or almost equal disposable income per capita than those in the cen-

tral region. Per capita disposal income in the western cities was 98

percent of that in central cities in 1980, the proportion rising to 109

percent in 1990 before slipping to 102 percent in 2002. However,

income in the rural interior has been lower due to infertile soil,

technological backwardness, and low productivity. Its per capita

income averaged 87 percent of that in central China during the

years of 1980 to 2002.

According to China's National Bureau of Statistics, the ration

of disposable income per capita for residents in the eastern, central,

and western regions, in 2003 was 1.47:1:1.01, or 10,366 RMB, 7,036



Statistics show that there is only one professional in the west

for every ten professionals in the east. Eastern China has 18 scien-

tists and technicians per hundred people while the west has only

two. About 64 percent of eastern town and township leaders have at

least a college degree, compared to less than 20 percent for the west.

There is clearly a big difference in educational standards. On aver-

age, a person in the east receives 10 years and 8 months of educa-

tion while his western counterpart receives only 3 years and 6

months of education. The constant drain of talent from the west to

the economically stronger east further widens the gap between the

two regions. The Chinese people describe this trend as being like

the "Peacock Flying to Southeast."

Social and National Crises Resulting from West-East

Imbalance in Development

The above data indicate economic growth in both eastern and

western China, but an increasing disparity between the two regions

is indisputable. This trend seems to herald the failure of China's

western development strategy that was designed in 2001 to close

the east-west divide. Instead, the eastern coast has enjoyed a rapid

increase in GDP while three economic zones have gradually taken

shape. The clustering effect of the Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River

Delta, and Bohai Gulf has resulted in a surge in capital inflow.

In contrast, the Matthew Effect has taken its toll on central and

western China. Production factors are quickly disappearing, invest-

ment returns are low, industrial upgrading is out of the question,

and economic development is severely limited. A study showed

that China's central government invested 160 billion RMB in the

western region, or 35 percent of the total 450 billion RMB of public

bonds issued, during the 2000-2002 period. Per capita investment in
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RMB, and 7,096 RMB respectively, up 10.8 percent, 10.5 percent, and

8.4 percent from the previous year. Regional difference in income levels

among the rural population is attributable to the growing disparity

between the central and eastern regions. The income of farmers in cen-

tral and eastern China was in the ratio of 1:1.42 in 1997, 1:1.46 in 1999,

1:1.47 in 2000, 1:1.49 in 2001, 1:1.50 in 2002, and 1:1.52 in 2003. In view

of this trend, it is not surprising that nationwide efforts have been

made to promote the "rise of the central region" in China since the

beginning of 2005. 

2. GDP and Unequal Development

Taking 1998 as the base year, GDP growth in 11 eastern provinces,

municipalities and autonomous regions in China in the four years from

1999 through 2002 was 7.36 percent, 20.51 percent, 32.85 percent, and

44.59 percent, respectively. In 12 western provinces, municipalities, and

autonomous regions in China, GDP growth was 4.82 percent, 13.70 per-

cent, 24.59 percent, and 36.20 percent during the same period. Though

both west and east regions registered substantial growth, the interre-

gional difference in growth rate has been widening each year from 2.54

percent to 6.81 percent to 8.26 percent to 8.39 percent between 1999 and

2002.

In 2004, GDP of eastern China was 2.62 times that of the west. Of

China's 31 provinces, municipalities, and autonomous regions in

China, Guangdong Province had the highest GDP, which accounted for

10 percent of the national GDP. It was followed by provinces of

Shandong, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang. Seven of the top eight provinces and

municipalities in terms of GDP rankings were in the eastern region

while those ranked below 25 were almost entirely located in western

China.

3. Human Resources and Development Potential



the west was slightly higher than the national average during these

three years. However, approximately 50 percent of the investment

went for the purchase of facilities and materials from the east. From

this study, it can be seen that although China calls for balanced devel-

opment throughout the country, it continues, in an indirect manner, to

pay greater attention to the eastern coastal region.

Furthermore, many town and townships have turned to farmers

to make up for their severe financial shortage. The subsequent heavy

taxation imposed has caused widespread discontent among the west-

ern rural population. The huge east-west disparity is the biggest irony

for the Chinese regime that adamantly adheres to socialism. If the dis-

parity in development is allowed to increase further, the western popu-

lation, prompted by a sense of "comparative deprivation" and dissatis-

faction with both the central and local governments, may resort to acts

of resistance leading to social unrest. The complicated ethnic relation-

ships in the west can also pose a risk to the foundation of Chinese com-

munist rule and stability of the regime.
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G r o w i n g  W e a l t h  D i s p a r i t y
By Hsu Chih-chia

Associate Professor, Department of Mass Communication, Ming Chuan

University

A survey conducted in 2004 showed that the Gini coeffi-

cient on individual's annual income and per capita house-

hold income in China's urban region was 0.529 and 0.561,

respectively. While 5 million Chinese residents owned property

worth over 10 million RMB, 200 million lived in poverty. The

wealthiest household had 359 times more financial assets

than the poorest. The highest disposable income of residents

in towns and townships was 11.8 times that of residents with

the lowest disposable income.

A Society with unreasonable wealth gap

According to a real estate survey report published in the

Chinese media, the country's most expensive houses located

in Shanghai cost as much as 130 million RMB (approximately

NT$520 million) (Beijing Morning Post ,  October 14, 2004).

There have frequently been reports of street protests by those

rendered homeless as a result of house demolition and reloca-

tion. Such contrasting stories on housing highlight the critical

issue of wealth gap in China, where the rich live in houses

priced over a hundred million while the poor cannot even

hold on to their barely adequate houses.

Just  as  suggested by  the  la te  Chinese  leader  Deng

Xiaoping's catchword of "early prosperity for a few selected

people" ,  a  small  port ion of  the population has actual ly

become wealthy after China adopted reform and open-door

policy. For the vast majority, however, life has not improved



Increasing urban-rural disparity as well as disparity

between towns and townships

In addition to the Gini coefficient, the concentration of

wealth in the hands of a few has become more and more evi-

dent, reflecting a growing wealth gap in China. Media reports

indicate that in China there are 5 million rich people whose

assets have exceeded 10 million RMB, among whom 20,000

have assets valued at 100 million RMB (Liberation, September,

2004; p. 38). According to China's Commerce Minister Bo Xilai,

based on the purchasing power parity (PPP) conversion, 75.87

million rural residents and over 20 million urban dwellers

have an annual per capita income of less than 921 RMB. This

means that more than 90 million people or nearly 100 million

are living in poverty. By World Bank standards, however, the

number of poor people in China's rural areas is 200 million

(Xinhua News Agency, May 28, 2005). China's official figures

indicate that 1 out of 13 farmers lives in poverty, while the

World Bank places its estimate at 1 out of every 4.5 farmers.

Urban-rural income disparity is another important indica-

tor of the wealth gap. As stated in the official report on the

Plan for National Economic and Social Development, per capi-

ta disposable income among residents in towns and townships

in 2004 stood at 9,422 RMB with a real growth rate of 7.7 per-

cent, while per capita net income among farmers reached

2,936 RMB with a real growth rate of 6.8 percent (Xinhua

News Agency, March 15, 2005). The urban-rural income gap

was quite large, given that the income of residents of towns

and township was 3.2 times the income of farmers, not to

mention that urban residents enjoy more welfare and social

resources than rural citizens. Urban-rural disparity would be

even greater if these benefits were taken into account.
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or  improvement  has  been l imited.  The  growing dispar i ty

between the rich and poor has been further aggravated by the

accelerating pace of economic reforms in the 1990s.

Income inequality is usually measured by the Gini coeffi-

cient, which ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 to 0.2 denotes absolute

equality, 0.2 to 0.3 indicates moderate equality, 0.3 to 0.4 repre-

sents an acceptable distribution of wealth, and 0.4 to 0.5 means

the income gap is too large. A coefficient of over 0.5 signifies

unreasonable extremes in income distribution and anything over

0.6 indicates potential social unrest. 

The Gini coefficient in China was under 0.3 in 1978 and rose to

0.382 in 1988. Since then, China's Gini coefficient has increased due to

more rapid pace of reforms and opening up as well as continued eco-

nomic growth. According to the Learning Times, a publication of the

Party School of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of

China, China's 2005 Gini coefficient is 0.45, which has exceeded the

internationally recognized alarm level of 0.4 (Central News Agency,

September 19, 2005).

Yet, based on media estimates, the actual figure is higher than the

official number, which is already above the alarm level of 0.4. The Gini

coefficient hit 0.467 in 1994. A 2004 survey showed that the Gini coeffi-

cient on per capita income and per capita household income in the

urban region was 0.529 and 0.561, respectively (Liberation, September

2004; p. 33). The rapid increase in China's Gini coefficient shows that

equitable income distribution in China has quickly given way to unrea-

sonable polarization in just over two decades.



In comparison with urban-rural disparity, the wealth gap between

dwellers of towns and townships is even greater. According to a socio-

economic survey conducted by China's National Bureau of Statistics of

more than 54,000 households in towns and townships, the richest peo-

ple, accounting for 10 percent of income earners in towns and town-

ships, own 45 percent of total urban wealth, while the poorest 10 per-

cent of urban dwellers only have 1.4 percent. In the first quarter of

2005, per capita disposable income of the former category was 8,880

RMB, or 11.8 times that of the latter, which stood at 755 RMB

(Chinatimes.com, June 18, 2005; Central News Agency, June 18, 2005). 

Government officials and private entrepreneurs comprise

the nouveau rich

In terms of wealth distribution, about 100 million Chinese

people have an annual per capita income of less than 921 RMB,

yet a small group of people own assets worth over 100 million

RMB. Statistics indicate that bank deposits by the top 20 percent

of the wealthy account for 80 percent of the total national savings

(Liberation, September 2004). Disparity between the rich and

poor is growing. The rich have amassed wealth at an increasing

pace while the poor encounter obstacles in their efforts to raise

themselves from poverty. Prior to 2000, more than 6 million of

the country's poor had been able to overcome their food and

clothing shortages each year, but the number has since fallen to

less than 2 million people. The impoverished population did not

decrease, but rather, it increased by 800,000 in 2003 (China Youth

Daily, July 20, 2004).

The wealth gap can also be assessed in terms of financial

assets.  Official  data suggest that the top 8.6 percent of the

wealthy households account for 60.4 percent of the total financial

assets owned by the country's population, while 43.73 percent

of the poor account for only 2.99 percent. The wealthiest

households own 359 times more financial assets than the poor-

est (Sun Xuewen).

Such a large wealth gap raises the question as to which parts of

the population constitute the rich and which sections make up the

poor. Generally speaking, the majority of farmers live in poverty,

especially those living in the central and western regions and in

mountainous and remote districts. Displaced workers comprise

about 95 percent of the poor population in towns and townships

(Sun Xuewen, "The Wealth Gap among Urban Dwellers"). Among

the wealthy class, most rich people are private entrepreneurs as

well as party and government officials. Rich university students

either come from families of officials in government and financial

institutions or are children of private entrepreneurs

(Xinhuanet.com, September 5, 2004).

Growing disparity between the rich and poor has given rise to

a number of social problems, the most fundamental of which is

inequality. The poor and the "nouveau rich" class of private busi-

nessmen and party and government officials constitute two social

classes in today's Chinese society. Since the newly rich have benefit-

ed most from China's reforms and opening up policy, the large poor

class has developed animosity toward them. Increasing dissatisfac-

tion over wealth inequality in China has resulted in the growth of

antagonistic sentiments, which could spark social chaos any time.

Moreover, the increasing number of poor people who are

forced to break the law in order to survive has become a major

threat and a "time bomb" that could sabotage social order.
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Social inequality destabilizes the Chinese regime

Furthermore, displaced and unemployed workers are joining

the ranks of the urban poor. Many of them try to save themselves

from the plight by frequently mobilizing demonstrations to fight

for their rights and interests. This has become one of the main

factors affecting social stability in China.

The large disparity between the rich and poor is not simply an

issue of inequality in social development. In fact, wealth inequality in

China is a social phenomenon that has changed the Chinese people's

values. When the poor are unable to break free from poverty and are

faced with financial hardship, they feel resentment against society, or

worse, they risk the danger of breaking the law in order to survive,

thus leading to a deterioration in public order. The poor people living

in the towns and townships have frequently participated in street

protests to struggle for survival, which has brought instability to

China's society.

Most importantly, the main cause of the widening wealth gap lies

in the governance problem in China. Resentment about society among

the large majority of poor people has been triggered by China's corrupt

party and government cadres, who constitute an important portion of

the wealthy class. Such resentment has not only affected public order,

but also has the potential to turn into resentment against party and

government officials as well as the government. The discontented sen-

timents, if not properly controlled, could form a powerful force to pose

a severe blow against the Chinese regime. It is imperative that the

Chinese authorities pay attention to the risks of social instability

brought by the wealth gap.

Reference
Sun Xuewen, "The Urban Wealth Gap". (http://www.cpirc.org.cn/yjwx/yjwx_detail.asp?id=3569)
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U r b a n - R u r a l  D i s p a r i t y

By Keng Shu

Assistant Professor, Graduate Institute of East Asian Studies,

National Chengchi University

Disparity between the disposable incomes of China's rural

and urban population has increased annually, reaching a

ratio of 1:3.35. The ratio would be higher if allowances for

urban residents are taken into account. Intra-rural and intra-

urban income gaps are also widening rapidly. Such growing

polarization could undermine social stability in China.

Largest urban-rural gap in the world

The growing urban-rural disparity is evident from the accom-

panying table, which shows that the ratio of per capita disposable

income of urban residents to per capita net income of the rural pop-

ulation increased from 1:2.79 in 2000 to 1:3.35 in 2004 (January to

September). Per capita disposable income in the urban region has

risen by more than 5 percentage points compared to the previous

year, whereas per capita net income in the rural areas has climbed

at a much slower rate of less than 5 percentage points.

The gap is all the more obvious from the number of consumer

durables owned by urban and rural families. There are 60 color tele-

visions, 15 refrigerators, 32 washing machines and 13.7 cell phones

per hundred rural households as compared to 126 televisions, 88

refrigerators, 93 washing machines and 63 cell phones per hundred

urban households. The difference is even greater for cameras and

air-conditioners. Urban residents own 13.5 times more cameras and

22 times more air-conditioners than their rural counterparts.



Apart from the directly observable data mentioned above, structural

limitations of the system must also be considered. Before China's reforms

were initiated in 1979, 80 percent of farmers had no access to the material

benefits and welfare enjoyed by urban residents. After more than 20 years

of reforms, however, Chinese farmers continue to bear sole responsibility

for their profits and losses. The urban population, on the other hand, has

greater benefits and employment security. For instance, many urban resi-

dents enjoy the benefit of public health services while people in the rural

areas do not. Schools in towns and townships receive huge financial subsi-

dies but farmers have to raise funds to run the inadequately subsidized vil-

lage schools. Residents in the urban regions are also guaranteed old-age

pensions, unemployment insurance and minimum relief for sustenance,

which are all inaccessible to the rural population. In short, the urban-rural

disparity would appear larger than that reflected by the figures if basic

necessities and welfare allowances were taken into account.

Increasing intra-rural and intra-urban disparities

In addition, income disparity, whether intra-rural or intra-urban, is

growing rapidly. First, the income gap between farmers has increased, as

reflected in the rise of Gini coefficient from 0.34 in 1999 to 0.35 in 2000 to

0.37 in 2003, according to the National Bureau of Statistics. Second, per

capita income ratio between the top 20 percent and bottom 20 percent of

rural households was 6.8:1 in 2001, 6.9:1 in 2002 and 7.3:1 in 2003. Both

methods of calculation show a widening intra-rural income disparity.

The income disparity is even larger between dwellers in the towns

and townships. In 2003, the per capita disposable income of the top 20 per-

cent of households in towns and townships was 17,472 RMB, an increase of

2,012 RMB or 13.0 percent from the previous year, while that of the bottom

20 percent reached 3,295 RMB, representing a 263 RMB or 8.7 percent

increase. The ratio of per capita disposable income of the top and bottom

groups increased from 5.1:1 in 2002 to 5.3:1 in 2003. Income growth was
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clearly higher in the former group than in the latter. In addition, when

income disparity was assessed according to the Engel coefficient, that of

the bottom 20 percent of households in towns and townships showed a

slight increase from 45.8 percent in 2002 to 46.1 percent in 2003, whereas

that of the top 20 percent of households in towns and townships

dropped from 33.1 percent to 31.8 percent. This shows an increasing dis-

parity in actual living standards of the two income groups.

Imbalance in urban-rural development is a 

major concern

Disparity between the rich and poor has led to the recent increase

in hostility toward the rich as evidenced by the heated debate over the

legal case involving a middle-aged woman called Su Xiuwen, who

drove her BMW vehicle into a crowd in Harbin in Heilongjiang

Province. In December 2004, driver Su Xiuwen was sentenced to two

years' imprisonment with a three-year suspension for involvement in a

traffic accident that killed a pedestrian. The light sentence aroused pub-

lic indignation. It is apparent that strong antagonism has arisen among

the various social strata due to urban-rural and rich-poor disparities,

which can easily provoke the anger of workers at lower social levels.

Moreover, disparity between the rich and poor is thought to be closely

related to collusion between officials and businesspeople. Hence, out-

bursts of resentment against the government occur easily in the lower

levels of society, and the situation is particularly critical in villages of the

central and western regions.

The "three agricultural issues" pose the biggest challenge 

to China's stability and development

Given that urban-rural disparity is attributable to sluggish devel-

opment of agriculture, rural areas, and farmers, the negative conse-

quences of urban-rural disparity could seriously undermine the foun-
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dations of the country. To deter further deterioration of the situation, China

had issued the Central Document Number One successively in 2004 and

2005 after the Hu-Wen leadership took power in 2003. The Hu-Wen admin-

istration has since strived to ameliorate the "three agricultural issues" (agri-

culture, rural areas, and farmers) in order to alleviate the burden on farm-

ers. There have been significant income rises for farmers compared to pre-

vious years since the Chinese authorities made efforts to subsidize agricul-

ture, raise the prices of agricultural products, provide direct national subsi-

dies for agricultural production costs, and adopt a policy to gradually raise

agricultural taxes.

Nevertheless, follow-up observations are required to discover

whether direct government subsidies can improve the overall plight of

agriculture in China. After China gradually lifts tariffs on agricultural

imports, the problems facing Chinese farmers and the agricultural sector

will continue to constitute a huge hindrance to economic development.
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2000 2001 2000-2001 2002 2001-2002 2003 2002-2003 Jan.-Sep. 2004

[=RMB]  Renminbi Increase Renminbi Increase Renminbi Increase Renminbi

6280 6860 9.2% 7703 12.3% 8472 10.0% 7072

2253 2366 5.0% 476 4.6% 2622 5.9% 2110

2.79 2.90 -- 3.11 -- 3.23 -- 3.35

Sources:
China Statistical Yearbook 2000, 2001, 2003, 2004

2004 Monthly Statistical Data (for the first three quarters)

(http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/ndsj/index.htm) (for absolute values)

Urban-rural disparity in China 2000-2004

Item

Yea

Per capita 

disposable 

income of urban

residents

(a)

Per capita net

income of rural

residents

(b)

a/b

G r o w i n g  C o n c e r n  o v e r  C h i n a' s
D e t e r i o r a t i n g  S o c i a l  O r d e r
By Chang Chih-chung

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Affairs and Management, Kainan

University

Deteriorating social order has become the greatest con-

cern for China's population. According to a survey conduct-

ed in March 2004, it was also one of the top ten concerns of

China's online population. According to the findings of the

fourth survey of people's sense of security released by China's

National Bureau of Statistics, the problem of declining social

mores remains the major cause of unrest as well as the main

concern of the people.

The "three disparities" promote confrontation while the

lure of money leads to crime.

Since China began its reforms and opening up, its economy

has shown almost double-digit growth every year, but this has also

caused people to constantly change their demands, thus making the

process of China's economic growth very unstable. The core issue

in this regard is the so-called "three disparities" (rich-poor, rural-

urban, and east-west). These have aggravated the problem of work-

ers' displacement and worsened the "three agricultural issues"

(agriculture, rural areas, and farmers). Moreover, the Chinese

Communist regime's ability to enforce social control has been

degenerating. This has led to serious social antagonism and a rising

crime rate.

According to statistical analysis by China's public security

authorities, there have been significant increases in cases involving

"work and public order disturbances," "gang scuffles and aggres-

sive disturbances," "property theft," and "robbery and extortion."



Furthermore, the high levels of collaboration between organ-

ized crime rings and China's corrupt government officials have

undermined stability and hampered social development. Officials

and gangsters pursue their own interests through mutual manipu-

lation and shared personnel. Some officials are also leaders of gangs

Liang Xudong, for example, is both a gang leader and a public

security officer in Changchun City, Jilin Province and can reap the

benefits of both organized crime and government authority. These

individuals have become a blind spot for public security.

Emergence of a private security services industry as

social order deteriorates

A public opinion survey conducted in China found that people

place high priority on social order. Officials in the Ministry of Public

Security have confirmed 3.951 million burglary and robbery cases in

the first 11 months of 2003, a 10 percent increase from 2002. The

severity of this situation is reflected in China's burgeoning indus-

tries. It is reported that people's fear of the deteriorating social order

has given rise to a modern private security service modelled after

ancient personal escort or property transportation security services.

The flourishing of this modern security services business can be

attributed to the following factors: inability of the public security

agencies to adequately protect the people's personal safety and that

of their property; and fear of robbery, theft, kidnapping, and extor-

tion among the wealthy as the gap between rich and poor widens.

Taiwanese businesspeople seek protection as alarm

sounds on China's social order.

Deteriorating social order poses serious threats to the personal

safety of Taiwanese businesspeople in China, who are vulnerable to
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This suggests that protests by people in the lower strata of society are

on the rise. As social mores change, people have started to pursue

material gains though illegal means. Since drug dealing presents a

huge temptation to generate enormous economic gains and provides

an easy way to amass wealth, it has become an increasingly serious

problem. In addition, organized crime that did not exist a decade or so

ago has grown larger and become increasingly organized. Capitalizing

on violence, these organized crime syndicates interfere with normal

economic activity in different ways. According to media reports, the

presence of so many crime syndicates is closely connected with the ris-

ing crime rates and deteriorating social order.

Gang formation and official corruption

Many farmers migrate from remote rural areas in search of job

opportunities in large cities, creating social problems and undermining

public order. Not only have social values in urban and rural areas

changed following China's implementation of reforms and opening up,

but social order has also been increasingly undermined. While in near-

ly one-third of villages, gangsters commit all manner of crimes, the

social order in cities is by no means better. Deteriorating social order in

urban areas has much to do with the influx of people from other

regions. Improper management over the rapid mobility of urban and

rural populations has exacerbated the disruption of social order in both

cities and villages. The flood of rural inhabitants into cities has also led

to an increase in transient populations. Under the restriction of China's

unique household registration system, many migrant workers are

forced to participate in organized crime in order to earn a living and

protect themselves. Unable to find work, some migrant workers gang

up to engage in criminal offenses. This explains why the "three dispari-

ties" have been described as planting social order time bombs that

might erupt at any time.
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attack by gangsters because they give the general impression of wealth.

Physical attacks are also related to the yawning gap between China's

rich and poor and the uncontrolled migration of displaced workers

from China's interior regions. Of the 1,252 cases of Taiwanese business

disputes handled by the Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) by

November of 2004, as many as 708 were related to personal safety. For

example, in Dongguan City, Guangdong, in October 2004, a Taiwanese

businesswoman named Ms. Liu was murdered by her former employ-

ee. Another case involving the murder of an entire family took place on

November 15, 2004. Given the string of tragedies and the number of

people missing, the issue of personal safety must be taken seriously.

China's official figures show that over 60 Taiwanese businesspeo-

ple and their family members have been murdered since 1991 and the

whereabouts of over 120 people are still unknown. According to SEF

statistics on the safety of Taiwanese businesspeople by region, the num-

ber of assaults is highest in Dongguan City and Shenzhen City, which

have the highest concentration of Taiwanese businessmen, followed by

Shanghai in the Yangtze River Delta. The tragic deaths of Taiwanese

businessman Song Yu and two family members in Shanghai two years

ago clearly illustrate the fact that personal safety should not be taken

lightly even in metropolitan cities. Experts suggest maintaining a low

profile and not flaunting wealth, exercising discretion in words and

conduct, increasing security at factories and residences, avoiding inap-

propriate locations and direct conflict with employees, establishing

unobstructed external communication, and using collective strength.

References
1. Straits Exchange Foundation. (http://www.sef.org.tw)

2. The Epoch Times. (http://www.dajiyuan.com/gb/5/2/3/n802999.htm)

3. Renminbao. (http://www.renminbao.com) 

4. Boxun News. (http://www.peacehall.com)
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A man charged into an elementary school
in Nanchong City, Sichuan Province with a
privately manufactured mini-submachine
gun, killing a teacher and stealing tuition
fees.

A group of about 50 tourists were suddenly
slaughtered by an unknown group while
waiting for the train at the Beijing West
Railway Station Square. Two tourists were
wounded, of whom one was in imminent
danger.

Three of four university students suspected
of avoiding payment for sexual services
were seriously wounded by bodyguards.

Group scuffles took place on Jiuba Street
in Fangchun District, Guangzhou.

Six women were robbed, raped, killed and
their bodies abandoned by an officer from
Mifengzhang Police Station in Zhengzhou,
Henan Province between July 2000 and
March 2004.

A police officer kidnapped the son of a
wealthy resident in Shanxi, extorting 20
million RMB.

A conflict involving 50,000 people and
police took place in Dongguan City.

The deputy-director of a township finance
office in Macheng City, Hubei Province
ordered 20 to 30 people to beat up another
party following a minor traffic collision.
The incident left the driver blinded in the
left eye.

Table 1. Major criminal cases in China

Table 2. Cases involving personal safety of Taiwanese businesspeople

February
9, 2004

August
10, 2004

September
15, 2004

September
4, 2004

September
4, 2004

October
17, 2004

December
26, 2004

February
24, 2005

Nanchong
City, Sichuan
Province

Beijing West
Railway
Station
Square

Sanlitun,
Beijing

Jiuba Street,
Fangchun
District,
Guangzhou

Zhengzhou
City, Henan
Province

Shanxi

Dongguan
City,
Guangdong
Province

Macheng
City, Hubei
Province

Boxun News
<2004/03/07>

The Epoch Times
online
<2004/08/11>

The Epoch Times
online
<2004/09/16>

Boxun News
<2004/09/22>

The Epoch Times
online
<2004/10/02>

The Epoch Times
online
<2005/3/1>

The Epoch Times
online
<2004/12/26>

The Epoch Times
online
<2005/3/1>

Date Place Overview Source

1991~2004

Total

Number of Taiwanese busi-
nesspeople and their family
members killed

72

Number of   Taiwanese
businesspeople missing

167

Number of Taiwanese
businesspeople robbed,
injured, threatened with
extortion, kidnapped or
illegally detained

139



Hidden rural unemployment

China's Labor and Social Security Minister once publicly stat-

ed, "China has a massive labor force, and 60 percent is in the rural

regions the unemployment rate merely reflects employment in

the urban areas." This implies that official statistics only take into

account those who are officially registered as unemployed in the

urban regions. Rural unemployment has not been included in the

calculation. Various factors, such as scarcity of land, improvement

of production technology, and structural transformation of town-

ship enterprises and industries have made idle labor out of the rural

population who constitute 60 percent of China's labor force. Rural

unemployment is roughly estimated to be 150 million. According to

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), about 200 to 300

million rural workers will lose their jobs once China opens up its

markets to agricultural imports. 

Real unemployment rate is likely to be between 

20 to 26 percent

To sum up the above evidence, China's official statistics seri-

ously underestimate the unemployment rate. On the basis of the 80

percent underestimation of unemployment and 30 percent reem-

ployment rate of displaced workers, this would suggest that urban

unemployment should be approximately 8 to 10 percent. With the

addition of 150 million unemployed rural workers, the real nation-

wide unemployment rate should be an alarming 20 to 26 percent.

Although labor shortages in the southeastern coastal cities have

become more acute since the end of 2004, whether this signifies a

potential decline in the unemployment rate remains to be seen.
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J o b  D i s p l a c e m e n t  a n d
U n e m p l o y m e n t
By Keng Shu

Assistant Professor, Graduate Institute of East Asian Studies, National

Chengchi University

The unemployment rate in China is on the rise. Urban regis-

tered unemployment (excluding the unemployed rural popula-

tion) increased from 2.3 percent in 1992 to 4 percent in 2002 and

then to 4.3 percent in 2003. By 2004, the total unemployment

rate reached 4.5 percent. The Economist magazine estimates

that China's real unemployment rate may be higher than 10 per-

cent, however. Some Chinese scholars estimate the figure to be

over 20 percent.

Urban job displacement and unemployment

In the past, urban workers were guaranteed 100% employment by

the government. Following increasing reform of state-owned enterpris-

es, however, hidden unemployment in various sectors has begun to

surface as China shifts from a socialist economy to a market economy.

The alarming truth of unemployment is obscured by a number of

expressions such as job displacement, job-waiting, replacement and

training, early retirement, contract expiration, shortening the length of

service through severance payment, and elimination of uncompetitive

workers. Workers in these situations are excluded from the calcula-

tions of urban unemployment rates because they receive an allowance

from their former employers, although this is lower than the sustain-

able living wage. About 70 percent of these jobless workers are in need

of reemployment. Furthermore, China's National Bureau of Statistics

only includes those who are officially registered as unemployed at

local employment service agencies. Academics estimate that about 80

percent of the unemployed have registered themselves. The real urban

unemployment rate should be much higher than 4.5 percent, therefore.
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Unemployment as a cause of social instability

Job displacement has recently triggered frequent protests in towns

and cities around China (see table). The city of Bangbu in Anhui

Province, for example, was paralyzed at the end of 2004 when more

than 10,000 retired workers took to the streets to protest against inade-

quate pensions. Under the harsh employment conditions in China,

even employed workers and rural migrant workers do not necessarily

receive appropriate wages. Unpaid wages now total an estimated 300

billion renminbi (RMB). According to Chinese press reports, suicide

has become the primary means for rural migrant workers to demand

unpaid wages and protest against their employers. Qin Chuanfang, for

example, was a retired worker at a vegetable company in Yangxin

County, Hubei Province who received only 800 RMB instead of the

yearly pension of 2,000 RMB to which he was entitled. Suffering from

poverty and sickness and unable to find help to support his family, Qin

committed suicide by taking an overdose of drugs. In another case,

farmer Tang Xiaojun from Sichuan's Lezhi County had difficulty find-

ing a job in Chengdu even though he lowered his wage demand from

12 RMB to 10 RMB. He eventually resorted to eating sand to fill his

stomach. These instances are just the tip of the iceberg. They reflect

China's pressing unemployment problem. Finally, China has just

begun the task of institutionalizing a social security system, although

this will only cover urban workers. Unemployment and unreasonable

labor conditions are undermining social stability and could trigger a

crisis any moment.

In conclusion, if China does not immediately resolve its unem-

ployment problems, its social stability will continue to be challenged

and jeopardized.
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More than 300 retired workers gather

to petition and protest against a plan

for medical reform in the Wuhan Iron

& Steel Group.

Five hundred displaced workers in

Heilongjiang Province demonstrate

against severance pay. 

More than 1,800 chemical fertilizer

plant employees in Zaoyang, Hubei

Province go on strike to demand sever-

ance payments from the government.

More than 100 Anshan Iron and Steel

Company employees demand an

increase in severance compensation.

More than 500 oil pump factory

employees in Suizhou, Hubei Province

petition for higher severance compen-

sation.

More than 400 cement plant workers

in Shaoguan, Guangdong Province

petition and protest against unfair

practices by the government over sev-

erance payments. 

Over 100 retired workers hold a silent

vigil outside the CCP Central

Committee headquarters in Beijing to

protest against reduction in retirement

benefits.

More than 400 Liangshan Iron and

Steel Plant employees petition over

dissatisfaction with severance compen-

sation.

About 600,000 residents of Yichun and

Hegang in Heilongjiang Province take

to the streets in protest against the

authorities' violation of workers' rights

and interests. 

Unemployment Protests in China 2003-2004

Date Details Source

February 2003

March 2003 

July 2003

August 2003

August 2003

August 2003

September 2003

September 2003

November-
December 
2003

The Epoch Timese-

paper, November 13,

2003

The Epoch Timese-

paper, November 13,

2003

The Epoch Timese-

paper, November 13,

2003

The Epoch Timese-

paper, November 13,

2003

The Epoch Tmese-

paper, November 13,

2003

The Epoch Timese-

paper, November 13,

2003

Central News

Agency,September 27,

2003

The Epoch Timese-

paper,

September 27, 2003

Cheng Ming 

Monthly, January

2004: 14-15 



Date Details Source

On November 18 and 19, about 7000

workers stage a demonstration in

Xiangfan, Hubei Province against sever-

ance policy and protest against corruption

by the heads of enterprises.

More than 20,000 Pingxiang Coalmine

workers in Jiangxi Province and their

family members besiege the CCP and

government offices in Jiangxi Province to

demand labor, security, and subsistence

rights.

About 20,000 to 30,000 employees and

retired workers go on strike in Xianyang,

Shanxi Province to demand subsistence

rights.

About 100,000 Huainan Coalmine work-

ers in Anhui Province go on strike and

march in demonstration to demand lead-

ership reshuffle.

About 50,000 displaced workers and their

family members stage a street demonstra-

tion near the cities of Baoding and

Tangshan in Hebei Province.

Thousands of Suizhou residents in Hubei

Province express support for displaced

workers and protest against government

corruption and power abuse.

Over 30,000 residents, workers and

youths march on the streets of Qiqihar to

demand unpaid living allowances.

More than 10,000 family members of dis-

placed workers hold an unemployment

protest in Baotou, Inner Mongolia.

Over 10,000 retired workers take to the

streets in Bangbu, Anhui Province to

protest against inadequate retirement pen-

sions.
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China Times,

November 24, 2003:

A11

Cheng Ming Monthly,

March 2004: 18

The Epoch Times,

September 30 
October 6, 2004: 6

The Trend, October

2004: 14

The Trend, October

2004: 14-15

The Trend, October

2004: 15

Cheng Ming Monthly,

November 2004: 10

Cheng Ming Monthly,

November 2004: 10

China Times, October

2003: A11

November 2003

February 
14-17, 2004

September 2004

September 

3-10, 2004

September 

15-18, 2004

September 2004

October 12,
2004

October 16-18,
2004

October 22, 
2004

E n d l e s s  P r o t e s t s  a s
U n e m p l o y m e n t  T o p s  1 0 0
M i l l i o n

By Chen Chung-cheng

Assistant Professor, Center of General Education, Yu Da College of

Business

For years, high-ranking party and government officials in

China have stressed that stability was of paramount impor-

tance. In 2004, however, labor protests in China far surpassed

those of previous years, both in scale and degree of severity.

Between 2002 and 2004, Chinese workers staged at least

40,000 demonstrations each year. In their struggle for survival,

over 100 million unemployed workers - the proletariat that is

the foundation of the socialist regime - decided to stage

protests and demonstrations, undermining social and political

stability in China.
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tion reforms and WTO accession. In some cases, officials embezzled

allowances allocated for laid-off workers. Rapid economic develop-

ment has widened the gap between the urban rich and rural poor,

making life increasingly difficult for the unemployed. In addition,

local governments have engaged in scandals with businesses, lead-

ing to corruption and misuse of power. All these factors have result-

ed in endless protests that have grown larger and more violent. An

upsurge in unemployment caused by China's entry into the WTO

has also had a severe impact on social stability.

Workers are denied free labor unions and channels 

for appeals

Another cause of the demonstrations is that the Chinese work-

ers are denied the rights to form free labor unions and to initiate

collective negotiations with government agencies. Chinese laborers

have no available channels to resolve difficulties they encounter,

such as forced overtime, below minimum wage earnings, inability

to earn a subsistence wage, and serious health and safety problems.

The official labor union is only a nominal organization for the pro-

tection of workers' interests. The Chinese authorities have frequent-

ly criticized some pro-labor union cadres for their syndicalism and

their intention to seek autonomy from the Chinese communist

party. China has imposed a tight rein on labor unions to consolidate

party leadership, which has tamed union cadres into siding with

factory directors and managers. Any cadres who dare to lobby fac-

tory directors in favor of the workers cannot escape retaliation.

Under such circumstances, workers are forced to revolt against their

oppressors since they have been completely deprived of their rights

and are unable to make appeals.

Another significant factor that has provoked serious protests

Over 100 million unemployed workers threaten 

the stability of the Chinese government

To this day, Chinese officials have refused to confirm the recent

resurgence of labor unrest in northeastern China. Due to strict govern-

ment surveillance, mass demonstrations, which already pose a serious

threat to the Chinese political regime, are rarely reported by the press.

Statistics show that the number of nationwide protests has increased

3.7 fold in 6 years, soaring from 8,709 in 1993 to 32,000 in 1999. At least

40,000 demonstrations were held each year between 2002 and 2004.

These incidents occurred mainly because the interests of workers and

farmers have been encroached. In most of these incidents, the partici-

pants were workers and farmers themselves.

Conflict between the government and the general public has

intensified in recent years as a consequence of increasing lay-offs in

state enterprises, wage payment defaults to rural migrant workers, and

forced relocation. Frequent reports of labor disturbances at numerous

locations and mass congregation wanting to meet with higher authori-

ties created social unrest in 2004. The steady increase in mass demon-

strations indicates institutional breakdown. The Chinese authorities'

inability to provide proper benefits for retired and laid-off workers, as

well as scandals relating to government-business connections, also

incited discontent among the masses, resulting in escalating violence at

protests by tens of thousands of laid-off workers. 

Despite long-term emphasis by Chinese Communist Party and

government officials that stability was their highest priority, labor

protests in 2004 surpassed those of previous years both in their scale

and degree of severity. This development was ignited by a variety of

causes. For example, state-owned firms that operated inefficiently

under China's planned economy were closed following its liberaliza-



"a small riot does little to solve a problem, a major solution calls for

a big riot, and there is no solution without protest." Since most

demonstrations are limited to individual departments with very

few instances of interdepartmental collaboration, they are not

strong enough to pose a threat to the Chinese communist regime.

With the widening gap between the urban rich and the rural poor

and an increasing unemployed population, however, social stability

will be at risk. The authorities will have trouble dealing with the

immense pressure if they cannot provide an effective solution to the

problem. Major protests since 2004 with over 10,000 participants

were as follows.

30,000 protesters in Qiqihar: The merging and bankruptcy of

more than 20 firms led 200 representatives of retired and laid-off

workers to visit the municipal government to demand for unpaid

social security and unemployment benefits. On the evening of

October 12, 2005, more than 30,000 Qiqihar residents, workers, and

youths besieged the municipal party committee and municipal gov-

ernment buildings, accusing the authorities of embezzlement of

their social security benefits and public-land development funds.

The demonstrators mobilized vehicles with loudspeakers and

demanded that the central government send a team to investigate

the issue at Qiqihar. 

10,000 take to the streets in Baotou: Joined by their families,

over 10,000 workers who were laid-off from five weapons factories

in Inner Mongolia's Baotao City besieged the CCP committee office

building at each factory. They occupied the municipal government

square and the three lower floors of the municipal government

building, to protest factory owners' deception and deprivation of

their labor, subsistence and political rights. More than 30 municipal

governments and company vehicles were smashed and burned in

the incident.
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by workers is the large number of obstacles in the present political sys-

tem that workers face when attempting to resolve issues through

appeals to higher authorities, legal action, or with the help of media

watchdogs. According to China's official figures, the success rate of

appeals is 0.2 percent for those made in writing or personal visit.

Workers are the most active group in staging demonstrations.

Nevertheless, the number of unemployed and retired workers is rising

as a result of further reforms in China's economic system. A current

estimation by Chinese academics indicates that between 45 and 60 mil-

lion workers have been laid off, and 45 million rural migrant workers

are only partially employed. As the proletariat that forms the founda-

tion of the socialist regime, the unemployed working class has no

choice but to take to the streets in protest as they struggle to survive.

Consequently, protests usually arise when bureaucrats violate

employee's basic rights. Laid-off, unemployed, or retired workers

protest when they do not receive appropriate compensation or when

firms default on the payment of salaries, pensions, or living

allowances. Corrupt cadres, on the other hand, receive handsome

salaries and abuse their power by selling off state or collective proper-

ties at low prices for their personal benefit, thus forcing workers to

become unemployed. They also compel workers to invest in shares

without giving them dividends for long periods. In most cases, labor

disputes are a result of delayed payments to workers who have often

waited patiently for months but become enraged by seeing corrupt

cadres leading extravagant lives on public funds.

Problems addressed only in proportion to protest; workers

decide to take to the streets

Workers have learned from practical experience that the only way

to safeguard their basic rights is through protest. They are aware that
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10,000 protest at Panzhihua: More than 8,000 residents, workers,

demobilized and retired servicemen, and re-mobilized veterans assem-

bled in a rally in front of the Office Building of the Municipal Party

Committee in Panzhihua City, Sichuan Province. Their banners read,

"corrupted against corrupted; the more corrupted devour the less cor-

rupted; the less corrupted prey on the commoners; commoners revolt

for survival." In the protest jointly organized by an association of

demobilized and retired servicemen and workers at the Panzhihua

Iron and Steel Corp., the crowd surrounded the city's Public Security

Bureau, calling for the resignation of its director and demanding disci-

plinary action against oppressive police.

In Xianyang, Shanxi Province, strikes and demonstrations by

workers erupted in July and continued through mid-September when

6,000 Tianwang Textiles employees held a mass protest after China

Resources Holdings Ltd. took over the factory. The company refused to

pay the workers compensation for their transfer of personal status

from the state ownership system, and forced the re-hired laid-off work-

ers to sign unfair labor contracts. A thousand police and nearly 100

police vehicles were mobilized to make arrests on October 17, 2005.

That same evening, over 10,000 residents extended their support as

they played the Internationale anthem. To support the cause, cotton

and woolen textile workers in Sian and Baoji, Shanxi Province raised

funds to send 20,000 to 30,000 representatives and workers including

retired employees to join in the protest. This action successfully resis-

ted repression by the municipal government.

On October 22, 2005, 10,000 retired textile factory workers took

to the streets in Bangbu, Anhui Province, to petition against inadequate

pensions (about 400 to 500 RMB per month). Traffic in the city came to

a standstill for more than eight hours when the 1km-long street was

blocked by protesters.
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R u r a l  P r o t e s t s  a n d  F a r m e r s '
R i g h t s
By Chang Chih-Chung

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Affairs and Management,
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Mass protests have become common in rural China in

recent years, especially protests against tax burdens, official

corruption, land acquisition, and non-transparency in village

affairs. These issues have forced farmers to appeal to higher

authorities, march in demonstrations, take legal actions

against land acquisition, block roadways, stage sit-in demon-

strations around government offices, obstruct leadership, and

even attack government institutions and residences, resulting

in violent confrontation with the police as well as deaths and

injuries. The hotly debated "three agricultural issues" (agricul-

ture, rural areas and farmers) now pose a passive threat to

stability in China. 

According to media reports, between June and July of 2004,

more than three million farmers participated in protests in fifteen

provinces and municipalities across China, including Hebei,

Jiangxi, Hunan, Hubei, Henan, Anhui, Liaoning, Shanxi, Shaanxi,

Heilongjiang, Guizhou, Shandong, Guangxi, Yunnan and

Chongqing (see Tables 1 and 2). Clashes with the police were

repeatedly reported and even the Chinese People's Liberation

Army was called in to intervene. What made these simple farmers

resort to violent demonstrations and why have the protests gradu-

ally begun to take different forms? These questions need to be

explored further.
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Farmers lose land, unable to practice agriculture

According to a survey conducted by the Rural Development

Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, rural protests

have shifted in focus from tax problems to land disputes. Since

China's public goods provision for rural regions is clearly less than

that for urban regions, unequal distribution of wealth and rural-

urban disparity have become evident. Moreover, land guarantees

the livelihood of farmers. Consequently, those farmers who have

lost their land are caught in a difficult situation wherein they have

"no land to cultivate, no placement for work, and no share of subsis-

tence allowance."

Between 1990 and 2002, 47.36 million mu (1 mu = 670 square

meters) of arable land in China were designated for non-agricultur-

al development. During the same period, total non-agricultural

land reached 16.46 million mu, which meant an average of 2.74 mil-

lion mu of China's farmland was converted each year. Converted

land was concentrated in suburbs and densely populated devel-

oped regions. With per capita farmland at less than 0.7 mu, about

1.4 farmers lose their land for each mu of arable land converted.

Therefore, an estimated total of 66.30 million farmers lost their land

in the thirteen years between 1990 and 2002. A more serious prob-

lem is that each level of local government withholds a part of the

land acquisition fee and tax revenue. There is also a delay and lack

of transparency in land acquisition. In addition, farmers have not

received appropriate compensation to restart their businesses and

they have not been insured by a social security system that is avail-

able to city residents. Under such circumstances, farmers are forced

to participate in protest "for survival, for land, and for rights." One

of the most striking protests that have attracted great attention

occurred in October 2004 due to the river closure and diversion

Hardship and poverty

A Survey of Chinese Peasants by an Anhui writer has attracted

the attention of the intellectual elite and prompted the Chinese

Communist Party's Central Propaganda Department to curb further

discussion of the issue. The report, which exposed the use of false data

by town and township governments and the heavy taxation on farm-

ers, provides a better understanding of rural poverty in China. Over

the years, financial allocations in villages have translated into an enor-

mous pressure on the farming population in the form of a tax structure

widely known as "first tax light, second tax heavy, and third tax is a

bottomless pit." The tax burden that the farmers face has already

exceeded the legally stipulated five percent per capita of total income.

With their per capita net income below five percent between 1997 and

2003, farmers' tax burden and declining incomes have weakened their

purchasing power.

Furthermore, 39,000 out of 50,000 towns and villages are debt-rid-

den. Since "officials produce numbers and numbers make an official,"

the governments of towns and villages vigorously pursue "reputation"

and "image." The results have been increasing debts for towns and vil-

lages. Overstatements of business earnings and farmers' income have

prompted higher authorities to increase tax levies on the presumption

that villages had cast off poverty. Moreover, due to the use of coercive

or violent measures by the governments of towns and villages to levy

taxes on farmers and the farmers' mistrust of financial disarray in the

villages, the relations between officials and the masses have deteriorat-

ed and resulted in conflicts. Peasant protests are, therefore, closely con-

nected with bread and butter, and are mostly directed against corrupt

officials. When a country's official system is unable to meet the inter-

ests of its rural population, it gives rise to organized resistance beyond

the institution.



engineering of a hydroelectric power station in Yaan City in Sichuan

Province's Hanyuan County. In this incident, 60,000 county residents

destroyed county government and party committee offices in protest

against unreasonable relocation compensation and suspected official

corruption. Clashes with the police and curfews were reported at one

point after Sichuan Provincial Party Committee Secretary Zhang

Xuezhong was taken hostage by protestors.

Protest for protection of rights-moving from inside to out-

side of the institution

A survey conducted by Chinese scholar Yu Jianrong showed that,

prior to the mid-1990s, farmers resorted to "peaceful communication,"

such as written petitions, to protect their rights. Since the mid-1990s,

however, they have resorted to taking more "urgent" actions. Farmers

began to hold large gatherings under an intense atmosphere to appeal

to higher authorities and besiege organizations at the grass-roots level.

They have also resorted to violent sieges, armed resistance, and other

hostile means. The change in the form of protest is significant because

the ways in which farmers' opinions are expressed are based on their

faith in government authority and existing institutions. In other words,

the actions of farmers, both inside and outside the system, reflect their

faith in and views of the government. 

It is worth paying close attention to the fact that farmers have now

engaged in "struggle by law" to protect their rights. At its core, this

form of struggle indicates an attempt to speak out with clear political

convictions in the interest of farmers. On the one hand, a social mobi-

lization network is created through various means for direct resistance

against the government at the grass-roots level. On the other hand, the

declaration of "legal rights and interests" or "civil rights" in the state

law and central government documents is an important sign of farm-

ers' increased awareness of their rights as well as the law.
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In February 2004, the CPC Central Committee passed the "No.

1 document" regarding agricultural and rural issues, which was

entitled "Opinions on Policies for Facilitating the Increase of

Farmers' Income." Although this move represented the importance

that the Hu-Wen leadership has placed on the "three agricultural

issues," it also highlighted the political risks involved. While mak-

ing adjustments for rural interests, the Chinese authorities have

failed to solve the problems existing between the state and China's

rural population. Neither have they effectively curbed illegal land

seizure by governments at the grass-roots level. This shows that an

assessment has to be conducted on whether autonomy in China's

rural communities has been effectively promoted. It also highlights

that farmers have the guts to use both systematic and unsystematic

channels to safeguard their interests.
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Farmers in Henan held 74 protests, attack-

ing and occupying county government and

party offices. In May and September, farm-

ers took over government offices in Sui,

Minquan, Qingfeng, Nanle, and Fan coun-

ties for several days.

Farmers attacked and took control of coun-

ty, party, and government offices in 55

incidents in Shandong Province in 2003.

Violent conflicts with the public security

officers and military police occurred in

Jiaxiang, Juye, and Guan counties. The

clashes in Jiaxiang County in July and the

conflict in Juye County in September

caused over 70 and 50 casualties respec-

tively.

Over 2 million farmers established more

than 300 organizations, rising in protest

with the slogan: "Farmers are landowners;

anti-suppression, anti-exploitation, and

anti-fraud." 

More than 100,000 participated in over ten

mass demonstrations. Traffic in Weixi,

Xiao, and Lingbi counties was blocked

from late June to early July. Over 1,000

farmers from different counties and town-

ships voluntarily organized a group to peti-

tion to higher authorities in the provincial

capital.

Conflict centered on the acquisition of over

1,500 mu of farmland by Liu Guozhao,

head of Shijiahe village in the northern out-

skirts of Zhengzhou. Liu later sold the land

to a real estate development firm and pock-

eted 40 mil l ion RMB of the earnings.

Repeated appeals to the Ministry of Land

and Resources were ignored. In the early

morning of July 31, 2004, more than 600

riot police sealed off road intersections in

Shijiahe village. Over 20 people were shot,

more than 100 wounded, and six critically

injured and rushed to the hospital.

Table 2. Protests by Chinese Farmers over the Past Two Years

Date Location Overview Source

May &

September

2003

July,

September

2003

October

2003

June 2004

July 2004

Counties in

Henan

Province

Shandong

Province

Twelve

provinces and

municipalities

Villages in

Anhui

Province's

Weixi, Xiao,

Lingbi, Si,

Guzhen,

Linquan  and

Taihe  counties

Zhengzhou

suburbs, Henan

Province

The Epoch

Times, January

7, 2004

The Epoch

Times, January

7, 2004

Boxun News

Network,

December 9,

2003

Mingjian,

August 27,

2004

The Epoch

Times, August

2, 2004

A total of 6,230 protests were held in 1993. Of these, 830 were staged

by at least 500 participants from more than one town, 78 involved at

least 1,000 people from more than one town, and 21 involved more than

5,000 protestors over a longer period. These protests resulted in 8,200

casualties including farmers and local government workers; 2,015

policemen were injured and 385 killed.

About 720,000 protests were staged, of which 2,300 were serious riots

that resulted in nearly 5,000 casualties among town and village govern-

ment employees.

Farmers took part in more than 10,000 illegal activities including

demonstrations, petitions, sieges and destruction of government offices.

Over 420 of the 3,200 serious cases of mass protest developed into con-

frontations and sieges of local government buildings by angry mobs.

Officials reported the number of casualties at 7,400, which included

more than 1,200 cadre members and police.

A total of 5,000 mass protests were held.

The number of protests reached 100,000, averaging about 270 a day.

A total of 117 protests involving armed violence resulted in 4,300 casu-

alties, half of whom were party cadres and government officials. 

Nearly 8 million people participated in 7,650 violent conflicts, which

resulted in over 13,000 casualties including more than 9,500 local gov-

ernment as well as town and village officials, public security officers

and military police.

In 131 cases between January and August, farmers attacked or occupied

county and township government and party committee offices.

Source: 
Research Group on Human Rights Practices in China, 2002 Report on Human Rights

Practices in China, Taipei: Democracy and Peace Forum. (http://www.gadp.org.tw/impor-

tant_show.asp?selno=15)

Table 1. Protests by Chinese Farmers over the Last Ten Years

Date                                                          Overview

1993

January 

April, 1994

1997

January 

July, 1998

1998 

1999 

2000

2001

2002 



Five mass demonstrations and rallies were

held. About 300,000 residents of 17 vil-

lages in the three counties gathered on

July 17, 2004, to demand for the six major

rights of farmers: rights to subsistence,

land, equality and legal protection; civil

rights and right to liberty.

More than 350,000 farmers held 22 mass

demonstrations in Hebei Province. Tens of

thousands attacked the county government

and party committee offices Wei, Quyang,

and Tang counties. Government buildings

Daming and Shou counties were also

taken over by protestors. On July 22,

2004, troops were deployed to stop thou-

sands of farmers of Tang County from

marching along the highway toward the

provincial capital of Shijiazhuang. The

conflict was settled only after the provin-

cial government promised to lift five dif-

ferent taxes.

More than 1,000 residents of Mashan vil-

lage in Zhuhai City staged a sit-in demon-

stration against unreasonable compensa-

tion for land acquisition, blocking traffic

for several days. A few villagers were

injured in the conflict when over 100 riot

police were ordered to dispel the crowd. 

Nearly 20,000 farmers and rural migrant

workers continued to hold demonstrations

and rallies at the party committees of pre-

fectures and countries. They pulled out

banners which read "Against miscella-

neous taxes, exploitation, and seizure of

farmland," used farm implements, long

lances, and hunting rifles to prevent the

government's acquisition of their land and

enclosure of their fields, and forced the

government to withdraw temporarily. On

one occasion, 1 million farmers were

mobilized for a nationwide march into the

provincial capital of Zhengzhou. More
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Villages in

Liaoning

Province's

Jianchang,

Jianping and

Lingyuan 

counties

Villages in Hebei

Province's

Linzhang, She,

Wei, Daming,

Xingtang,

Lingshou,

Quyang and

Tang counties 

Zhuhai City,

Guangdong

Province

37 villages in the

four regions of

Anyang, Puyang,

Hebi and

Kaifeng in

Henan Province

Mingjian,

August 27,

2004

The Epoch

Times, August

27, 2004

The Epoch

Times,

September 21,

2004

The Epoch

Times, October

27, 2004

July 2004

July 2004

September

2004

September

2004

than 30,000 public security officers,

military police, and party committee

cadres were deployed to stop the march.

Nearly 10,000 tobacco farmers protest-

ed against the forced sale of leaf tobac-

co to the government.

Over 17,000 farmers obstructed traffic

on more than ten highways as they

marched to the city government and

party committee offices. They burned

tax notices and "white slips" (acknowl-

edgement of debts) issued by the gov-

ernment, gathered in front of city gov-

ernment and party committee buildings

and shouted "Rise in revolt to get a

share of the land and officials' property."

Farmers seized state warehouses in

Yichun City several times and distrib-

uted chemical fertilizers, agricultural

implements, and light industrial prod-

ucts among themselves. A movement to

seek farmers' self-relief and self-govern-

ment was launched in many townships

and villages in Jian City, and a notice

issued announcing their refusal to pay

the exorbitant taxes and levies.

Due to the river closure and diversion

engineering of a hydroelectric power

station in Yaan City in Hanyuan County,

Sichuan Province, 60,000 county resi-

dents held protests against unreasonable

relocation compensation and suspected

official corruption. County government

and party committee offices were

destroyed and Sichuan Provincial

Committee Secretary Zhang Xuezhong

was on one occasion reported to be held

by protestors. Many people were killed

and scores were arrested in conflicts

with the military police. 

Qujing City and

Yuxi City in

Yunnan Province

Twelve rural

villages in cities

of Yichun,

Xinyu and Jian

in Jiangxi

Province

Yaan City in

Sichuan

Province's

Hanyuan

County

September

2004

September

2004

October

2004

The Trend,

October 2004

The Epoch

Times,

October 27,

2004

The Epoch

Times,

November 11,

2004



T h e  I s s u e  o f  D e l a y e d  W a g e
P a y m e n t s  t o  R u r a l  M i g r a n t
W o r k e r s
By Hsu Chih-chia

Associate Professor, Department of Mass Communication, Ming Chuan

University

By 2003, outstanding wages owed to rural migrant workers in

China totaled about 100 billion RMB. The problem was most

severe in the construction industry, which accounted for 70 per-

cent of the total. As of early 2005, construction workers had

received delayed payments of 33.37 billion RMB, which was rep-

resented as 99.1 percent of the official reported total arrears of

33.66 billion RMB. These figures indicate the large gap that exists

between reported and actual amounts.

Wage payments owed to rural migrant workers 

reach 100 billion RMB

According to statistics from Chinese agencies, China has a "float-

ing population" defined by those persons spending six months or

more away from their homes in other regions of China of 127 million.

Of these, about 78 percent are farmers seeking jobs in urban areas.

With their number growing by 3 million annually over the past five

years (People's Daily, August 4, 2005:15), they now form a large social

group, yet their rights and welfare have continually been ignored.

Rural migrant workers provide a large, cheap labor force that

stimulates China's rapid economic growth. As the driving force of the

lower stratum, they have made significant contribution to the prosper-

ing economy of which China is proud. Their social status remains low,

however, their welfare is unprotected, and their wages are minimal

and often unpaid. The issue of delayed payment of rural migrant

workers' wages has existed for a long time. Employers often withhold
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wages for an entire year and this persistent problem has become a

serious social issue in China.

Capital shortage is prevalent in urban areas where money sup-

ply has been restricted in order to reduce the risks of bad loans

under China's financial reform policies. Most rural workers in the

urban labor market have been unable to join labor unions. Because

they lack organized support, possess only low-levels of education,

and lack negotiating skills, they are at an obvious disadvantage

when campaigning to claim their wages. In contrast, employers and

labor contractors, while holding a distinct advantage over them,

have no scruples sacrificing the interests of these workers when

they do not receive payment from upper stream companies or

whenever business is not operating well (People's Daily Online,

November 24, 2003). As a result, many rural workers have been

unable to collect their unpaid wages for many years.

Data from the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU)

indicates that delayed wage payment of rural workers totaled 100

billion RMB in 2003. The main culprits were businesses in the con-

struction and food and beverage industries, with the former

accounting for 70 percent of this total (People's Daily Online,

November 24, 2003). The problem was particularly severe in the

construction sector, which, according to the National Bureau of

Statistics, accumulated delayed wage payments of 336.56 billion

RMB by the end of 2002. The actual amounts, however, could be

higher than the official figure (People's Daily, December 10, 2003:6).

Construction debts most prevalent in real estate and 

government projects

Debts to construction workers were most prevalent in real

estate development and government projects, with contractors



solution to the problem of overdue payment in the construction

industry. (Jiangnan Times, December 10, 2003:11). 

Discrepancy between reported and actual figures

At the behest of the central government, relevant departments

have started to tackle the issue of delayed wage payments that is most

severe in the construction sector. According to China's official reports,

delayed wage payments to rural workers on construction projects

totaled 33.37 billion RMB, which represents 99.1 percent of the report-

ed total of 33.66 billion RMB (Xinhuanet, March 21, 2005).

The official records may indicate that the issue has been almost

solved, but detailed analysis reveals that they reported figures in the

construction industry. According to the original estimates by ACFTU,

wage arrears in this sector are as much as 70 billion RMB. In fact, the

real amount is more than twice the reported figure. The problem,

therefore, has not been completely resolved.

Rural migrant workers are a mainstay of China's urban develop-

ment, but for this new and rising social group, wages are their pri-

mary financial source for sustenance. The government has realized the

seriousness of the situation and is actively addressing the issue, which

should remove its potential threat to social stability. Nevertheless, the

Chinese authorities must pay attention to whether the numbers are

telling the truth. If the reported figures do not reflect the true situation,

erasing virtually all back payments by relevant departments will not

mirror the real plight of workers. Conversely, if the figures are an

accurate reflection of reality, then the Chinese authorities should

enforce regulations for the long term to prevent problems from arising

again when the central government is not closely monitoring the situ-

ation. The issue could become a major factor undermining social

development.
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owing 39.6 percent and 26.7 percent of total payments, respectively. In

other words, payment was long overdue in over a quarter of government

investment projects. Construction companies were, therefore, unable to

pay the wages of rural workers. One survey indicates that the longest

delay was ten years. In Guangdong Province, for example, payments

delayed by more than three years comprised 71 percent of total sums

unpaid (People's Daily, December 10, 2003:6). Hence, rural migrant work-

ers did not receive any wages as long as construction payments were

overdue.

The issue of delayed wage payments is a result of the vicious cycle

of government or real estate developers not paying construction fees to

contractors, and these contractors withholding wages to factory directors

or rural migrant workers. This means that the government is the primary

reason that rural workers are unable to claim their wages.

Having toiled without pay for long periods, and without proper

channels to seek redress, workers are forced to take matters into their

own hands. Studies indicate that 60 percent of rural workers persistently

demand wages from their employers, 10 percent apply pressure through

intimidation, and 15 percent simply accept their fate. Very few choose to

settle the problem through legal action (Beijing Youth Daily, December

2, 2003).

Rural migrant workers, who have a low social status and are sub-

jected to discrimination, have been unable to draw government or soci-

ety's attention to the issues of delayed wage payments. This long unset-

tled problem now threatens the lives of numerous workers, but most are

frustrated by futile efforts to find proper channels through which to seek

redress. It was not until October 2003, when a woman farmer pleaded

with Premier Wen Jiabao to help recover her wages during his

Chongqing visit, that the issue gained nationwide attention. In December

of the same year, the State Council issued a public notice on a practical
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take. According to one survey, the typical migrant worker performs

the dirtiest, most grueling and miserable tasks in factories under a

temperature of 60 degrees Celsius; has a family of three living in a

cramped "shack" of six square meters; and usually has a vegetable

dish and a bowl of soup for each meal. Life is harsh, as are their

working conditions. Rights to employment equality, labor compen-

sation, health and security, endowment insurance and other welfare

measures are practically out of reach for the large number of rural

migrant workers.

Unjust, unfair and unethical double standard for rural

migrant workers

According to a 2004 year-end report released by the legal

department of the All-China Federation of Trade Unions

(ACFTU), due to legislative flaws, government mismanage-

ment, and social prejudice, rural migrant workers face a dou-

ble standard in labor which is unjust and unethical. This is a

severe violation of the rights of rural migrant workers who are

currently faced with the following difficulties:

The first problem is unequal rights to employment and the

lack of employment security. Rural migrant workers seeking

employment in the cities suffer discrimination. Restrictions on

household registration and residence status means that they

can only enter the "secondary labor market" to take low-paid

jobs which are dirty, hazardous, miserable, grueling, degrading

and strenuous in a harsh environment. They enjoy little benefit

in a labor market lacking in welfare, and most are confronted

with the fate of being laid off at any time.
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C i t y  D r i f t e r s :  T h e  T r a g i c  L i v e s
o f  R u r a l  M i g r a n t  W o r k e r s
By Chen Chung-cheng

Assistant Professor, Center of General Education, Yu Da College of Business

The 140 million migrant workers drifting between rural and

urban regions have become China's "fourth agricultural issue."

Forced to live in the lowest strata of the urban society, most of

the rural migrant workers engage in dirty, hazardous, miserable,

grueling, degrading and strenuous jobs. Eighty percent of them

work 12 to 16 hours a day without a labor contract. Their wages

are often in arrears for long periods, and their livelihoods and jobs

are insecure. Wage arrears, which exceeded 100 billion RMB by

the end of 2004, have seriously affected the lives of rural migrant

workers and undermined social stability in the country.

The floating and marginalized population in the city

The 140 billion migrant workers drifting between rural and urban

regions in China have become the country's "fourth agricultural issue."

These migrant workers are a very unique class of people who have

been forced to live in the lowest strata of the urban society. Most of

them work in the construction, food and beverage industries, textile

factories, service and environmental sanitation sectors as well as other

harsh and strenuous but low-paid jobs. Eighty percent of them work 12

to 16 hours a day without a labor contract. Their wages are often in

arrears for long periods and their livelihoods and jobs are insecure.

Wage arrears, which exceeded 100 billion RMB by the end of 2004,

have seriously affected the lives of rural migrant workers and under-

mined social stability in the country.

Rural migrant workers generally have a low social status, with a

majority engaged in high-risk jobs that most people are unwilling to



any type of social insurance, let alone endowment insurance.

They are currently excluded from the social security system in

most cities and there is no regulation or policy that makes their

inclusion mandatory.  A survey by the Sichuan Province

Federation of Trade Unions shows that less than 20 percent of

rural migrant workers are covered by insurance.

Sixth, overtime employment has become a serious and

widespread issue. Rural migrant workers generally work more

than 12 hours a day, and sometimes as many as 16 hours.

According to a survey of the textile industry in five provinces

including Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Hebei by the Finance, Light

Industry,  Texti le  and Tobacco Workers '  Union of  China,

migrant workers usually work 12 hours a day. Those in indi-

vidual family businesses work for up to 16 hours. Their 306

work hours a month exceed the legal monthly limit by 139

hours, and their total overtime is 3.86 times the maximum limit

of 36 hours. Such violation of China's regulations governing

overtime causes great physical and mental harm to rural

migrant workers and can even result in death from overwork. 

Social order has been undermined by the huge floating

population of rural migrant workers

Considering that the social system is the underlying cause

of the residence status issue of rural migrant workers and their

treatment in cities, no easy solution has been found to the

long-standing problems of household registration, medical

insurance and children's education. Besides, social discrimina-

tion is an enduring pain for these workers who want to inte-

grate into urban life but are alienated by city dwellers. The gap

between the two groups is widening. Due to lack of respect

from others, rural migrant workers have become increasingly
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Second, labor contracts are rarely signed and there is no stan-

dardized contract. According to statistics, 80 percent of rural

migrant workers have not signed any labor contracts with their

employers. Except for a few provinces where 40 percent of rural

migrant workers have signed employment contracts, in most

other regions the rate of signing of employment contracts is lower

than 20 percent.

Third, workers' right to remuneration has been seriously vio-

lated because their employers have held their wages in arrears

over long periods. Wage defaults and wage cuts are random,

deliberate and rampant. For rural migrant workers, wages are the

most important source of family livelihood, accounting for over

40 percent of the household income. Wage arrears have not only

violated the legal rights and interests of rural migrant workers,

but have also directly affected tens of thousands of their families.

Fourth, labor conditions are harsh, and the problem of labor

safety acute. The risk of work-related injury is highest among

rural migrant workers, whose work environment does not con-

form to China's official standards for employment safety and

hygiene. According to the State Administration of Quality and

Technical Supervision, rural migrant workers account for 80 per-

cent of work-related deaths. The situation is particularly serious

in mining, construction and hazardous chemical factories the

three occupations with the highest concentration of migrant

workers. Most of those who died in coal mine incidents in 2004

were rural migrant workers, who also comprised 90 percent of

those injured in accidents at construction sites.

Fifth, there is a lack of social insurance and security. Rural

migrant workers in general neither have registered for nor have
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hostile toward other elements of society. Such a large floating

population of rural migrant workers has the potential to become a

new social problem in China.

As an official in China's State Council put it, withholding the

wages of rural migrant workers by employers has been a widespread

phenomenon in China. Wages arrears could destabilize the construc-

tion industry and cause social unrest. The issue has become serious in

recent months with more and more rural migrant workers injuring

themselves or others to claim their wages. There have been occasional

reports of workers jumping from buildings when they had exhausted

all means of claiming their wages. News of killing in pursuit of unpaid

debts is also heard. Numerous incidents are reported that are either

directly or indirectly related to rural migrant workers. Since the issue

of wage arrears has jeopardized social stability in China, high-ranking

officials have expressed serious concerns.

China's relevant authorities and local governments have adopted

a number of measures over the past year to resolve the tremendous

social pressure stemming from the unsolved issue involving the rural

migrant workers. A "green channel" was established and the

Regulations on Labor Security Supervision were promulgated in an

attempt to resolve the wage arrears issue through legal means. The

2003-2010 National Training Plan for Rural Migrant Workers was joint-

ly mapped out by six ministries and commissions under China's State

Council to provide vocational training to more migrant workers. An

experimental wage guarantee system and a unified household registra-

tion system were established, and labor unions of rural migrant work-

ers were organized in a few cities. However, it remains to be seen

whether the measures will be effectively implemented to bring about

improvement in the lives and working conditions of rural migrant

workers and alleviate the immense pressure on society.
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T h e  T h r e e  A g r i c u l t u r a l  I s s u e s  -
F a r m e r s '  H a r d s h i p ,  R u r a l  P o v e r t y
a n d  A g r i c u l t u r a l  R i s k s

By Chen Chung-cheng

Assistant Professor, Center of General Education,Yu Da College of Business

China has long adopted the policy of attaining acceler-

ated industrialization at the expense of the interests of agricul-

ture and farmers through low wages and the "scissors gap"

between the prices of industrial products and agricultural

products. Due to the increased "price scissors" effect, villages

in China are on the verge of bankruptcy. China's "three agri-

cultural issues" (agriculture, rural areas and farmers) cause a

dilemma for China's leaders, which is reflected in the com-

ments made by former Premier Zhu Rongji regarding the

"farmers' hardships, rural poverty and agricultural risks." Annual

per capita income of China's rural population in 2004 was

2,936 RMB, roughly a quarter of the earnings of the residents

of towns and townships. The surplus labor force in China's rural

areas reaches 150 million, while 100 million farmers are semi-

employed. Gross agricultural output value accounts for 13

percent of GDP in China. The "three agricultural issues" contin-

ue to be a core problem that China should address.

The "three agricultural issues" result from China's poli-

cy of pushing industrialization at the expense of the

interests of agriculture and farmers 

Villages in China are on the verge of bankruptcy due to

the increased "price scissors" effect produced by China's long-

term policy of pushing industrialization at the expense of the

interests of agriculture and farmers through low wages and the

"scissors gap" between prices of industrial products and agri-



cultural products. In spring 2000, former Premier Zhu Rongji indi-

cated, in response to a petition from local officials in Hunan

Province, with heartfelt sentiments that there is in China the prob-

lem of "farmer hardship, rural poverty and agricultural risk.".

Zhu's words clearly reflect the dilemma caused by the "three agri-

cultural issues." In 2004, annual per capita income in China's rural

districts was only 2,936 RMB, roughly a quarter of that in towns

and townships. The surplus labor force in China's rural areas

reaches 150 million, while 100 million farmers are semi-employed.

Gross agricultural value accounts for about 13 percent of GDP in

China. All this indicates that the "three agricultural issues" contin-

ue to be a major concern of China's highest authorities.    

The "three agricultural issues" are an economic as well as

political and social problem. This is especially the case with farm-

ers, who have remained the biggest political concern as well as a

major issue in rural development. The importance that China's

central authorities attach to these issues is evident in their

issuance of seven "Number One Documents" between 1982 and

2005. Ironically, however, China's agricultural insurance, which

was reinstated in 1982, has suffered a decline and has even been

suspended in many places. According to the China Insurance

Regulatory Commission, agricultural insurance premiums in 2004

registered negative growth of 18.86 percent at 377 million RMB,

which comprised only 0.35 percent of all property insurance pre-

miums.

"Three agricultural issues" are at the core of

China's problems

The "three agricultural issues" have long existed in China and

have become a major concern of the Chinese authorities. The cen-
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tral leadership of the Communist Party of China (CPC) issued

a "Number One Document" in 2004 promising an increase in

farmers' income. In 2005, the Chinese authorities further pro-

nounced that enhancing overall agricultural productivity

would be the major task of their efforts to solve the issues

encountered by agriculture and farming villages. As Chinese

Premier Wen Jiabao indicated in the 2005 Report on the Work

of the Government to the National People's Congress (NPC)

and the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference

(CPPCC), "solving the problems facing agriculture, rural areas

and farmers remains a top priority of all our work." Wen also

stated that the Chinese authorities would abolish agricultural

tax within three years, ahead of the original schedule of five

years.  To promote China's economy in 2005, the Chinese

authorities regarded the improvement of the "three agricultur-

al issues" as a task for their efforts in this regard.

Regarded by China's academics as a core problem facing

China today, the "three agricultural issues" involve the political

system at the grass-roots level, the dual social structure, the

long-ignored agricultural sector and farmer exploitation. They

are also related to water and soil conservation, creation of a

green environment, sustainable development and other rural

problems. All these are linked to major environmental protec-

tion issues that affect the lives of farmers and Chinese citizens

on the whole. In the process of industrialization, urbanization

and development of a market economy, China has single-mind-

edly pursued economic growth. This, in addition to restrictions

by its dual structure of rural-urban segmentation, has given

rise to three difficulties of achieving agricultural efficiency, of

increasing farmers' income and of developing rural areas.



2004, this represents only a quarter of the incomes of residents

in towns and townships. Farmers remain impoverished in the

expansive rural areas with an absence of social security sys-

tems such as medical insurance, retirement and old-age pen-

sions. At least 350 million Chinese farmers are currently living

under the international poverty line of one US dollar a day, as

defined by the World Bank.

Rural poverty - per capita farmland barely

measures 0.1 hectare

The second agricultural issue is that farming villages have

been in poor economic condition since the tax distribution sys-

tem was implemented in 1994. The system allows provincial

governments to exercise financial centralization over subordi-

nate governments while transferring power over technical mat-

ters to county and township governments. This has consider-

ably increased the financial burden of local governments. Due

to financial difficulties, local governments thus have no option

but to squeeze money from local resources. Exploitation of

farmers and extortion of excessive taxes by officials are not

uncommon in China's villages today. This has caused great ten-

sion between officials and the masses.

Rural China is characterized by small farming operations,

given that per capita farmland for its farming population of

800 million is 0.1 hectare, which is only 44 percent of the world

average. In the process of urbanization, as many as 70 million

farmers either lost their land completely or are now left with

less than 0.3 mu (1 mu = 670 square meters) of farmland. It is

estimated that the number of farmers in the same situation will

increase to more than 100 million. Since China's reform and
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Farmer hardship 350 million farmers live under
the poverty line

Farmers have a heavy tax burden. Though the central leader-

ship of the CPC plans to abolish all agricultural taxes within the

next three years, it is feared that this benevolent measure may not

effectively address farmers' poverty because an array of other

agriculture-related taxes already amount to hundreds of RMB per

household each year. Random fee collection and arbitrary finan-

cial allocation in villages have also become more rampant in

recent years. An official report indicted that rural residents have

to pay as many as 50 miscellaneous fees. Although the Chinese

authorities have enacted the regulations stipulating that taxes

must not exceed 5 percent of rural income, as much as 50 percent

of farmers' income goes into tax payments.

Furthermore, farmers are unable to meet exorbitant medical

expenses. They cannot afford to fall sick since a visit to the hospi-

tal costs at least 20 RMB. Nevertheless, farmers often seek medical

treatment due to their vulnerability to pesticide poisoning and

heatstroke, which often forces them to spend up to half of their

annual incomes. If they suffer the misfortune of becoming seri-

ously ill, they will most likely be burdened by heavy medical

debts for life. In the meanwhile, they have been burdened with

heavy educational expenses. Generally, rural elementary and sec-

ondary students should pay about 300 RMB in tuition fees each

year, with 1,200 RMB and 5,000 RMB, respectively, for senior high

school students and university students. Such tuition fees can be a

burden even for urban families, let alone farmers with two or

more children. 

Although farmers' incomes saw the highest increase since

1997, rising by 12 percent from the previous year to 2,936 RMB in
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standing household registration system that discourages farm-

ers from moving to urban areas. The fundamental solution to

the problem is to make a structural adjustment in the dual

social system that separates urban areas from rural areas. The

adoption of a new type of urbanization strategy is, therefore, a

necessary step toward resolving the agricultural issues, but the

most difficult problem lies in creating jobs for the rural labor

force working in towns and townships. Another solution to the

"three agricultural issues" calls for privatization of land, which

could ensure due protection for farmers' rights and positively

develop a non-public or private economic sector. 

Rural issues have received considerable attention since Hu

Jintao and Wen Jiabao came to power. Both have announced

related agricultural policies on several occasions in response to

the wealth gap resulting from economic reform that has made

coastal provinces wealthier while the central and western rural

areas remain underdeveloped. The huge gap between rich and

poor has caused large numbers of farmers to migrate to cities

to work for meagre wages in unsafe environments. This has

become a major concern in public order. Farmers that remain

oppressed in the extensive rural regions continue to petition

before higher authorities, some stirring up trouble in their

demands for justice. It seems that countless incidents resulting

from farmers' resentment could erupt at any moment in China.

Therefore, whether or not the "three agricultural issues" can be

properly resolved will affect the stability of the Hu-Wen lead-

ership.
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opening up, the requisition of land by the Chinese authorities at

low prices has incurred a loss of 2 trillion RMB on farmers and

pushed the countryside faster toward poverty. Hence, the major

problems which the Chinese authorities must resolve in the future

include resettling farmers who have lost their farmland, reform-

ing and improving the land system and protecting farmers' land

rights.

Agricultural risk nearly a third of farmland 

suffers deterioration

The key factor behind the third agricultural issue lies in the

slow pace of agricultural modernization due to insufficient

investments in agricultural technology. Of the more than 6,000

items of technological results obtained by agricultural research,

only 30 to 40 percent have been applied to production, and only

20 percent have yielded scale benefits. Another problem is the

continuous deterioration and erosion of arable land. Overuse of

natural resources and disregard for environmental problems have

resulted in the loss of one-third of farmlands to saline grounds,

mudslides, desertification and formation of other low-yield land.

Desertification of grasslands has become more serious in the past

decades due to deforestation, over cultivation and overgrazing.

Agriculture has almost turned into a profitless industry even

though China has enjoyed an annual economic growth of at least

7 percent over the past ten years.

Farmers are at the core of the "three agricultural issues"

because farming is their occupation and rural communities are

where they live. In order to solve the problems of farmers, the

number of farmers must first be reduced through creation of

employment  opportunit ies  in  non-agricultural  industr ies .

However, their migration to cities is impeded by China's long-
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Precious life in exchange for coal - China accounts for 80

percent of the world's mining fatalities

Deteriorating coalmine safety has become a major cause for

alarm and a serious issue that needs to be addressed. A series of

mining accidents have put the authorities' credibility in jeopardy.

On October 20, 2004, the Daping mine disaster in Henan Province

killed 148 people. Less than two months later, on December 2,

another 166 lives were lost in the Chenjiashan coalmine disaster at

Tongchuan, Shanxi Province. On February 14, 2005, a gas explosion

in the Sunjiawan coalmine at Fuxin, Liaoning Province left 210 min-

ers dead, 5 missing, and 29 injured. This was the single most tragic

mining accident in China since 1949 when the Chinese communist

regime seized control over the country. It is only the tip of the ice-

berg with regard to China's poor public safety issue, however.

China's mining sector suffers the most fatalities among all

industries worldwide. According to the SAWS, over 6,000 people

perish in fires, floods, and gas explosions at mines each year. This

figure accounts for 80 percent of the world's mining fatalities. It

places the death rate at more than four persons per million tons of

coal mined, which is 100 times that of the United States, 30 times

that of South Africa, and 10 times that of India. In response, the

Chinese authorities have promised repeatedly to improve industrial

safety. In 2002, a set of safety regulations was implemented nation-

wide. A workplace inspection network was established, and related

agencies at all levels were ordered to enhance work safety. There

continues to be an average of 16 mining deaths every day in China,

however.
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T h e  C u r s e  o f  A c c i d e n t a l  D e a t h s
By Chen Chung-cheng

Assistant Professor, Center of General Education, Yu Da College of Business

At least 800,000 people in China die each year from work-

related and other accidents. Of these, over 243,000 people die

in traffic or industrial accidents while another 2 million people are

injured or disabled. China now tops the accident-casualty list

worldwide. In 2004, about 803,700 industrial accidents occurred,

which inflicted economic losses of 250.5 billion renminbi (RMB).

Annual accidental-death toll of 800,000

For years, China has been plagued by a variety of public security-

related accidents. According to an analysis by China's State

Administration of Work Safety (SAWS), the most serious accidents in

recent years have been traffic-, industry-, and mining-related, with the

last category reporting the greatest tragedies. At least 800,000 people in

China die each year from work-related and other accidents. Of these,

over 243,000 people die in traffic or industrial accidents while another

2 million people are injured or disabled. China now tops the accident-

casualty list worldwide.

Safety in the industrial workplace has become a crucial issue in

China. Official figures from the Committee for Internal and Judicial

Affairs under the National People's Congress show that 5.61 million

life-threatening accidents, including those related to public health and

social safety occurred in China in 2004. Of these accidents, 803,700

cases were industrial related, which caused economic losses of 250.5

billion RMB; 4,788.000 cases were social-safety related, which incurred

direct economic losses of 44.48 billion RMB; and 25,462 cases were pub-

lic health related.
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According to SAWS Director Wang Xianzheng, coalmining acci-

dents have claimed at least 10 lives every four days between 2001

and October 2004. While production capacity at safety-guaranteed

coalmines was 1.2 billion tons, China actually produced 1.95 billion

tons in 2004. This meant that safety measures were not followed in

nearly 40 percent of coalmines. To this day, Chinese coalmines have

withheld contributions to a safety guarantee fund that total over 50

billion RMB. With a lack of adequate safety protection measures,

3,639 mining accidents that claimed 6,027 lives were reported in

2004. 

Why have mining disasters persisted in China? Poor manage-

ment, inefficient government supervision, inadequate training, and

lack of capital investment are to blame. But the most fundamental

cause of mining accidents lies in the system itself. In order to find a

permanent cure for related problems, the Chinese authorities must

carry out political and institutional reforms. They should allow miners

to form independent labor unions to protect their own interests and

lives. Civilian organizations should be allowed to oversee mine safety

and the media should serve as a watchdog. Otherwise, mining acci-

dents will continue to occur and lives be lost in exchange for coal.

Traffic-related deaths highest in China

China also has the highest number of traffic-related deaths in the

world. Its Ministry of Public Security indicated that 567,753 road acci-

dents caused 107,077 deaths and left 480,864 people injured in China in

2004 alone. Direct financial losses totaled 2.77 billion RMB. For the first

time, however, the fatality rate per 10,000 vehicles fell to a single digit,

or specifically 9.9. The SAWS announced that a total of 136,755 people

died in 803,571 accidents throughout China in 2004.
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The high frequency of accidents in China can be attributed to a

number of causes. Government agencies of all levels are weak and

incompetent, and they lack a strong sense of responsibility toward

ensuring public safety. The absence of a proper mechanism or chan-

nel for investing in safety measures calls for proportional budgeting

in government expenditures, which is often overlooked by local

governments. Emergency response mechanisms are either nonexist-

ent or incomplete, and warning mechanisms are usually absent.

Once an emergency or an accident occurs, therefore, the authorities

are unable to provide immediate assistance.
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years. Resentful of the government's construction of the Pubugou

hydroelectric power station on the Dadu River, farmers from Yaan

City in Hanyuan County appealed before higher authorities on

October 27, 2004 against forced relocation and inadequate compen-

sation. When a decision was made to implement the river closure

and diversion engineering of a hydroelectric power station ahead of

the scheduled time, about 50,000 to 60,000 farmers broke through

picket lines, and headed toward the hydroelectric power station to

protest against and obstruct the implementation of the river closure

and diversion engineering. The subsequent arrival of more than

10,000 armed riot police at the site led to conflict in which a villager

was beaten to death by the police (The Epoch Times, November 1,

2004).

As news spread, local residents as well as residents and stu-

dents from neighboring towns and townships joined in the protest

against the death caused by the government. The number of pro-

testers grew rapidly, reaching a maximum of 200,000 to 300,000.

Confrontations with the police continued for days as the crowd did

not disperse even though many were arrested on October 29, 2004

(The Epoch Times, November 1, 2004). 

Another violent conflict broke out when more than 10,000 peo-

ple returned to the dam site to halt the construction scheduled to

begin as announced by the Yaan City government on November 3,

2004 (China Times, November 6, 2004; p. A11). Zhang Xuezhong,

secretary of the Sichuan provincial party committee, was reported

to have been temporarily held by the protesters when he arrived to

communicate and coordinate with them. The protests continued

until the afternoon of November 6, 2004. (China Times, November

7, 2004; p. A11).
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D e m o n s t r a t i o n s  a n d  P r o t e s t s  
o n  t h e  R i s e
By Hsu Chih-chia

Associate Professor, Department of Mass Communication, Ming Chuan

University

A total of 74,000 mass protests took place in China in 2004 at

an average of 203 a day. These protests were mainly directed

against the corruption and incompetence of government offi-

cials and businesspeople; inadequate compensation for farm-

land acquisition, house demolition and relocation; displacement

of workers; excessive taxes; minor conflicts; environmental pollu-

tion and clashes among minority ethnic groups. 

Tens of thousands of protesters besiege local 

government offices

On August 4, 2005, residents of Daye City, a city under the juris-

diction of Huangshi City in Hubei Province, petitioned against the

local government's plan to downgrade their city to a district. Public

security officers of Huangshi City let wolf dogs out of their kennels to

chase and bite petitioners in front of the Huaugshi city hall, stirring up

resentment among the demonstrators. Two days later, more than

30,000 demonstrators besieged the office building of the Communist

Party Committee of Huangshi City and city government compounds,

breaking the city hall's windows with bricks and blocking roads in

protest. The crowd dispersed only after public security officers fired

tear gas for the third time (China Times, August 8, 2005, p. A11).

Dissatisfaction with the government's administrative abilities and its

mishandling of the situation resulted in more serious protests, the likes

of which are constantly occurring almost everywhere in China.

The 2004 incident in Yaan City in Sichuan Province was a major

confrontation between public security officers and civilians in recent



ment earnings. Their lives had been made difficult because

retirement earnings had not been adjusted in accordance with

the rise in commodity prices (China Times, October 24, 2004; p.

A11). 

Farmers in Dongyang City in Zhejiang Province held sev-

eral protests against pollution by a chemical industrial park in

Huashui Township of the City, but to no avail. On March 2005,

they decided to protest against the pollution by setting up bam-

boo shacks and obstructing the roads. Conflict with the police

occurred on April 10, 2005 when more than 50,000 farmers

resisted the local government's decision to pull down the bam-

boo shacks (China Times, June 14, 2005; p. A11).

As Chinese local authorities failed to learn from the

Hanyuan incident, such large-scale protests have continued to

be repeated in different parts of China.

In reality, large-scale protests in China have increased over the

years (see Table 1). Quoting data from the Ministry of Public

Security, the RAND Corporation pointed out that the number of

demonstrations has increased 268 percent, from 8,700 in 1993 to

32,000 in 1999 (The Epoch Times, June 4, 2004). In 2003, the number

of mass protests reached 58,000 while the number of participants,

which stood at 3 million, showed a 15-percent increase from the

previous year. On an average day, 160 protests were held with the

participation of 820,000 people (dwnews.com, June 9, 2004).

More than 70,000 protests each year

Mass protests increased to 74,000 in 2004. This represents an

average of 203 protests taking place each day and the number of

farmers participating in different demonstrations and protests
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This incident involving thousands of thousands of people attract-

ed widespread media attention, especially when rumor spread that

Zhang had been detained by protesters. Farmers took to the streets

mainly because they were forced to give up their fertile land, which

could bring each household an average annual income of 7,000 to

10,000 RMB (The Epoch Times, November 1, 2004). These farmers felt

resentful that they were forced to relocate onto hill slopes.

Furthermore, resettlement compensation was inadequate, which was

why people resorted to violent protests to protect their means of liveli-

hood.

The number of protesters in related incidents is 

increasing each year

Studies by Chinese academics indicated that the construction

of large hydroelectric power stations in the past 50 years has creat-

ed more than 16 million migrants, about 10 million of whom are

living in poverty (China Youth Daily, July 29, 2004). It is under-

standable why the public is worried about this development. 

The Hanyuan County incident was neither an exceptional nor

the first case of protest. Nor was it the final incident. Before the

incident occurred in Hanyuan County, about 40,000 to 50,000 peo-

ple participated in a protest on October 18, 2004 in Wanzhou

District of Chongqing City simply because a porter was beaten up

by someone pretending to be a government official. The minor

personal conflict turned into a large-scale demonstration by over

10,000 participants. This led to confrontation with the police, who

fired tear gas to disperse the crowd (China Times, October 21,

2004; p. A11). Another incident involving an equally large number

of protesters took place on October 22, 2004 in Bangbu City in

Anhui Province, where about 10,000 retired employees occupied

the streets, demanding that the authorities increase their retire-
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Official corruption is the main cause of protests

Apart from large-scale demonstrations, ethnic conflicts also

erupted in Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, where a traffic colli-

sion sparked a major confrontation between thousands of ethnic

Han and Hui people, which left scores dead and nearly a hun-

dred injured (Asia Weekly, November 14, 2004; p. 36). In another

incident, more than 2,000 students took part in protests as a

result of conflict between Chinese students and students from

Korea and Taiwan in Zhejiang University in Hangzhou (Asia

Weekly, November 7, 2004; p. 66). 

Social stability in China is severely undermined by the endless

series of protests against corruption in the government and busi-

ness enterprises, requisition of farmland, and inadequate resettle-

ment compensation. Demonstrations were also held due to dis-

placement of workers, insufficient retirement benefits, excessive

taxes, minor conflicts, environmental pollution and ethnic conflicts.

The most significant factor leading to resentment among the masses

is improper administration by local government and poor entrepre-

neurial leadership. Protests are linked with the corruption and

incompetence of the Chinese authorities in one way or the other,

with local officials and businesspeople putting the administrative

ability of the Chinese authorities to the test.

Furthermore, minor conflicts which have frequently led to

large-scale confrontations reveal widespread resentment in society,

to the extent that minor traffic accidents can stir up public discon-

tent just because one of the parties involved tried to pass himself off

as a government official. Accidents involving different ethnic

groups could also turn into massive confrontations.
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totaled as many as 3 million. Of the 341 organized mass protests held

at 92 areas between January and June 2005, 17 involved more than

10,000 participants while 46 involved over 5,000 participants. Riots

resulted in 1,740 casualties and incurred an economic loss of about 34

billion RMB to 40 billion RMB (approximately NT$136 billion to

NT$160 billion) (The Epoch Times, August 29, 2005). 

Official figures indicated a surge in the number of large-scale

mass protests in China over the years. According to some news reports,

the actual number of mass protests has far exceeded the official record.

As indicated in one report, 8.02 million people participated in as many

as 112,500 demonstrations, rallies and protests in villages throughout

the country in 1999 (Mainland Developments Quarterly, April 2002).

In addition to the increasing number of mass protests, protesters

have continued to increase in numbers. Hong Kong media reported

that a total of 1.548 million people from all parts of the country, not

including Tibet, participated in demonstrations, petitions and protests

in May 2004 (The Trend, June 2004). In June and July of 2004, 3 million

farmers from 15 provinces and municipalities of China confronted with

the police a total of 124 times, resulting in death or injuries (The Trend,

August 2004; p. 12). According to an internal report of the Central

Committee for Comprehensive Management of Public Security, more

than 3.1 million people from towns and villages throughout China par-

ticipated in demonstrations, rallies and other protests in September

2004 (The Trend, October 2004; p.13).

Over the years, mass demonstrations in China have increased in

number, as has the number of participants, who come from increasing-

ly diverse backgrounds. Spread all over the county (see Table 2), large-

scale protests by workers, farmers, urban residents and students have

been negatively impacting the governance by the Chinese authorities.
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The easy and frequent occurrence of mass protests shows that

deep-rooted factors of social unrest have existed in all social strata

throughout the country. A study by Chinese academics warned that

many large, medium and small cities in China, where the income per

capita has reached US$3,000, have been on the brink of an "unstable

state" of frequent crisis outbreak (China Times, November 9, 2004; p.

A11). Such a warning was no exaggeration if judged from the out-

breaks that have occurred. In fact, the unstable situation that has exist-

ed in China's rural areas for long periods can also trigger protests at

any time.

These protests serve to test the administrative ability of the

Chinese authorities under the leadership of Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao,

especially since the authorities have emphasized the importance of

strengthening governance capacity. Effective elimination of corruption

in the cadre system would be the most important step toward bringing

an end to the protests. The Chinese authorities need to ponder over

how to level off the growing social inequality in order to work out an

ultimate solution to the problem.
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Year Number of protests Source

1993 8,700 The Epoch Times, June 4, 2004

1999 32,000 The Epoch Times, June 4, 2004

2003 58,000 dwnews.com, June 9, 2004

2004 74,000 The Epoch Times, August 29, 2004

Table 1. Protests in China
(Compiled in September 2005)

More than 20,000 students

from Hefei University in

Anhui Province protested

against media mishandling

of an accident in which a

student was killed by a truck.

More than 10,000 investors

of a private oilfield in Shanxi

Province protested against

government seizure of the oil

field without offering com-

pensation. 

About 600,000 people took

to the streets in the cities of

Yichun and Hegang in

Heilongjiang Province to

petition against government

violation of workers' rights

and interests.

More than 20,000 Pingxiang

Coalmine workers and their

family members besieged

party and government offices

in Jiangxi Province, demand-

ing employment, protection

and subsistence rights. 

Unable to earn their livings,

20,000 to 30,000 workers

and retired workers went on

strike in Xianyang City,

Shanxi Province. 

About 100,000 workers of
Zhunnan Coalmine in Anhui
Province went on strike,
holding rallies and demon-
strations as they demand for
a leadership reshuffle.

Table 2. Mass protests reported by the media 2003-2005
(Compiled in December 2004)

January 7,

2003

June 27,

2003

November-

December

2003

February

14-17, 2004

September

2004

September

3-10, 2004

Provincial

government,

media

Provincial

government

City gov-

ernment

Party and

government

offices

Factory

City 

government

City party

committee,

Students

Farmers

Workers

Workers

Workers

Workers

China Times,

January 10, 2003;

p. 11

China Times, July

2, 2003; p. A11

Cheng Ming

Monthly, January

2004; pp. 14-15

Cheng Ming

Monthly, March

2004; p. 18

The Epoch Times,

September 30-

October 6, 2004;

p. 6

The Trend,

October 2004; p.

14

Number of participants
and protestdetails

Date Place SourceParticipants
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More than 20,000 residents

of Xuzhou City in Jiangsu

Province took to the streets

in protest against corruption

and abuse of power in the

government.

About 50,000 displaced

workers and their family

members held a street

demonstration in the cities of

Baoding and Tangshan in

Hebei Province.

Residents of Suizhou City in

Hubei Province pleaded for

displaced workers as they

protested against corruption

and abuse of power in the

government.

About 200,000 farmers and

migrant workers in the cities

of Anyang, Puyang, Hebi

and Kaifeng in Henan

Province protested against

excessive taxes 

More than 170,000 farmers

in the cities of Yichun,

Xinyu and Ji'an in Jiangxi

Province protested against

excessive taxes.

About 100,000 tobacco

farmers in the cities of

Qujing and Yuxi in Yunnan

Province protested against

the government's forced pur-

chase of leaf tobacco.

More than 30,000 residents,
workers and youths of
Qiqihar City in Heilongjiang
Province rallied in demand
for the clearance of unpaid
benefits.

The Trend,

October 2004; p.

14

The Trend,

October 2004; p.

14-15

The Trend,

October 2004; p.

15

The Trend,

October 2004; p.

15

The Trend,

October 2004; p.

15

The Trend,

October 2004; p.

15

Cheng Ming

Monthly,

November 2004;

p. 10

City res-

idents

Workers

Workers,

city resi-

dents

Farmers

Farmers

Farmers

Farmers

Workers

city govern-

ment

City gov-

ernment

City gov-

ernment 

County

government

City party

committee,

city govern-

ment

Provincial

government

City gov-

ernment

September

17, 2004

September

15-18, 2004

September

2004

September

2004

September

2004

September

2004

October 12,

2004

More than 10,000 displaced

workers and their family

members protested against

unemployment in the Inner

Mongolian city of Baotou.

About 10,000 workers and

residents protested against

police corruption in

Panzhihua City, Sichuan

Province.

About 50,000 people took to

the streets, disrupting public

order in Wanzhou District of

Chongqing City, Sichuan

Province.

Over 10,000 retired workers

took to the streets in Bangbu

City, Anhui Province to

protest against inadequate

retirement benefits.

About 200,000 to 300,000

people besieged a hydroelec-

tric power station in

Hanyuan County, Sichuan

Province, protesting against

inadequate compensation for

the dam construction project

by the government.

About 5,000 workers in

Foshan City in Guangdong

Province went on strike to

protest against the factory's

attempt to cover up the pneu-

moconiosis epidemic.

Thousands of university, col-

lege and secondary vocation-

al school students blocked

the streets in protest against

fraud in job recruitments.

October 16-

18, 2004

October 18,

2004

October 18,

2004

October 22,

2004

Oct 27-Nov

6, 2004

March 2005

March 19,

2005

Factory, city

government

City party

committee

District

government

City

Hydroelectr

ic power

station

Factory

City

Workers

City 

residents

City

residents

Workers

General

public

Workers

Students

Cheng Ming

Monthly,

November 2004;

p. 10

Cheng Ming

Monthly,

November 2004;

p. 10

China Times,

October 21, 2004;

p. A11

China Times,

October 21, 2004;

p. A11

The Epoch Times,

November 1, 2004

Central News

Agency, March

18, 2005

Central News

Agency, March

20, 2005
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Thousands of workers from

Kailuan Group's Majiagou

Mining Industry in Hebei

Province held a street

demonstration against low

wages and inhumane treat-

ment.

More than 100,000 took to

the streets in ten cities

including Beijing, Shanghai,

Guangzhou and Shenzhen to

protest against the revision

of textbooks by the Japanese

government.

More than 50,000 farmers

from Huashui Township in

Dongyang City, Zhejiang

Province resisted police

demand to pull down their

bamboo shacks built in

protest against pollution in a

chemical industrial park.

More than 2,000 veterans

held a sit-in demonstration at

the Political Department of

the People's Liberation Army

in Beijing to demand an

increase in retirement bene-

fits.

Thousands of villagers in

Raoping County in

Chaozhou, Guangdong

Province besieged and raided

a Taiwan-invested factory on

grounds of contamination of

marine culture.

March 30,

2005

April 2005

April 10,

2005

April 11-13,

2005

April 15,

2005

City

City

Chemical

industrial

park

PLA

Political

Department

Entrance 

Factory

Workers

General

public

Farmers

Veterans

General

public

The Epoch Times,

April 1, 2005

ET Today, April

16, 2005; Xinhua

News Agency,

April 16, 2005

China Times, June

14, 2005; p. A11

Broadcasting

Corporation of

China (BCC)

news channel,

April 15, 2005

Liberty Times,

April 17, 2005:;

p.1

Over a thousand residents of

Dacen village in Huangpu

Township of Zhongshan City

in Guangdong Province

blocked roadways to express

dissatisfaction that local offi-

cials' property has not been

accounted for.

Over 10,000 people gathered

at the entrance of a police

station, disrupting order as

they protest against the beat-

ing up of a high school stu-

dent in Chizhou City, Anhui

Province.

Thousands of farmers in

Foshan City, Guangdong

Province staged a demon-

stration in protest against

government requisition of

land.

More than 30,000 residents

in Daye, a city under the

jurisdiction of Huangshi

City, Hubei Province,

besieged Huangshi govern-

ment offices to protest

against the downgrading of

Daye to a district.

June 12,

2005

June 26,

2005

July 2005

August 6,

2005

City

Police 

station

entrance

City

City 

government

General

public

General

public

Farmers

City 

residents

China Times, June

14, 2005; p. A11

Central News

Agency, June 28,

2005

United Daily

News online, July

4, 2005

China Times,

August 8, 2005; P.

A11
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R a m p a n t  I n c r e a s e  o f  O r g a n i z e d
C r i m e
By Chang Chih-Chung

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Affairs and Management, Kainan

University

According to a 2001 report released by China's public security

authorities, organized crime syndicates have infiltrated county and

city governments, and even stepped up their presence in elections

to the National People's Congress (NPC) and the Chinese People's

Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) as well as other elections

at the grassroots level. They seek political shelter by penetrating poli-

tics through various means and committing crimes under the guise

of lawful transactions.

Crime syndicates have emerged after decades of hiding, expanding

and becoming more organized over the past ten years or more. They capi-

talize on violence and interfere with normal economic activity in different

ways. Media reports have revealed that the presence of so many crime syn-

dicates is closely connected with the rising crime rate and the deteriorating

social order.

Underground societies are well-organized like triads 

Organized crime syndicates and underworld gangs with at least a

million members have appeared in some cities and villages around China.

Organized crime has become rampant as underworld operations have

gradually expanded their turf from a selected spot to a huge territory, pen-

etrating the "red" (party and government institutions), commanding the

"white" (drug trafficking) and controlling the "yellow" (sex industry). 

According to the Legal Daily, criminal gangs in China have devel-

oped a number of syndicate features: well-organized structures, good

internal management, strict membership rules and a stringent code of con-

duct. They are an extension of the traditional underworld and the erst-

while organized crime syndicates, that are modeled on such developed

international organizations as the American and Italian Mafia, the

Yamaguchi-gumi of Japan, the Bamboo Union of Taiwan and the 14K

Triad of Hong Kong. These traits have made the Chinese underworld

different from others.

Incidents of theft, abduction, robbery and fraud have disrupted

social order

Mainstream crime syndicates in China have traditionally resorted

to violence while engaging in smuggling, firearms sale, drug trafficking,

smuggling of aliens into a country, document forgery, theft of cultural

and historical relics, and extortion of protection money. They are tightly

knit groups whose members are bound by geographic or familial ties.

Underworld presence has been comparatively stronger in the coastal

and southern regions than in the inland and northern provinces.

China's "three disparities" (rich-poor, rural-urban, and east-west) have

contributed to the high mobility of its population. In Shanghai, for

instance, non-natives account for a third of the city's crimes. Their

inability to find jobs has brought them together to commit criminal

offenses. The Xinjiang pickpockets, Guiyang and Anhui swindlers,

Subei burglars, Dongbei robbers and Wenzhou automobile and ship

thieves all emerged in this manner.

At present, over 70 percent of organized crimes in the coastal

regions, which includes smuggling, drug trafficking, business fraud,

kidnapping, extortion and currency counterfeiting, are connected with

underworld gangs. About 95 percent of drug trafficking cases involve

gangs from Hong Kong and Macau. Transnational abduction has also

become rampant and attracted much attention in recent years. Once

involved in the kidnap and peddling of women and children, Chinese

gangs have developed into syndicates seeking extravagant profits



the grassroots level in China have employed gangsters to help reclaim

debts and collect taxes with a view to having their own interests pro-

tected.   

Due to the rampant organized crime and the underworld's inter-

ference, cases of killings of Taiwanese businesspeople in China have

often been reported. Because of the occurrence of numerous homicides,

together with the frequent trade and financial disputes, the personal

safety of Taiwanese businesspeople has been seriously threatened.

Under such circumstances, the related authorities across the Strait

should engage in long-term cooperation in this regard to wipe out the

underground societies and establish a systematic management mecha-

nism for protecting the lives and property of the Taiwanese people and

investors in China.
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through the smuggling of illegal emigrants overseas. These syndicates have

come to be known as "snake associations," consisting of gangsters from dif-

ferent parts of the country. 

Growing collusion between criminals and officials

Strong collusion between China's underworld and corrupt govern-

ment officials has sabotaged stability and hampered social development in

China. Officials and gangsters have pursued their own interests through

mutual manipulation and mutual hiring. Some officials themselves were

gang lords (for example, Liang Xudong, a gang lord in Changchun City,

Jilin Province was also a public security officer) who reaped the benefits of

both the criminal and lawful worlds but were able to escape police scrutiny.

Social order in China has, therefore, been deteriorating rapidly. According

to media reports in June 2002, public security officers tracking down under-

world crime in Shaoyang City, Hunan Province discovered on the criminal

list names of numerous officials with close connections with an under-

world gang; and the gang lord had been recommended to serve as a stand-

ing committee member of the Chinese People's Political Consultative

Conference in Dayang District of Shaoyang City in 1997. The complex rela-

tionship between the underworld and government officials has increased

the sense of insecurity for many, raising concern for the progressively dete-

riorating social mores.

Taiwanese businesspeople feel unease over rampant organized

crime

Closer cross-strait economic and social exchanges over the last decade

have facilitated the infiltration and integration of organized crime syndi-

cates. Gangsters have gained entry into China in the name of tourism, fami-

ly visitation, investment or business, resulting in a rapid expansion of the

underworld. Since the problem of "triangular debts" has frequently

occurred when people undertake business in China, local governments at

Table 1. Major organized crimes in China

Date Incident Source

End of

2000

End of

2000

February

2002

Renminbao, March

3, 2001

Renminbao,

February 10, 2001

The Epoch Times,

February 8, 2002

Public security officers in Zhejiang Province uncov-

ered underworld crimes including intentional killing,

illegal detention and fraud; they exposed 67 party

and government cadres, including Wenling City

Mayor Zhou Jianguo, Public Security Bureau Chief

Yang Weizhong and other local leaders.

Shenyang Group Chairman Liu Yong was arrested

for indiscriminate killing of innocent people in

Shenyang. Liu was also a deputy to the NPC.

Wang Zhensong of Dengfeng City, Henan Province

was prosecuted by the Zhengzhou Intermediate

People's Court for an underworld crime. Wang was a

former chairman of the Henan Songfeng Enterprise

Group, a committee member in the first Dengfeng
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CPPCC and a deputy from Xuanhua Township,

Dengfeng City to the first NPC. He established a

criminal organization under the pretext of protecting

social order, recruiting hit men as members for the

purpose of killing, extortion, illegal detention, organ-

ized prostitution and other crimes.

Li Jian, former deputy secretary of the Shunchang

County Committee as well as secretary of the

Political and Law Committee, was tried for bribery

in the Intermediate People's Court in Nanping City,

Fujian Province. The public prosecution authorities

indicated that Li took advantage of his government

position to accept bribes. He was found guilty of

accepting bribes and harboring the underworld.

Public security officers in Shaoyang City arrested 30

people including gang lord Yao and his henchmen

while they were celebrating his son's birthday at a

local hotel. The police were shocked to discover the

names of 43 government officials on the party's reg-

ister of attendants and gift senders. In 1997, Yao was

recommended to the position of standing member in

the CPPCC in Daxiang District, Shaoyang City.

Local party committees seek benefits through collab-

oration with real estate developers. The widow of a

Red Army veteran in Henan Province was forced to

relocate by the local authorities and a crime syndi-

cate and her house was set on fire.

The Intermediate People's Court in Nanping City,

Fujian Province recently reached a ruling on a crime

perpetrated by defendant Chen Kai and 21 others

which involved 50 central government officials.

Gang lord Chen received a death sentence.

China's local authorities hired gangsters to beat up

residents protesting against house demolition and

relocation in Xincheng District of Xian City. The

reporters of the Hua Shang Daily were beaten and

taken into hospital.

A police chief in Guangdong Province was a gang

lord and his officers were collectively engaged in

covering up the collection of protection money from

the gambling dens.

February

2002

February

27, 2002

June 2002

March 8,

2003

August

2003

May 2004

December

11, 2004

The Epoch Times,

March 3, 2002

The Epoch Times,

June 15, 2002

The Epoch Times,

January 23, 2005

The Epoch Times,

February 2, 2005

The Epoch Times,

December 16, 2004

The Epoch Times,

December 11, 2004

The Epoch Times,

February 8, 2002



A s s e s s i n g  B u s i n e s s  I n v e s t m e n t
R i s k s  i n  C h i n a
By Tung Li-wen

Director, Chinese Affairs Department, Democratic Progressive Party

To date, more than 600,000 Taiwanese businesspeople have

invested in China. Along with the Chinese economy's rapid trans-

formation, the investment risks facing Taiwanese businesspeople

have also changed. Looking at the matter from the perspectives

of social conditions, rule of law, economic issues and business

operations, it is evident that levels of risk with regard to personal

security, tax-audit harassment, revenge

for anti-dumping sanctions, and severe

power shortages are on the rise.

Social risk assessment

According to statistics issued by the

Mainland Affairs Council, Taiwanese victims

of violent crime in China have been steadily

increasing: 67 cases in 2001, 91 in 2002, 107 in

2003 and 109 in 2004. The severity of the "three

disparities" (urban-rural, rich-poor, and east-

west) has led to the deterioration of law and

order. 

When Taiwanese businesspeople have

been victims of crime, Taiwanese business

associations in China are generally unable to

ascertain the facts. The local branches of

China's State Council's Taiwan Affairs Office

(TAO) whose function is to facilitate interac-

tion between Taiwanese businesspeople and

government agencies lack central-govern-
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ment clout and have great difficulty coordinating with local public secu-

rity and judicial agencies. Law enforcement authorities, moreover, have

proven incapable of dealing with problems in a timely and satisfactory

manner.

According to the U.S. State Department's Country Reports on

Human Rights Practices for 2004 issued in February 2005, protests con-

ducted by Chinese workers against their companies over   salary arrears

and failures to improve working conditions have continued unabated.

Deprived of the right to strike, Chinese laborers tend to express griev-

ances indirectly by work stoppages rather than by marching, shouting

slogans, waving banners or deputing representatives, so as to evade

authorities' suppressive actions. The growing seriousness of confronta-

tion between labor and management has become a source of social tur-

moil in China, at the same time increasing the possibility of conflict

between Taiwanese businesspeople

and their employees.

Rule-of-law risk assessment

Due to the flaws inherent in

China's import-export customs sys-

tem, a big gap often exists between

prescribed procedure and actual

practice. To a great extent, officials of

Chinese Customs possess discre-

tionary administrative power over

customs affairs. In this regard,

China-bound investors find it diffi-

cult to avoid potential pitfalls under

Chinese customs regulations.

Various instances of people being
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Family members bring home the remains of a

Taiwanese businessman surnamed Wang, who

was killed in China. (1998.8.15, CNA)

Personnel of the Shanghai Municipal Bureau of

Quality and Technical Supervision break up a

counterfeiting operation and seize fake Canon

products in Dengta Village, Fengxian District,

Shanghai City, Jiangsu Province. (2005.3.16,

UDNDATA-IC)

The Anti-corruption Bureau of the Supreme

People's Procuratorate in Ningbo City,

Zhejiang Province (UDNDATA-IC)



Group Chairman Stanley Shih's resignation as presidential advisor, and

for various chairmen of Taiwanese businessmen's associations in China

voicing their support for Beijing's so-called anti-secession law, is that

they all seek to evade risks to their investments in China.

In 2004, the Chinese Ministry of Supervision which, according to

the Chinese government's official gov.cn Web portal "was established to

guarantee the implementation of government decrees, maintain admin-

istrative discipline, facilitate the building of an honest and clean govern-

ment, improve public administration and raise administrative efficien-

cy, and enhance law awareness of public servants in performing public

duties" and local supervisory offices initiated 166,705 investigations of

irregularities, concluded 166,590 investigations, and dispensed party

and official discipline to 170,850 people, while the cases of 4,915 people

suspected of various crimes were referred to the courts.
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arrested by the Chinese authorities on charges of smuggling have occurred.

Often such people are arrested because they have inadvertently violated

some customs regulations governing the supervision of bonded goods and

bonded warehouses. 

Moreover, although the Rule for the Implementation of the Law of the

People's Republic of China on Protection of Investments by Taiwan

Compatriots stipulates that TAO officials shall act as facilitators in interac-

tions between Taiwanese businesspeople and officials from all Chinese

governmental departments, the law has no binding force whatsoever.

Because of the ongoing political problems between Taiwan and China, the

Chinese authorities often use tax-audit harassment to control Taiwanese

businesspeople and achieve their political objectives. The reason behind

former Chi Mei Group Chairman Hsu Wen-lung's publication of an open

letter entitled "Thoughts upon Retiring" in Taiwanese newspapers, in

which he avowed his support for Beijing's "one-China principle," for Acer
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Anti-graft and anti-corruption posters are displayed in the Nanjing Exhibition on Anti-Corruption and

Advocacy for Clean Governance. (UDNDATA-IC) Most of these bags are fakes worth less than 100 RMB. (2005.10.15, UDNDATA-IC)



negative impact on unemployment rates, countries all over the world

have hastened to adopt trade sanctions to stem the tide. For Taiwanese

businesspeople whose China investments are primarily export-orient-

ed, this situation poses an increasing risk of losses due to trade sanc-

tions.

Business operations risk assessment

According to a report by the China-based weekly The Economic

Observer, power supplies in 26 out of China's 31 provinces cannot meet

demand and, after the Lunar New Year holidays in 2005, China began

to experience power shortages in more and more areas across the coun-

try. According to estimates, it is expected that China's power-supply

shortfall will exceed 20 million kilowatts. Southeastern China in partic-

ular has reached a crisis point due to its shortfall of coal supplies as well

as seasonal water shortages. In March 2005, the Zhejiang Private

Economy Research Society released the results of a survey which indi-

cated that among the thousand or so enterprises interviewed, half of

them are without electricity for more than one-third of each month on

average. Insufficient water, power and liquefied gas supplies have

become the greatest impediment to business operations.

Other data indicate that 90 percent of the rivers passing through

China's cities are severely polluted; 75 percent of China's lakes suffer

from eutrophication; nearly one-third of the country's population live in

environments with seriously polluted air; and one-third of China's land

areas suffer from acid rain. The added pressure exerted on the environ-

ment by China's yearly increase in population of 8 to10 million people

will eventually put major constraints on the country's economic growth.

Besides having to produce their products in conformity with stricter

and stricter requirements in environmental protection, it can be expect-

ed that Taiwanese businesspeople in China will be obliged to invest

much greater sums in anti-pollution equipment.
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Judging from the immense manpower which Chinese disciplinary,

supervisory, investigative and financial-audit agencies are devoting to com-

bating corruption, the scale and cost of anti-corruption efforts is great.

Despite this, large-scale, important new corruption cases continue to sur-

face without letup. The failure of local government officials to abide by

laws and regulations, and the mounting severity of graft and corruption,

force Taiwanese businesspeople in China to go to the back door to satisfy

their needs.

Economic risk assessment

Three years after China's accession to the World Trade Organization

(WTO), in keeping with the promises it made, the agreed upon transitional

periods for protecting its major economic sectors have started to come to an

end. The first major impact of fulfilling its promises came December 11,

2004 with the total opening up of the country's retail industry and the

repeal of all restrictions regarding foreign investors' share equity and per-

missible regions and amounts of investment.

Under this new dispensation, Taiwanese businesspeople no longer

enjoy preferential treatment, but must compete with transnational corpora-

tions from all over the world. The pressure exerted by the big players'

acquisitions and mergers, growing ever bigger, is forcing Taiwanese busi-

nesspeople with insufficient capital resources to withdraw from China's

markets.

In order to expedite its entry into the WTO, during its accession nego-

tiations, China made a number of tactical concessions on the issues con-

cerning its status as a non-market economy and special protective meas-

ures. According to statistics released by the WTO, among the 101 anti-

dumping investigations initiated by 16 WTO members during the first half

of 2004, 23 were directed at China, putting it in first place worldwide. In

reaction to the cheap Chinese goods flooding their markets, and to their
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T a i w a n e s e  B u s i n e s s p e o p l e ' s
P h y s i c a l  S e c u r i t y  i n  C h i n a
By Chang Hung-yuan

Assistant Professor, Department of International Trade, Chihlee Institute of

Technology

Over the recent years, the Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF)

has dealt with a steadily mounting number of cases of violent

crime perpetrated against Taiwanese businesspeople based in

China. In 2004, up to and including the November incident

involving Chang-Chien Jung-kun in Guangdong Province's

Dongguan City, the SEF handled a total of 107 cases, which set

a 12-year record. Law and order has deteriorated in step with

China's ongoing fast-paced economic growth, and the superfi-

cial appearance of economic prosperity does not represent a

lessening of social problems. Taiwanese businesspeople consid-

ering whether to invest in China should therefore take their physi-

cal security as a matter of top priority. In a place such as China,

which lacks transparency of information, and where rule of law is

dysfunctional, it is imperative to be mentally prepared to take on

responsibility for one's personal safety.

Taiwanese businesspeople worry about physical 

security in China

China's economic development has sparked a feverish exodus of

Taiwanese manufacturers. Despite the cultural and racial similarity of

Taiwanese and Chinese, Taiwanese businesspeople who take their cap-

ital and high hopes to China encounter a radically different environ-

ment. They need to adjust to local customs and the complex cultural

background and, more importantly, must be on the look out for hidden

dangers. In such a vile environment, even slight lapses in vigilance can

easily make one an attractive target for criminals. 

Dramatic increase in murder cases

Cases of violent crime in China during 2004 that have had a

heavy impact on Taiwanese investors' confidence include the fol-

lowing:

On September 23, 2004, Jiangsu Province-based Taiwanese

businessman Hsu Shih-chieh was abducted and murdered in

Kunshan City by robbers posing as public security officers. The

crime was not discovered until a couple of weeks later. Subsequent

investigation pointed to three suspects from Anhui Province, who

committed the crime to solve their economic troubles.  

On October 8, 2004, Wang Chen-kun, vice chairman of a local

Taiwanese businessmen's association was murdered in a robbery in

Taicang City, Jiangsu Province. His assailant was apprehended soon

thereafter, and it was found that he had robbed Wang on the spur of

the moment as he had no money.

The relatively good maintenance of law and order in Jiangsu

Province has attracted Taiwanese investors. However, as the deaths

of Hsu and Wang illustrate, despite good law enforcement in places

such as Jiangsu, there still lurk many dangers for Taiwanese busi-

nesspeople.

Further examples include those of Liu Mei-chuan and Chang-

Chien Jung-kun, Taiwanese businesspeople in China who became

the victims of violent crime within the short period of one month.

Only after Liu had been missing for 10 days was it discovered that

she had been murdered and dismembered by a former employee.

Chang-Chien's case was even more shocking because several others

were murdered in connection with the same case. Within three days



Looking at the situation realistically, in their pursuit of economic

growth, the Chinese authorities are stopping at nothing to stimulate an

aggressive "positivism" among workers. This has spawned a utilitarian

money-first mentality throughout Chinese society that is inexorably

undermining social morality.

Conclusion

In the face of an increasingly complex investment environment,

Taiwanese businesspeople going to China in quest of better business

performance can only hope to conduct themselves in a low-profile man-

ner and strive to avoid entanglements with unsavory characters.

Despite such efforts, dangers lurk everywhere and cannot be totally

avoided. While their purpose for leaving their homeland is to promote

their businesses and lead a better life, their gains cannot be worth their

losses if they are forced to give up their lives as the price for doing so. 

One cannot help but sigh at the cruel fate of victimized Taiwanese

businesspeople. While one might take the attitude that life and death

are beyond one's control, Chinese authorities cannot be absolved of

responsibility. Problems such as China's massive unemployment and

corruption among Chinese Communist Party cadres have led to social

disorder and rampant criminality and undisciplined behavior.

In the face of the glaring deterioration of law and order and dys-

functional rule of law that currently plagues China, Taiwanese business-

people can do nothing except take prudent measures to protect them-

selves, keep a low profile and be vigilant in all affairs. It can only be

hoped that Chinese authorities will soon summon the will to effectively

resolve the security problems of Taiwanese businesspeople and avert

the proliferation of terrible tragedies. 
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of the crime, police from the Dongguan Police Station apprehended the

supposed assailant, whose motive, although limited to robbing Chang-

Chien, resulted in the deaths of four people, including Chang-Chien's

pregnant wife, daughter and nanny.

While law and order in Dongguan City has always been poor, the

series of murder cases that have occurred in recent times dramatically

demonstrate the worsening of law and order in Chinese society.

Bitter fruits of cumulative social problems

As clearly illustrated by the frequently occurring murders of

Taiwanese businesspeople, China can no longer be considered a superi-

or destination for foreign investors. China's complex web of social

problems points to an increasing level of danger and risk to personal

safety. Due to the great disparity between rich and poor in today's

China, a revenge mentality directed at the rich has taken root among

its people, and the country's awesome unemployment problem has

transformed it into a hotbed for crime.

Violent crimes against Taiwanese businesspeople addressed by

the SEF have snowballed from 67 cases in 2001 to 91 cases in 2002, 107

cases in 2003, 124 cases in 2004, and 115 more cases in 2005 through the

month of November. This indicates that China's meteoric economic

growth is paralleled by an accelerating deterioration of law and order.

Far from improving in line with increasing prosperity, originally con-

cealed social problems are becoming more serious and conspicuous.

The more Chinese authorities live in denial and try to cover up the

severity of problems rather than facing them, the more it will engender

a backlash of discontent on the part of the Chinese public, creating a

frightening time bomb.



Take, for example, the case of Taiwan businessman Wang Hsi-

shan. In 1991, he made an investment to build an international hotel on

Hainan Island. After the required capital had been paid, the local

authorities amended construction regulations. Using a bridge-building

project as an excuse, they made it impossible to begin construction of

the hotel. 

Later, when the construction site was relocated and the investment

project was changed from building a hotel to building a "Taiwan Club,"

further excuses were found to delay the launch of construction. And in

July 2004, the authorities once again changed their minds, designating

the new construction site as a scenic preserve on which construction

was prohibited. After an expenditure of 12 years and more than 40 mil-

lion RMB, the investment came to naught and all was lost. 

Analyzing Wang's case, the primary cause of damage to his inter-

ests lay in abrupt changes of governmental policy that totally frustrated

his efforts.

2. Vicious tactics of competitors 

There is a strong tendency toward protection of local interests in

China, and there are frequent instances of conspiracies to defraud out-

siders, incurring asset losses to many Taiwanese businesspeople.

Upstream and downstream manufacturing partners and clients first use

normal business transactions to make Taiwanese investors lower their

guard. Later, they variously resort to stratagems such as demanding

advance payment, buying off officials, partial payment of debts or out-

right refusal to pay debts, concocting pretexts that make Taiwanese

investors suffer losses and leaving no avenue to remedy the situation.  

In order to prop up their local economies, local governments often

place restrictions on the redeployment of investment of the more prof-

itable Taiwanese-run businesses. Taiwanese businesspeople are afraid
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S c a m m i n g  o f  T a i w a n e s e
B u s i n e s s p e o p l e
By Chang Hung-yuan 

Assistant Professor, Department of International Trade, Chihlee Institute of

Technology

There are three main reasons why Taiwanese businesspeople

fall victim to scams in China: non-transparency of governmental

policies, vicious tactics of competitors and the premeditated

trickery of close associates and employees. According to data

compiled by the Straits Exchange Foundation, from 1991 to

November 2005, there occurred more than 600 instances of vio-

lation of Taiwanese businesspeople's property and other legal

rights. In addition, according to media reports, Taiwanese busi-

nesspeople filed over 5,000 complaints of fraud with the Taiwan

Affairs Offices in China over the same period.    

Given the absence of representative offices of Taiwan and

China in each other's jurisdictions and the lack of clear legal pro-

tection of Taiwanese businesspeople's rights and interests, in the

event of deliberate fraud, how can Taiwanese businesspeople

seek remedies through official channels, and how can they pro-

tect their legitimate interests?

Types of scams encountered by Taiwanese investors

1. Lack of governmental transparency

Taiwanese investors in China frequently unsuspectingly violate regu-

lations or fall victim to fraud because, on the one hand, they lack an under-

standing of pertinent local regulations and, on the other, there is a lack of

transparency in China's system of governance as well as a strong tendency

toward rule by individuals rather than rule of law. Before investing, one

must first understand Chinese laws and regulations or learn from the expe-

rience of others so as to avoid encountering similar problems.
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NT$200 million (about US$16.06 million) in real estate in Chongqing

City, Sichuan Province, he was forced to transfer a stake in his proper-

ties to a local-government enterprise. Before the enterprise had paid

him the balance of the compensation due him, his assets were confiscat-

ed by government edict. Pao took the matter to court and obtained a

decision in his favor, but there was no way to effect the court's verdict.

Indeed, the Chongqing Industrial and Commercial Administrative

Bureau suspended his business license, after which the government-run

enterprise took custody of the rest of his assets.

Later, employees in his company faked documents, which they

used to petition the court to make Pao repay nearly 50 million RMB in

loans and interest.

Keys to self-protection

Taiwanese businesspeople have been attracted to invest in China

by China's provision of preferential treatment. Recently, however,

China's taxation system has been undergoing large-scale reform, with

consequent cancellation of preferential tax rates and increasingly strin-

gent tax audits. 

Taiwanese businesspeople should understand China's local laws

and regulations. Rather than depending on personal connections to

solve problems, Taiwanese businesspeople should keep in mind that

the only way to protect themselves is to have a thorough grasp of tax

regulations and stick to the principle of doing business in accordance

with regulations.

Taiwanese businesspeople considering whether to invest in China

should undertake a careful assessment and draw up a plan of comple-

mentary measures. They can also join Taiwanese businessmen's associa-

tions and trade associations in order to learn from others' investment
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that when they express their intention to withdraw their investments, it

will have an impact on local tax assessments and lead to all manner of

harassment, rendering it impossible for them to completely withdraw.

In 2002, for instance, Taiwanese businessman Chang Chung-hsin set

up a joint venture in partnership with a state-run enterprise in Dezhou

City, Shandong Province. Later, the company assets were cleaned out,

Chang's capital was embezzled, and his partners closed down the business,

causing him to suffer heavy losses. 

To protect his assets, Chang first filed a lawsuit with the intermediate-

level people's court, but the court dismissed it. Subsequently, he filed an

appeal with the People's High Court of Shandong Province to have the case

transferred to another jurisdiction. To his consternation, the Public Security

Bureau of Dezhou City then detained him on trumped up charges, and it

was not until February 16, 2004 that he was finally released on bail of

100,000 RMB.

3. Trickery of close associates and employees

China's fast-paced economic development in recent years has led to a

breakdown in social mores and a shift toward crass utilitarianism.

Taiwanese investors in China, whether because of their relative wealth or

behavior, have attracted unwanted attention. Consequently, there have

occurred countless instances of their falling prey to the treacherous behav-

ior of employees and trickery of others as well.   

Taiwanese businesspeople should take care to select employees of

high moral caliber and understand their family and economic situations.

Only by being circumspect about those close to them and carefully keeping

guard over their documents and seals can they protect themselves and

their assets.

In 1996, after Taiwanese businessman Pao Yang invested about
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experience. Thereby, they can reduce the risk of failure and obstacles to

entering China's market and, when necessary, seek help and support.

There are many conditions that have caused harm to Taiwanese

investing in China, including big differences between systems and ways of

doing business in China and Taiwan. Moreover, it is virtually impossible to

be immune to vexing problems regarding tax audits, the culture of official-

dom and factory inspections with the intent of harassment. In addition to

the aforesaid pressures, they must remain vigilant toward unsavory prac-

tices committed by those on the bottom rungs of society.

When Taiwanese businesspeople sign contracts, they must pay

greater attention to the matter of including a clause concerning arbitration.

The efficacy of arbitration undertaken by a panel including arbitrators from

both China and Taiwan has become acknowledged by both Taiwanese and

Chinese. When disputes arise, compared with the options of petitioning the

Taiwan Affairs Office or taking the route of court litigation, arbitration

offers the best hope of reaching a satisfactory conclusion. Currently, arbitra-

tion bodies across China have appointed Taiwanese arbitrators, which has

somewhat reassured Taiwanese businesspeople who fear falling victim to

Chinese protectionism.

Summing up, because Taiwanese investors in China make their objec-

tives known quite clearly, and because their actions are open and easy to

keep track of, they are often taken advantage of and fall into traps, in some

instances causing them to lose their health and liberty as well as their prop-

erty. In the face of this situation, Taiwanese businesspeople must protect

themselves by gaining a comprehensive understanding of Chinese regula-

tions so as to have a legal recourse in the event of being scammed. Only by

paying attention to changes in their surrounding environment and making

wise use of available resources can they avert victimization.
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E c o n o m i c  a n d  T r a d e  D i s p u t e s
By Keng Shu

Assistant Professor, Graduate Institute of East Asia Studies, National

Chengchi University

With cross-strait economic and trade exchanges growing

closer each day, the number and types of disputes resulting

from this closer interaction are on the rise. Taiwanese business-

people are therefore advised to gain a comprehensive

understanding of previous cases of disputes before investing

in China. This will help them avoid repeating the same mis-

takes and becoming entangled in disputes. If Taiwanese busi-

nesspeople face economic and trade disputes in China, they

should seek assistance through Taiwanese businesspeople's

associations or industry associations, and so avoid having to

deal with the disputes by themselves.

Increasing number and types of economic and 

trade disputes

According to Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) statistics (see

attached table), the number of cases in which Taiwanese business-

people in China seek assistance from the SEF to resolve their dis-

putes has increased year after year. The SEF mainly offers assis-

tance to companies that have already registered their investments

in China with related Taiwanese authorities. This implies that

unregistered companies seek other channels to resolve business

disputes. In reality, since most Taiwanese businesspeople in China

have not contacted the SEF for assistance, it can be assumed that

the number of cross-strait economic and trade disputes is much

higher than the SEF's figure. 

Moreover, according to The Investment Environment and

Risk Survey of Mainland China in 2003, an annual-survey report

published by the Taiwan Electrical and Electronics Manufacturers'



Association (TEEMA), 26 percent of Taiwanese investors in China have

experienced economic and trade disputes in China, which is far from a

small proportion. 

Based on the SEF statistics, disputes involving Taiwanese

investors in China can be grouped into the following categories: dis-

putes with joint-venture partners, labor-management disputes, con-

tract disputes, land-related disputes, trademark and patent dis-

putes, disputes concerning shareholder rights, tax and custom prob-

lems, troubles caused by discontented local residents, inappropriate

administrative measures, loan disputes, and product-related prob-

lems. While the first five categories are most common, an increase in

the types and number of Taiwanese businesses moving to China has

led to year-on-year increases in both the types and number of cross-

strait business disputes.

The Taiwanese businesspeople's associations in China and

local governments are the primary channels for providing

assistance for dispute resolution

The most important avenues of action available to Taiwanese

businesspeople in China for settling disputes are "conciliations and

mediations" and "legal arbitration or litigation." Regardless of whether

the private or legal route is taken, Taiwanese businesspeople most

commonly seek assistance from Taiwanese businesspeople's associa-

tions and China's local governments. According to TEEMA research,

when disputes arise, about 25 percent of Taiwanese businesspeople

seek help from the former, while about the same percentage turn to the

latter. Another 23 percent choose to go through private channels.

Reasons for doing so include some Taiwanese businesspeople's inabili-

ty to use formal channels because their business operations are of bor-

derline legality, as well as their mistrust of local Chinese governments

and fear of being exploited by them. 
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Generally speaking, Taiwanese businesspeople's associations and

industry associations are important channels. It is recommended that

Taiwanese businesspeople regularly take part in the various activities

held by these associations to conduct information exchanges. By

doing so, they can learn from other people's experiences to avoid

repeating the same mistakes. In the event of disputes, they can also

seek assistance from these associations.

Sufficient information and prudence are necessary for

avoiding economic and trade disputes

There are many complicated variables that may affect Taiwanese

businesspeople's investment decisions. With regard to the legal envi-

ronment, despite undergoing over two decades of reform, China still

encounters a plethora of problems associated with regulations govern-

ing market operations. Moreover, prevailing localism has often led

local governments to intentionally distort laws and regulations enact-

ed by the central government. Taiwanese businesspeople therefore

have difficulties following China's laws and regulations when doing

business in China. In many cases, Taiwanese investors have failed in

their ventures due to their ignorance of the so-called "rule by man" in

China. The tendency for some Taiwanese businesspeople to over-

depend on the "rule by man" has resulted in numerous cases of dis-

pute and even to unjust prosecution of law violations. If Taiwanese

businesspeople can gain a broad understanding of previous cases of

dispute encountered by other businesspeople, they will have more

access to comprehensive information during their decision-making

process to make wise investment decisions.

For example, the most common type of dispute occurs between

partners in a joint venture. Since Taiwanese businesspeople are unfa-

miliar with local conditions and lack a thorough understanding of

regulations in China, they usually opt to set up a joint venture with a
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local business in order to establish a swift entry into the Chinese market.

Since Chinese regulations prohibit Taiwanese businesspeople from oper-

ating completely independent private enterprises, Taiwanese business-

people are forced to establish direct contacts with Chinese businesspeo-

ple, which may easily trigger disputes. As a result, many Taiwanese busi-

nesspeople in China find themselves stuck in disputes.

Before entering into joint ventures in China, Taiwanese invertors are

therefore encouraged to collect comprehensive information and be cau-

tious and prudent when negotiating cooperative arrangements in order

to avoid large losses resulting from small oversights. Additionally, cases

that have been handled by the SEF and other organizations can also serve

as touchstones for reflection, to prevent Taiwanese businesspeople from

investment failures and fall into disputes.
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2000 51 31 1 83

2001 67 36 1 104

2002 91 43 1 135

2003 107 32 3 142

2004 124 27 3 154

2005  
115 52 5 172

(as of Nov)

Total 555 221 14 790

Attached Table: Statistics relating to the SEF's assistance in resolving

Taiwanese businesspeople's economic and trade disputes in China between

2000 and 2005

Total

Source: Straits Exchange Foundation, Department of Economic and Trade Affairs

Year 

Type
Complaints filed

by Taiwanese

businesspeople

Property and legal protected interestsCases related to

personal security Complaints filed by

Chinese people or

enterprises

W a t e r  a n d  P o w e r  R a t i o n i n g
By Keng Shu

Assistant Professor, Graduate Institute of East Asia Studies, National

Chengchi University

Electricity and water shortages in China have become

increasingly conspicuous since 2000, and became especially

severe in 2004. During the period of peak power consumption

that year, there was a shortfall of over 30 gigawatts. The

impact was especially great in China's eastern coastal

provinces, though restrictions on water and electricity con-

sumption were implemented in areas all over China one after

another, which resulted in heavy losses to Taiwanese-invested

enterprises.

Persistent water and power shortages

Since 2000, China's water and electricity shortage problems have

become increasingly evident. Restrictions on water consumption have

become the greatest threat to the development of Beijing's chip-mak-

ing industry. Insufficient water supplies have forced the Beijing

Municipal Development and Reform Commission to announce its List

of Current Restrictions and Prohibitions on Development of Industries

that Use Water-Consuming Technologies for Production. This list pro-

hibits the development of 18 categories of products in seven industrial

sectors that consume large quantities of water. These are the textile,

leather, papermaking, chemical, rubber products, nonmetallic mineral

processing, and nonferrous metal smelting industries.

Furthermore, China is experiencing even greater problems with

respect to electricity. During the peak-consumption summer season,

many regions institute power-rationing measures. Nanjing, for exam-

ple, implemented a power-rationing plan in the beginning of the sum-



The imperative of conservation and rationing

When facing the severe problems mentioned above, failure to

take timely action will have serious impacts on industrial and eco-

nomic development. As for the problem of power shortages, the

Chinese authorities are speeding up construction to increase elec-

tricity generating capacity and enhancing the construction and

development of power-grid infrastructure for electric power trans-

mission and distribution. With respect to power generation, Beijing

adjusted the power limit in its Tenth Five-Year Plan (2001-2005)

from 80 gigawatts to 110 gigawatts. With regard to power-grid

infrastructure, Beijing launched a regionally integrated construction

plan called West-to-East Transmission, North-South Transaction,

Nationwide Electricity Interconnection. 

The most urgent task at the moment, however, is the promo-

tion of policies regarding restrictions on and reductions of power

consumption, and restrictions on developing businesses that con-

sume large quantities of water and electricity. In regard to restric-

tions, the Chinese authorities have classified five levels of measures

in accordance with the varying power shortfalls of different regions,

together with administrative directives such as limitations on air

conditioner thermostat settings. In regard to the development of

businesses, China's National Development and Reform

Commission has classified industries into four categories cement,

electrolytic aluminum smelting, iron-alloy and steel manufacturing,

and carbide production with a sliding scale of charges for electric

power relating to those industries to be eliminated, those to be

restrained, those to be approved, and those to be encouraged.

Even though the Chinese authorities have been actively

engaged in resolving water-and power-shortage crises through
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mer, which began with a policy of "five days on; two days staggered

supply." In June, this became "four days on; three days off." Generally

speaking, areas with high concentrations of Taiwanese businesspeople,

such as Suzhou, Kunshan, Hangzhou, Shanghai, Dongguan, and

Shenzhen, were affected by power rationing of either one or two days

per week (see table). It is estimated that in 2004, China experienced an

electricity shortfall of 30 gigawatts, which impacted three-quarters of

China's provinces.

Excessive industrial development without overall blueprint

Despite the Chinese authorities' adoption of macroeconomic

adjustment measures on three occasions since China's economic devel-

opment began accelerating in 1992, their efforts have not been able to

cool down China's overheating economy. As a result of competing

efforts of provinces and cities to attract foreign capital and spur eco-

nomic growth, China's lack of an overall development plan, especially

in basic industries that require high levels of capital investment but

have low profitability and long break-even periods, have been crowd-

ed out of contention. Moreover, provinces and municipalities often

pursue economic development through promotion of manufacturing

industries that consume a lot of water and electricity, such as the auto-

mobile, machinery, steel, petrochemical, construction materials, metal

smelting, and industrial chemical industries.

At the same time, rises in the standard of living, which have been

concomitant with national economic development, have accelerated

water and electric power consumption rates far beyond what had been

anticipated. Given the huge gap between supply and demand, insuffi-

ciencies of water and electricity supplies cannot be improved in a short

period of time.
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implementation of related plans and countermeasures, their efforts to

reduce water and power consumption can only mitigate the problems

temporarily. Nevertheless, given the industry and the public's constant

demands, the Chinese authorities must quickly increase supply by

searching for new resources. This will require a considerable amount of

time, however, and so it will be difficult to reverse the problems of

water and electricity shortfalls in the foreseeable future and it is antici-

pated that water and power rationing will persist for another three to

five years.

Increased investment risks and costs

For many manufacturing industries, adequate supplies of water

and electricity represent the most important and basic prerequisites.

Insufficient and unstable sources of supplies will reduce the degree of

utilization of production facilities, seriously affect the industrial sec-

tor's operations, and even result in net losses. The problems of water

and power shortages in China have worsened over the past several

years. Insufficient and unstable supplies of water and electricity have

already lowered the profit margins of some Taiwanese businesses.

Poor prospects for improvements of this situation over the next

three to five years mean that Taiwanese businesses will face continuous

rises in operating costs in the short run. Businesses affected the most

will be those that require uninterrupted supplies of power, such as in

the cement, plastics, and high-tech industries, or those that consume

large quantities of water, such as food-processing, electroplating, textile

manufacturing and dying, and restaurant and hotel businesses.

Since most Taiwanese businesses operate seven days per week

with two or three shifts per day, electricity rationing for entire days

will cause severe problems in setting work schedules and production
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targets. For example, some cities and counties in Guangdong

Province have frequently experienced problems of unannounced

power cutoffs in addition to scheduled power outages, which have

exacerbated difficulties in planning production schedules. 

Since most Taiwanese enterprises are contractually bound to

make deliveries by specific dates, given the confusion created by

frequent power rationing and unexpected blackouts, some of them

have been compelled to reduce orders and volume of exports. 

In the future, if water and power supply problems cannot be

thoroughly solved in the eastern coastal provinces, Taiwanese busi-

nesses will inevitably have difficulties in engaging in business oper-

ations.
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The Li 'An City Government could only guarantee a steady, though stag-

gered, supply of electricity six days per week to 39 out of 26,000 highly-prior-

itized businesses by managing energy use during peak periods. Other business-

es had to accommodate a "one day on; one day off " policy.

The Hangzhou City Government stipulated that businesses with a single

shift per day could operate only four days per week, down from five days.

Those with two shifts or three shifts could operate only 5 days per week.

Businesses consuming large amounts of electricity, such as those operating

cement mills or electric smelters, could operate only between 10 p.m. and 7

a.m. Large stores were pressed to use as little electricity as possible at peak

hours. All businesses had to turn off air conditioners during peak hours on

days when power supply is scheduled to be shut down in some power trans-

mission lines on a rotating basis.

On July 30, the Ningpo City Government implemented a number of meas-

ures to reduce power consumption; including demands that companies and

government agencies reduce their usage of air conditioning by one-third to

one-half and businesses only operate five days every week. It was decided

later that, between August 4 and August 18, 2004, the city would impose even

more drastic rationing measures. High-volume power-consuming companies

had to cut back their power consumption even further. The first group consist-

ed of seven factories in the dyeing, smelting, and petrochemical industries.

Enterprises with special power lines had to reduce their consumption by anoth-

er 10 percent in addition to the 25 percent reduction imposed earlier. Among

the three metropolitan power-rationing areas, a third day was added to the

original rotating blackout of two days per week during the two-week period.

In Nanjing, a period of continuous high temperatures during April, which

was accompanied by shortages of coal for electricity generation, resulted in an

increased shortfall of electricity. This prompted the city government to initiate

its 2004 management measures during peak periods on April 27, 2004, a

month earlier than originally scheduled. 

On April 26, 2004, the Nanjing City authorities promulgated management

measures during peak periods for power-consuming organizations and power

usage index to be implemented in May 2004. Based on the considerations of

the links between administrative regions and power transmission routes, enter-

prises that do not require 24-hour operations could operate normally for five

days a week and, on the other two days, had to reduce consumption during the

peak hours between 8:30 a.m. and 10:30 p.m.

On June 23, 2004, the city government imposed ever tighter restrictions,

which greatly affected nearly all high-volume power-consuming organizations,

businesses, and office buildings. Some were forced to adopt the " four days on,

three days off " D-level power-rationing measures, and the level of production

by small and middle-sized businesses was reduced by about a quarter.

Table 1:  Water and electricity rationing in China in 2004:

ConditionsProvince /
Municipality

Zhejiang

Jiangsu

Due to prolonged droughts, hydroelectric power production dropped to

zero in Guangxi Province, and power rationing began on October 14, 2004.

Provincial electric power authorities requested that all companies able to self-

generate electricity install their own power-generation equipment and imple-

mented a " five days on, two days off " policy for various types of small, ener-

gy-inefficient, or high-volume power-consuming manufacturing operations.

In most counties and cites of Guangdong Province, power rationing was

implemented two days a week. In some counties and cities, in addition to

power rationing according previously announced schedules, power consumers

suffered unscheduled blackouts routinely in areas short of electricity. These

have caused problems for manufacturers' production schedules and targets.

Since most Taiwanese-owned companies are contractually bound to make

delivery by specific dates, frequent power rationing and unexpected blackouts

have disrupted scheduled production plans. As a result, many China-based

Taiwanese manufacturers were forced to accept a lower volume of orders in

order to honor contractual time stipulations.

Changsha City implemented its first ever " three days on, one day off "

power-rationing plan for businesses and public institutions as well as residen-

tial and downtown areas. In addition, Changsha City will make weekly

announcements of scheduled power cuts.

Tianjin Municipality restricted the use of electricity in three stages, begin-

ning with rural and suburban areas, followed by urban areas. The electricity

authorities announced that if no improvements were made to power-supply

problems, the use of streetlights at night may be restricted. While urging the

general public to save electricity, they required major power consumers to pay

peak-hour surcharges. At the moment, the Tianjin Municipal Electric Power

Company is adopting a series of measures such as peak shaving, shifting and

averting of energy usage, as well as the maintenance and repair of power sup-

ply facilities for major power consumers on a rotating basis, in order to mini-

mize the impact of power shortages within a controllable scope. In addition,

the construction of power substations to meet power consumption during the

peak summer months and the project to build high-voltage transmission lines

will be completed by the end of June 2004.

On March 10, 2004, the Beijing Municipal Development and Reform

Commission announced its List of Current Restrictions and Prohibitions on

Development of Industries that Use Water-Consuming Technologies for

Production. This list prohibits the development of 18 categories of products in

seven major industrial sectors that consume large quantities of water. These

are the textile, leather, papermaking, chemical, rubber products, nonmetallic

mineral processing, and nonferrous metals smelting industries.

Source: Compiled by the author from news reports

Guangxi

Guangdong

Changsha

Tianjin

Beijing
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M a l i c i o u s  T a x  A u d i t s
By Wang Hsin-hsien 

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Administration and Policy, National

Taipei University

A decade has passed since Taiwan lifted restrictions on

investment in China. As of 2004, the number of cases of

Taiwanese seeking assistance form Straits Exchange Foundation

(SEF) in connection with business disputes and violent crime

totaled 1,202 and 672, respectively, and there have been more

than 4,500 instances of Taiwanese seeking help from the State

Council's Taiwan Affairs Office (TAO) in China. Hence, it may be

concluded that, for a number of reasons, Taiwanese business-

people in China are indeed a high-risk group. Furthermore, in

addition to the dangers of business disputes and violent crime,

malicious tax audits also terrify Taiwanese businesspeople. For

businesses, paying taxes is a basic duty, and one can readily

affirm the need for investigation into those suspected of tax eva-

sion. It is totally unacceptable, on the other hand, to be subject-

ed to malicious tax audits for noneconomic reasons. Yet, this has

been the fate of many Taiwanese businesspeople in China.

Does the Chi Mei Group stand for 'pro-DPP' Taiwanese

businesspeople?

The Chi Mei Group, among other things, is the world's No. 1 pro-

ducer of ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene) plastic. It is also one of

the 10 largest companies in the Zhenjiang Economic Development

Zone in China's Jiangsu Province. In 2003, its Zhenjiang revenues

amounted to 3 billion RMB, on which it paid taxes of 545 million RMB,

making it the second-biggest taxpayer in Zhenjiang City. Cumulatively,

Chi Mei was the biggest taxpayer there between 1998, when it was

established, and 2002.

Despite this, in 2004, this world-class company was blacklisted

as an unwelcome organization of Taiwanese businesspeople and

was harassed by the authorities of the Communist Party of

China(CPC). 

In May 2004, the People's Daily overseas edition published an

article titled "We Do Not Welcome Pro-Democratic Progressive

Party (DPP) Taiwanese businesspeople," which, quoting Zhang

Mingqing of the TAO, stated that China was furious at pro-DPP

Taiwanese businesspeople because they use money earned in China

to support Taiwan independence. The article said China absolutely

did not welcome this sort of Taiwanese businesspeople to invest in

China. This article created a panic among Taiwanese businesspeople

for a spell, and the share prices of listed companies affiliated with

the blacklisted Chi Mei Group dropped six days in a row. In this

connection, Chinese banks stopped providing loans to the Chi Mei-

invested company in Zhenjiang City, and tax auditors began con-

ducting on-site investigations of the company. Such action by the

Chinese authorities set off a wave of anxiety.

In Taiwan, Chi Mei Group Chairman Hsu Wen-lung is a leg-

endary figure in the petrochemical industry, with a stature con-

veyed by the saying "The North is Formosa Plastics, the South is

Chi Mei." His legendary aura has been augmented by his reputation

for outspokenness. He once said, "The mainland is something like

Taiwan's economic colony. Investing in the mainland is only a sur-

vival tactic for enterprises, having nothing at all to do with whether

you love Taiwan."

Additionally, Hsu never shied away from letting it be known

that he was a behind-the-scenes financier of the DPP. During the

2000 and 2004 presidential election campaigns, he never denied



leaning toward Chen Shui-bian and, in 2001, established the very pro-

Chen Taiwan ThinkTank. Hsu's political activities can be judged from

the fact that during the presidencies of Lee Teng-hui and Chen, he

served as a national affairs advisor under Lee, and Chen personally

appointed him as a presidential advisor.

In 1994, Chi Mei Group was the first player in Taiwan's petro-

chemical industry to gain a foothold in China, investing US$30 million

in a petrochemical factory in Guangdong Province, the largest invest-

ment by a Taiwanese manufacturer in that year. Three years later, Chi

Mei set up shop in Zhenjiang, thereby establishing an imposing pres-

ence in China's petrochemical industry. After starting production of

polystyrene in 1998, the factory quickly doubled its initial production

capacity to 800,000 tons per year, boosting Chi Mei's global ranking in

that category from seventh to fourth place. Chi Mei's ABS facility in

Zhenjiang began production in June 2000, raising its combined produc-

tion of that type of plastic in Taiwan and China to more than 1.5 mil-

lion tons, giving it a firm grip on the No. 1 ranking. 

For the past several years, there has been talk about Chi Mei

establishing a factory to assemble liquid-crystal-display (LCD) mod-

ules to supply its LCD television unit in Taiwan as well as other com-

panies. There was much speculation concerning probable locations and

partners, including rumors about teaming up with the Taiwan-based

Pou Chen Group to set up a facility in Kunshan, Jiangsu Province, but

nothing materialized. In 2004, Chi Mei outsourced LCD module-

assembly work to monitor maker Coretronic Corp., shipping Chi Mei's

LCD components to Coretronic's factory in Ningbo, Zhejiang Province. 

Finally, on Oct. 28, 2005 Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corp. won

approval from the Investment Commission of the Ministry of

Economic Affairs to acquire a 50-percent share in the LCD module
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assembly plant previously known as Westinghouse Digital

Electronics, now Ningbo Chi Mei Optoelectronics in Ningbo. On

March 20, 2006 a further infusion of capital was approved, enabling

it to acquire full ownership.

Under a cloud of suspicion that he was caving in to political

pressure from Beijing, Hsu resigned as Chi Mei Group chairman in

June 2004. While superficially, it appeared that he had retired, keen

observers knew that he did so in order to reduce pressure on Chi

Mei. Hsu once said "If the mainland doesn't welcome Chi Mei, Chi

Mei will consider going to Vietnam or some other country with

even cheaper labor." In the end, however, disposing of its hundreds

of millions of dollars in investment and withdrawing the capital

would be no easy affair, and this "independence patriarch" could

only bow his head and direct the Chi Mei Group from behind the

scenes. 

With Beijing still preventing Chi Mei from carrying out any

expansion plans in China, on March 26, 2005 Hsu made public his

retirement remarks in Taiwan's Chinese-language newspapers, stat-

ing that "both Taiwan and the mainland belong to one China, and

the people on either side of the Taiwan Strait are sisters of the same

womb." He went on to say that, in response to the "anti-secession

law" passed by the rubberstamp Chinese parliament on March 14 ,

2005 and Hu Jintao's statement about the law, "I feel that with this

statement and this law, our thinking has become more realistic,

because our daring to invest in the mainland means we are not pur-

suing 'Taiwan independence.' Because we are not pursuing 'Taiwan

independence,' Chi Mei's development on the mainland will be ever

more vigorous." 
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Hsu added that "I have always urged the two sides of the

Taiwan Strait to implement the 'three links' at an early date, as only

by implementing the 'three links' can we enable the resources of the

two sides to complement each other." This gives a clear indication of

the sense of powerlessness Taiwanese businesspeople have under

the Chinese authorities' pressure. 

Using tax audits as a weapon

The fact that the CPC regime has launched such large-scale tax

audits against Taiwanese companies in China comes as no surprise, of

course. Examining the reasons for such action, it is necessary to distin-

guish between internal and external factors. 

Internally, there is the factor of the huge gap between rich and

poor in China, and the fact that tax revenues have not been able to

keep up with expenditures on development, resulting in large budget

deficits. This has led to the utilization of tax audits to increase national

treasury revenues while soothing social discontent.  

As for external factors, due to the long-standing cross-strait politi-

cal standoff, Beijing imposes punishment upon the "uncooperative"

Taiwanese businesspeople so that it can achieve its goal by "killing the

chicken in order to scare the monkey." Beijing adopts double-barreled

tactics to deal with Taiwanese businesspeople, who are situated

between a rock and a hard place. On the one hand, Beijing employs

malicious tax audits to obstruct the normal business operations of

Taiwanese companies in China; on the other hand, it forces Taiwanese

businesspeople to choose sides. Under such circumstances, many

Taiwanese businesspeople feel extremely anxious, hastening to draw a

clear line between themselves and a Taiwanese government that pro-

motes Taiwan identity.
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Economic sanctions: malicious tax audits

Hsu Huei-you, formerly SEF secretary-general and head of the

Coast Guard Administration under the Executive Yuan, has said:

"Ever since the election of the ninth-term president of the ROC

in 1992, the Chinese authorities began to adopt 'discriminatory

intervention' to deal with Taiwanese businesspeople whose political

stance differed from the CPC's. These include the officially repeated

policy of 'differential treatment based on political stance' ; summon-

ing Taiwanese businesspeople for tete-a-tetes and demanding that

they clarify their positions; using customs offices' power to delay

delivery of imported materials or export of goods; utilizing legal

gimmicks such as tax audits, labor safety inspections, environmen-

tal-protection spot checks; and other such discriminatory interven-

tion tactics. This has caused Taiwanese businesspeople difficulties

in their business operations and executing expansion plans. The

political oppression to which Hsu Wen-lung's Chi Mei

Optoelectronics Corporation was subjected is an example."

So-called tax audits are the most typical form of harassment.

China's taxation system is extremely complicated and it is very easy

for auditors to trump up a case against a company by checking its

financial reports in a fault-finding manner. As the Bureau of Foreign

Trade of Taiwan's Ministry of Economic Affairs indicated a couple

of years ago, Chinese customs officials launched a massive auditing

campaign directed at Taiwanese businesspeople in China's coastal

areas to determine whether those who have tax-exempt status or

are based in duty-free zones have engaged in tax-evading activities

such as illegal domestic marketing, relocating their factories or

using faked sales permits. Moreover, the Chinese authorities are

said to have set an overall tax-assessment quota of 80 billion RMB,



demanding that tax officials at all levels consider it their duty to

achieve this target.

Political oppression: Forcing Taiwanese businesspeople to

take sides

Xu Bodong, director of the Institute of Taiwan Studies at Beijing

Union University, has said, "China's policies have always been differ-

entially applied. Without differentiation, there could be no policies.

Hence, at the same time when pressure is applied to the very small

number of pro-DPP Taiwanese businesspeople, China's government

may increase its preferential treatment toward Taiwanese businesspeo-

ple who advocate unification. Even in the case of those who originally

supported Taiwan independence, as long as they change their advoca-

cy, we will welcome them to invest in China and will give them special

treatment. 

"Which is to say, even the DPP's financial backers and Taiwanese

businesspeople who have publicly expressed support for Taiwan inde-

pendence, if they can change their attitude, will also be welcomed by

China. A salient, typical example of this is Chang Yung-fa. For a long

time, Chang was a financial supporter of Chen Shui-bian, but after

Chen Shui-bian took office, Chen's policy of adamantly refusing to

open the "three links" made Chang Yung-fa extremely dissatisfied. For

that reason, he executed a turnabout and no longer supported Chen

Shui-bian, resigned his position as presidential adviser, and publicly

expressed his opposition to Chen Shui-bian's mistaken policy. As you

can see, in his relations with the mainland, Chang Yung-fa is still quite

welcomed in China."

As stipulated by the Provisional Procedures for the Administration

of Associations Invested in by Taiwan Compatriots, the chairman and

vice chairmen of Taiwanese businessmen's associations in China must
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"abide by the "one China' principle [and] support national unifica-

tion." Currently, however, in addition to demanding that chairmen

of Taiwanese businessmen's associations uphold "one China," the

Chinese authorities also demand that they not support Taiwan inde-

pendence. It is said that the Chinese government's tightening the

screws on Taiwanese businesspeople stems mainly from worries

about some DPP-friendly Taiwanese businesspeople. Soft tactics

against such Taiwanese businesspeople consist in refusing them

entry permits. More heavy-handed measures include cutting off

water or electricity supplies or launching malicious audit attacks. 

The heads of Taiwan's six largest industrial and commercial

associations have all, at one time or another, been the target of the

Chinese authorities. Currently, those who have been refused entry

permits include Lee Cheng-chia, chairman of the Taiwan Federation

of Industry, and Day Sheng-tung, chairman of the National

Association of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises. 

In 2004, Chen Yi-shen, chairman of the Taiwanese Businessmen's

Association in Chongqing indicated that "At the present time, China

is quite obviously putting pressure on pro-DPP Taiwanese business-

people, with local TAO officials all over China beginning to investi-

gate members of the Taiwanese businessmen's associations, check-

ing into their day-to-day conversations and using the Internet to

gain an understanding of their political backgrounds." Other evi-

dence used to judge Taiwanese businesspeople's political back-

grounds comes from their financial donations or other efforts to

help pan-blue or pan-green candidates during election campaigns

in Taiwan. 

A Taiwanese businessman surnamed Chen pointed out that

China's public security agencies  even went so far as to demand that

Taiwanese businesspeople produce "ballot stubs" to prove that they



voted for the Lien-Soong ticket in the 2004 presidential election. He

claimed that local TAO in all the provinces and cities had begun to

investigate Taiwanese businesspeople's political backgrounds, clearly

indicating that pro-DPP Taiwanese businesspeople were not welcome.

Chen further said that when the election for a new chairman of the

Chongqing Taiwanese Businessmen's Association was about to be held,

a TAO official demanded that the names of everyone with a pro-DPP

background be removed from the roster of candidates.

The way forward

China's various ways of dealing with Taiwanese businesspeople

can be described as simultaneously using both hard and soft tactics,

with "hard being harder, and soft being softer." In the face of China's

use of malicious audits, can Taiwanese businesspeople only hope to

avoid violating the law by managing their businesses in an honest and

upright manner that does not violate the law, or can they hope that

China will undertake reform of its taxation and governmental systems? 

Inasmuch as tax auditing is an administrative harassment

weapon, its process is predictably complicated. Due to the prevailing

attitude of auditors in their law-enforcement roles being one of "pre-

sumption of guilt, using tax audits merely to come up with the desired

evidence," there have been frequent reports about instances of audit

investigations where the offices of Taiwanese businessmen are thor-

oughly ransacked. Such cases not only impact normal business opera-

tions but also undermine corporate image.

Some people believe that integration with China is Taiwan's only

viable road for development, but the following reality should be borne

in mind: What China represents to Taiwan is an important springboard

for reaching out to the world, and as such, cannot be Taiwan's business

foundation. 
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Taiwanese businesspeople must pursue the development of

more high-end products as what Giant Bicycle has done. In 1992,

the company began manufacturing in China, but its management

concluded that, if the company was to break into the European mar-

ket with a high-end image, it would be impossible to do so by rely-

ing on its factories in China. In 1996, therefore, it established a facto-

ry in the Netherlands and made a name for itself in Europe rather

than concentrating exclusively on China and running after cheap

labor. In other words, global deployment is the correct direction of

development that Taiwanese businesspeople should be pursuing.

Strictly speaking, China cannot oppress Taiwanese businesspeo-

ple if only they pull together. More than 70 percent of Taiwan's listed

companies have invested in China, and over 50 percent of China's

electronic and computer products are manufactured by Taiwanese

businesspeople, making an enormous contribution to China's eco-

nomic growth. In the event malicious audits spark a chain-reaction

backlash among Taiwanese businesspeople, China would be inca-

pable of bearing the impact of such a development on its economy . 

Moreover, Taiwanese businesspeople have become essential

bridges in some sectors between China and the world. They partic-

ularly constitute the critical link in the production and manufactur-

ing of electronics and computer products, when measured by the

current level of development of businesses run by Taiwanese busi-

nesspeople in China. 

In view of this reality, the Taiwanese government has an obli-

gation to integrate China-bound enterprises and coordinate with

them in order to become a protective shield for their interests on

the one hand, and, on the other, to demonstrate to the world

Taiwan's preeminence in various industrial sectors and thereby

form a solid political and economic security network.
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E f f e c t  o f  C o r r u p t i o n  o n  C h i n e s e
A u t h o r i t i e s '  G o v e r n a n c e  A b i l i t y
By Tung Li-wen 

Director, Chinese Affairs Department, Democratic Progressive Party

Since China adopted its reform and open-door policy, cor-

ruption has caused huge losses in terms of economic and con-

sumer welfare, amounting to over 980 billion RMB (US$122 billion)

and 1.25 trillion RMB (US$156 billion), respectively. Meanwhile, dis-

ciplinary action has been taken against 2.35 million cadres of the

Communist Party of China (CPC) for their involvement in corrup-

tion and economic crimes. The failure of the Chinese authorities'

anti-corruption efforts is a matter of systematic weakness stem-

ming from its long-term one-party dictatorship, high degree of

centralized power, and the lack of the transparent monitoring

mechanisms common in democratic countries.

Corruption is one of the greatest challenges to CPC rule

The Chinese authorities launched a campaign to combat corrup-

tion and build clean government following the 15th National Congress

of the CPC. They have not, however, been able to curb the proliferation

of corruption. On the contrary, the amounts of money involved in cor-

ruption have grown larger and larger. Bribery has not been limited to

lower ranks of the bureaucracy but, instead, has increasingly taken

place in higher echelons. Corruption has become one of the greatest

challenges to the efforts of Chinese President Hu Jintao and Premier

Wen Jiabao to maintain stability in their regime. 

According to a report from the Chinese Academy of International

Trade and Economic Cooperation (CAITEC) under China's Ministry of

Commerce, since China adopted its reform and open-door policy in

1979, some 400 corrupt Chinese officials have absconded abroad, tak-

ing with them more than US$50 billion. Corrupt officials have

absconded with a yearly average of US$17.7 billion, representing

about 2 percent of China's GDP. Moreover, losses to the economy

and to consumers welfare have ranged from 980 billion RMB

(US$122 billion) to 1.25 trillion RMB (US$156 billion) or more, repre-

senting 13.2 to 16.8 percent of GDP. 

In the past two decades since China adopted its economic

reform and open-door policy, disciplinary action has been taken

against 2.35 million CPC cadres for their involvement in corruption

and economic crime, and more than 400,000 public servants have

been punished by law on these charges. According to Wu

Guanzheng, secretary of the CPC Central Commission for

Discipline Inspection, in 2004, the party took disciplinary action

against over 164,000 government officials, including fifteen high-

ranking officials at the provincial and ministerial levels. Of these,

4,700 officials have been indicted by judicial agencies.

In its Global Corruption Report 2005, Transparency

International (TI) ranked China as the 71st among the 146 countries

in its survey, with an overall score of 3.1 on a ten-point scale,

where ten is best. This was a drop of five positions from the previ-

ous year, leaving it barely ahead of Syria and India, which were

scored at 2.8.

On March 8, 2005, the Hong Kong-based Political and

Economic Risk Consultancy, Ltd. (PERC) released its annual survey

on "Corruption in Asia" based on a poll conducted in 2004 of more

than 900 expatriates working in Asia. According to the PERC sur-

vey, although China's corruption score of 7.33 was better than

India's score of 8.9 on a scale of zero to ten, where zero is best

the impact of continual corruption in China could be worse than

that of corruption in India. "China's growing economic role in the
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reform and modernization of China's financial system.

Although the Chinese authorities have banned gambling, more

than 160 casinos are operated by six neighboring countries along its

borders. It is estimated that the annual amount of gambling money

flowing overseas has reached more than 600 billion RMB (US$75

billion). On any given day, thousands of Chinese gamblers leave

China taking with them nearly 2 billion RMB (US$250 million) to

engage in high-stakes gambling. Gambling has also become a con-

duit for receiving bribes or for currying favor with and bribing

one's superiors, contributing to the growth of a culture of corrup-

tion in bureaucracy. Moreover, as gambling and criminal syndicates

are inextricably interconnected, the rampant nature of gambling

among officials is giving impetus to the formation of a symbiotic

government-mafia relationship.

Futility of anti-corruption measures

The Chinese authorities have failed in their anti-corruption

efforts due to the very nature of China's political system. Ruled

under a long-term one-party dictatorship with an extreme concen-

tration of power, China lacks the transparent monitoring mecha-

nisms of democratic countries. The old saying rings true: Absolute

power corrupts absolutely. The inseparability of power and money

is the root of corruption by Chinese authorities.

When dealing with corruption cases, the Chinese authorities

have always tired to handle them by "downplaying their enormity

and replacing the nation with the party." In 2004, disciplinary sanc-

tions were imposed on more than 164,000 Chinese government offi-

cials. Less than 3 percent of these were referred to judicial agencies

region and the world ensures that global fallout from any crisis precipi-

tated by corruption in China would be severe," said the survey. 

Corruption pervasive throughout China

The CPC Central Commission for Discipline Inspection has listed

the ten most severe realms of official corruption with the greatest

impact, and which have proved intractable to date. These are construc-

tion, transportation, national land, finance, industry, taxation, customs,

public security, education and health service. These categories of cor-

ruption account for ninety-five percent of filed complaints.

In March 2005, Ren Yuling, a delegate to the Chinese People's

Political Consultative Conference, disclosed that China has 46 million

government bureaucrats, or about one for every 28 people. The 1:28

ratio represents a huge leap from the 1:40 ratio of a decade earlier and

the 1:67 ratio during the early period of China's reform. Compared to

China's total population, the ballooning percentage of officials who

receive their salary paid by the government is unprecedented. 

Based on the investigations of Chinese judicial organizations, over

40 percent of corruption and bribery cases occur in state enterprises,

greatly eroding state-owned assets. From January 2003 to August 2004,

Chinese prosecutorial bodies investigated 25,322 people in connection

with corruption cases, constituting 41.5 percent of all corruption cases.

Within the first three months of 2005, four major criminal cases of

financial fraud emerged, with each amounting to sums in the hundreds

of millions RMB. This has again highlighted the severity of problems in

China's financial system. The original management systems of state

banks, which were operated as governmental administrative agencies,

have been unable to adjust to the demands of modern commercial

banking, and the stream of criminal cases will seriously undermine the
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cadres" received only a slap on the wrist according to administrative

procedures, meaning that corrupt officials will not be deterred by cur-

rent anti-corruption measures.

Regardless of whether China has developed toward a market

economy, it is still partially under a centralized planned economy. The

combination of planned economy and market economy provides gov-

ernment bureaucrats with new opportunities for corruption.

Furthermore, under China's current economic system, there also exists

so-called legalized corruption, in which the children of high-echelon

officials obtain leading positions in the business sector through legal

channels and build clan-based interest groups. It is difficult to rectify

the phenomenon of corruption. In addition, the appointment of party

cadres as heads of state enterprises is more likely to facilitate "legalized

corruption."
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D i s r e s p e c t  f o r  I n t e l l e c t u a l
P r o p e r t y  R i g h t s
By Chang Hung-yuan

Assistant Professor, Department of International Trade, Chihlee Institute of

Technology

Almost universally, people in China lack concepts of and

an attitude of respect for intellectual property rights (IPR), and

the Chinese authorities are extremely lax in enforcement of

IPR laws. Hence, due to the large numbers of people looking

for get-rich-quick opportunities, pirating is rampant through-

out China, damaging the interests of both consumers and

those who hold the legal rights to the products that are pirat-

ed.

Pirating conditions in China

Due to lax government monitoring and weakness of law-enforce-

ment mechanisms in China, marketplaces throughout the country are

full of pirated goods supplied by producers who only want to make a

fast buck. The displacement of genuine goods by fake ones not only

damages business interests but also hurts the health of consumers as

well.

The Department of Development Strategy and Regional Economy

under the Development Research Center of China's State Council stated

that from April 2001 to October 2004 the General Administration of

Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the People's

Republic of China (AQSIQ) confiscated pirated goods worth 11.1 billion

RMB (almost US$1.4 billion). Furthermore, according to news reports,

70 percent of the world's pirated goods come from China. Although in

order to comply with international norms and keep their promises to

the World Trade Organization (WTO), China's relevant agencies such as
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Province in January 2004. This hair syrup was marketed to companies

in several other provinces, whose falsely labeled products were sold in

large quantities, especially to school cafeterias. The syrup contained

arsenic and lead from the hair itself, residues from industrial chemicals

used in processing, as well as other pollutants, which can be damaging

to the renal, gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, nervous and reproductive

systems, in addition to being carcinogenic. The Hubei factory in ques-

tion produced several hundred metric tons of the hair syrup per month,

which was used by others to make several thousand tons of hair soy

sauce per month. Chinese authorities concluded that the distribution of

hair soy sauce was very widespread. 

The damage caused to human health by impure food products is

no laughing matter, yet China's authorities are impotent in dealing with

the problem, seeming to be oblivious to the lives and health of the

Chinese people.

Another example is the discovery of poor-quality counterfeit milk

powder in Anhui Province in April 2004. In fact, since 2003, consump-

tion of such milk caused harm to hundreds of infants, including tens of

deaths; inferior-quality milk power had been found in Guangdong

Province and in the cities of Xian, Tangshan and Beijing; and numerous

related cases of nutritional deficiency and abnormal growth had been

documented in Gansu Province and in the cities of Guangzhou, Beijing

and Shantou. Consequently, the Anhui case ignited a nationwide storm

of indignation.  

Impact of pirating on China's foreign trade

In addition to affecting China's domestic market and public health,

Chinese pirated goods have become the focus of international attention

in recent years. As more and more companies have outsourced manu-

facturing of their famous-brand products to China, unethical Chinese

the State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) have begun to prosecute

patent, trademark and copyright infringers, their effectiveness has been

quite limited.

In the short four-month period February 24-June 10, 2004, Chinese

authorities confiscated over 5 million pirated items, and, during the first

half of that year, commercial authorities all over China confiscated pirated

food products worth an estimated 257 million RMB (US$32 million).

During 2004, counterfeit construction materials worth 1.24 billion RMB

(US$155 million) were confiscated. Chinese government investigative

records indicated that 89.4 percent of consumers had purchased pirated

goods.

Basically, although the Chinese government is not blind to the serious-

ness of the situation, its way of dealing with the problem is merely to make

an example of small-scale pirates to scare the big ones. The number of

unidentified pirating operations is much greater. Moreover, in order to

prop up the country's international image, the Chinese authorities forbid

law enforcement agencies to launch widespread investigations in a very

open manner, and they routinely underestimate the scale and impact of

pirated goods. Because they lack a proactive approach to dealing with the

situation, they fail to prevent the negative influence that pirated goods

have on people's lives.

In sum, due to lack of will at every level of government, together with

the sheer size of the country, IPR law enforcement is extremely poor.

Furthermore, light punishment for IPR offenses and the existence of many

legal loopholes are encouraging the proliferation of pirating. Besides caus-

ing damage to legal business interests, in some cases, this endangers

human health. 

Take, for example, that discovery of " hair soy sauce " mock soy

sauce made with amino acid syrup distilled from human hair in Hubei
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ry weakness and lax monitoring, have made some manufacturers of

famous-brand products reluctant to enter the China market. Instead,

they take a wait-and-see attitude until they can be certain that the risk of

being victimized by pirating has been reduced. 

In 1994, U.S.-based Toys "R" Us joined other toy industry compa-

nies in accusing the Chinese authorities of turning a blind eye to coun-

terfeiting and succeeded in having China put on the U.S. Trade

Representative's Special 301 Priority Watch List with respect to toy man-

ufacturing. The company upbraided the Chinese authorities for allow-

ing factories to import the parts they needed to manufacture counterfeit

goods that, as of 1994, had caused the company to lose US$1.2 billion in

revenues. More recently, Toys "R" Us emphasized that the situation had

not changed, stating that in 2003 alone it sustained lost sales opportuni-

ties of US$720 million due to Chinese counterfeiting. 

From this case, we can see that notwithstanding the Chinese

authorities' repeated assurances, they have proven themselves to be

inept at dealing with the situation. This has eroded the international

community's confidence in their ability and willingness to protect for-

eign brands and led them to dismiss the sincerity of their promises.

In recent years, leaders of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce have

taken steps to create a local lobbying force in Beijing and, taking China

as their chief focus, to build a global network of enterprises to deal with

IPR violation problems. In order to stem the rampancy of pirating activ-

ity in China, the organization indicated it would also assist in educating

China's businesspeople, media and lawmakers, to help them under-

stand the growing menace pirating poses to their economy. It would

cooperate with law-abiding retailers and law enforcement authorities to

prevent counterfeit goods from being marketed through legal channels,

and also conduct seminars in certain priority areas concerning how to

enforce IPR protection laws.

manufacturers have used knowledge of materials and techniques gained

from their clients to produce counterfeit goods. The technological sophisti-

cation of contract manufacturers has enabled them to make products that

are often very difficult to distinguish from genuine brand-name products. 

According to the China Consumers Association (CCA), in 2003, there

were a growing number of complaints from customers about cell phones,

sanitary products and medicinal products. In that year, the association

received 51,371 complaints about cell phones, up 60.3 percent from the pre-

vious year, while complaints concerning sanitary goods, medicines, auto-

mobiles and nutritional supplements increased by more than 43 percent.

Data collected by the media show that U.S. companies lose about

US$250 billion in revenues due to pirating, with most of the imported pirat-

ed goods originating in China. In China, even automobiles are not immune

to counterfeiting. In a case that was settled out of court in November 2005,

General Motors Corp., backed by the U.S. Department of Commerce,

accused China's Chery Automobile Company of manufacturing a virtual

replica of the U.S. company's Spark minicar.

Since China's entry into the WTO, increasing numbers of foreign com-

panies have invested in China. The impotence of Chinese authorities has

become a bonanza for piraters, presenting them with an abundance of new

products to counterfeit and profit from. Consequently, pirating has become

increasingly well organized, systematic and rampant.

The international community is greatly upset at the scale of economic

crime in China, which has caused great damage to the reputations and

profitability of famous-brand companies. This blatant disregard for intellec-

tual property rights severely violates international norms of trustworthi-

ness in commercial dealings. 

The afore-mentioned conditions, exacerbated by China's IPR regulato-
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Underlying moral and policymaking issues

Besides China's large number of manufacturers eager to make a fast

buck, and the incompetence or even collusion of officials, the other main

reason why piracy is unbridled in China is the hunger of the Chinese peo-

ple for goods that they actually know are pirated. Certain marketplaces

that specialize in pirated good have become highly popular tourist draws.

At such places one can see salespeople openly flaunting their pirated goods

with signs touting them as "counterfeit but good-quality." The fact that

most if not all Chinese consumers are indeed eager to purchase knock-offs

illustrates the hand-in-glove mentalities of the piraters and their customers,

neither of whom heed the consequences of their behavior on economic jus-

tice or social order even in their own country, let alone in the world.

Understandably, people in developing countries tend to see no merit

in respecting intellectual property rights inasmuch as they lack in creativity

and see no good in respecting the creativity of others. Advanced societies

can sympathize with such countries for a time, but as they develop, a point

comes when the world can no longer tolerate such an attitude. China has

reached that point. 

Currently, the Chinese government's implementation of good policies

is ineffective and unable to stem the rampancy of IPR infringement. Based

on the experience of other countries in handling IPR-related cases, the

important role of transforming a society's attitude toward IPR rests with

consumers who band together out of concern for their own welfare. Only

when the Chinese people raise their consciousness of IPR protection,

together with China's effective implementation of IPR protection policy,

can people expect to see China make some progress in the matter of respect

for IPR.



Disregard for traveler safety

Since the ROC government's announcement in 1987 that

Taiwanese would be permitted to travel to China for the purpose of

visiting relatives, many incidents have occurred in China in which the

lives, health and property of Taiwanese travelers have been harmed.

(See table below for examples during the first decade after the travel

ban was removed.) The most unsafe activity for tourists in China has

been taking pleasure boat cruises. 

The biggest problem here is that, for the sake of maximizing prof-

it, boat operators disregard legal limits on the permissible number of

passengers. Furthermore, boats lack adequate emergency equipment.

Life vests are both insufficient in number and of questionable quality.

Chinese authorities, however, commonly look the other way.

Overpromotion of tourism destinations

An example of the over-

promotion of tourism attrac-

tions in China is the Three

Gorges on the Yangtze River,

one of the most popular des-

tinations in recent years.

Chinese authorities have told

the outside world that after

construction of the Three

Gorges Dam is complete,

the legendary gorges will

d i sappear  f rom s ight .

Consequently, "Good-bye

Three Gorges" tours have

A  S u m m a r y  o f  T o u r i s m - R e l a t e d
R i s k s  i n  C h i n a

By Fan Shih-ping

Assistant Professor, Department of Sport Management,

National Kinmen Institute of Technology

China has become one of the most

favored destinations of Taiwanese tourists. For

many years, however, China has also had one

of the lowest thresholds of respect for

Taiwanese travelers' rights, with an endless suc-

cession of all manner of incidents that have

done harm to their interests and health.

According to data compiled by the Bureau of

Tourism of the ROC Ministry of Transportation and

Communication, Taiwanese made 7.32 million trips

abroad in 2002. About half of these trips, 3.66 million

were to China. Although the SARS epidemic of 2003

reduced the number of trips abroad that year to 5.92

million, China remained the number one destination

for Taiwanese travelers. In 2004, the number of trips

abroad rebounded to 7.78 million, about half of which

were to China[1].

Due to increasingly closer civilian exchanges

across the Taiwan Strait, the number of Taiwanese

going to China for tourism is on the rise. The populari-

ty of tourism in China cannot change the fact that

China affords Taiwanese travelers one of the lowest

levels of protection of health and of their legitimate

interests. The most common types of problems

encountered by Taiwanese tourists may be summa-

rized as follows:
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Overcrowding on Rainbow Bridge

in Beijing during the Lantern

Festival results in the deaths of

over 60 people. (2004.2.6, CNA)

Members of a Taiwanese tour group

visiting China wear masks to pre-

vent SARS infection. (2003.3.18,

CNA)

Lack of proper regulations give

cause for grave concern over the

quality of cableways in China.

(UDNDATA-IC)

Overcrowding on Shanghai's underground system is

steadily worsening. Trains may be packed with up to

500 people each during rush hour, putting passenger

safety at risk. The Shanghai metro system has

already been forced to limit passenger flow. (2005.

3.18, CNA)



squeezed in. Not infrequently, the four-star cruise boats they signed up

for have been replaced by two-star boats. Such incidents constitute

serious abuse of Taiwanese travelers' rights.

Another source of harm to their interests is the behavior of

Taiwanese travel agents when the accommodations they have reserved

and paid deposits for are canceled shortly before the scheduled date of

departure. Such occurrences result from the overheated Three Gorges

tour business and the inability of Chinese travel agents to make timely

arrangements for alternate cruise boats. Reluctant to cancel tours and

lose money, some Taiwanese travel agents take the attitude that they

have no choice but to plunge in the unknown and negotiate deals in an

ad hoc manner after arriving in China [2].

Overbooking of transportation conveyances

Although in recent years, Chinese transportation providers have

greatly improved their performance with respect to operating on

schedule, overbooking for all

modes of transportation is still a

serious problem. Since many

individuals or tour groups can-

cel reservations at the last

minute, operators intentionally

overbook, which has resulted in

numerous disputes with infuri-

ated travelers. Some Taiwanese

travel agencies that have

booked domestic flights in

China are forced, without warn-

ing, to switch to "red-eye" trains

or highway buses to keep on

schedule, causing untold suffer-

ing for tour groups.
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been loudly touted each year, attracting large numbers of Taiwanese

tourists.

In order to make the greatest possible profit within a short period,

Chinese travel agents have joined with their Taiwanese counterparts, work-

ing hand-in-glove to disseminate the mistaken impression that the Three

Gorges would soon disappear completely, thereby engendering a feeling of

crisis among consumers, who fear they will never have another chance to

see the gorges. This has resulted in the overbooking of Three Gorges tour

groups and a consequent shortage of travel facilities.

Touring the Three Gorges entails a complex series of switches from

one mode of transportation to another, including airplanes, large and small

passenger boats and buses. For this reason, and because service providers

in China are poorly coordinated, many Taiwanese tourists have boarded

boats only to discover that no room has been reserved for them. They have

ended up having to bed down on the floor or share cabins with extra cots
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Tourists on a river cruise in Suzhou, Jiangsu Province are not protected by life vests. (2005.10.22 & 23,

UDNDATA-IC)

Passengers on a boat trip on the Luxi River near

Xianshui Rock in the Mt. Longhu Scenic Area

lack sufficient safety equipment. (2002.6.21,

CNA)
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Rampancy of counterfeit products

The problem of Chinese-made counterfeit products being foisted off

on Taiwanese tourists is serious. Goods such as traditional Chinese medi-

cines, ready-made medicines, liquor, antiques and jade are openly sold

without worry of being caught. Even licensed duty-free shops sell them,

hurting tourists' personal interests and, sometimes, even causing them bod-

ily harm.

Unintentional violation of laws regarding 

national treasures

Regulations promulgated by China's State Bureau of Cultural Relics

prohibit the export of antiquities dating to periods earlier than 1795 (the

60th year of the Qianlong Reign Period). Those who attempt to take such

items out of the country can be charged with "smuggling national treas-

ures." But in order to make money, many Chinese tour guides and local

shop owners fail to fulfill their obligation of informing tourists that it is for-

bidden to transport Chinese antiquities out of China. As such, many antiq-

uities purchased by Taiwanese tourists are confiscated by Chinese

Customs. Taiwanese tourists who unintentionally violate China's laws

regarding the protection of antiquities will be fined or imprisoned depend-

ing on the seriousness of their crimes.

Failure to give advance notice of itinerary changes

In addition to delays caused by the unreliability of transportation in

China, other unexpected delays may be caused by changes in conditions

that even local travel agents are powerless to verify in advance. These may

include, for example, reservations of sightseeing facilities for the exclusive

use of a single government agency, visits by dignitaries, or unannounced

closures for maintenance and repairs. Consequently, Taiwanese tour

groups may be rushed through sightseeing attractions without a chance for
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relaxed appreciation, and, sometimes, points on their itineraries have to

be cancelled outright.

Ubiquitous danger of communicable diseases 

In addition to being the origin of the disastrous SARS (severe acute

respiratory syndrome) epidemic of 2003, China continues to be listed by

the World Health Organization as a region in which there are recurrent

outbreaks of various life-threatening communicable diseases. These

include plague, rabies, dengue fever and cholera. Moreover, AIDS and

other sexually transmitted diseases have been spreading rapidly in

recent years. Travelers to China must therefore take all necessary pre-

cautions. 

Pressure to buy local products

Fierce competition among travel agents and slim profit margins

have resulted in the  dependence of Taiwanese travel agents on receiv-

Rescue workers arrive on the scene after a No. 290 bus burst into flames at an intersection of

Huaihai and Sinan roads in Shanghai. (2005.10.20, UDNDATA-IC)
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ing a percentage of the sales of Chinese retailers to whom they lead their

tour groups. Some travel agents even accept a net loss on travel arrange-

ments and place all their hopes for a profit on the volume of tour group

purchases. 

Consequently, when their clients do not spend much on local prod-

ucts, tour leaders become rude and abusive. Some have even gone so far as

to "punish" tour groups by letting them fend for themselves, delaying

meals, downgrading meal standards and so forth.

Substandard food and lodging 

Domestic tourism in China has developed rapidly in recent years in

step with rising incomes, longer vacations, and government stimulation of

the travel industry with the aim of boosting demand. Consequently, espe-

cially during the three "golden weeks" associated with Labor Day on May

1, National Day on October 1, and the Lunar New Year, hotels and restau-

rants in scenic areas are packed on holidays. 
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Workers rescue two people trapped for 90 minutes in an overturned coal truck on the freeway in Lanzhou

City, Gansu Province. (2005, 10.24, UDNDATA-IC)

Taiwanese tour groups traveling to China at such times arrive at

their destinations only to discover that, due to foul-ups on the part of

tour organizers, the lodgings and restaurants they thought were await-

ing them are already fully occupied or reserved, forcing them to settle

for inferior alternatives. While travel agents may compensate their

clients with rebates, the harm done to the travelers' enjoyment and

interests cannot be undone.

Pressure for tips

Problems with pressure for tips from tour group members have

become a constant source of disputes. In addition to tips paid to

Taiwanese tour leaders, further tips are demanded by local organizers,

guides, bus drivers and hotel workers, while expectations and scales of

tipping vary from place to place without rhyme or reason. Some local

service personnel demand tips even if their service is bad, and when

Taiwanese tourists refuse to pay, they are cursed or threatened, and

some bus drivers have been known to scare them by driving wildly.

Ultimately, the responsibility for hurting the interests of Taiwanese

travelers cannot be assigned solely to Chinese travel agencies and busi-

nesses. Much of it must be borne by Taiwanese travel agents, including

some who actually conspire with their Chinese counterparts to milk

travelers for all they are worth. Outwardly, they give the appearance of

being victimized themselves, by heaping the blame for troubles on the

Chinese and giving rebates to clients as compensation for inconven-

ience. In reality, however, they are in cahoots with Chinese locals, prey-

ing on the hapless sacrificial lambs that join their tour groups.

Tourism-related authorities in Taiwan and China ought, there-

fore, to join forces in combating such criminal behavior, exchanging

information and coordinating action in order to reduce the damage

to travelers' interests.
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Hijacking at Guangzhou's Baiyun Airport. 

Dajia High School teacher Chang Shu-chuan falls from a

suspension bridge in Sichuan Province. 

A bus carrying pilgrimage participants crashes in Putian

City, Fujian Province. 

Flooding and landslides in mountains of Songfan County,

Sichuan Province. 

Retired soldiers visiting relatives in China are murdered

in their hotel. 

A tour bus catches fire in Hubei Province. 

Tseng Jen-chieh is stabbed to death while resisting a pick-

pocket. 

A plane crashes in Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province. 

A plane crashes in Guilin City, Guanxi Province. 

An air crash in Yuanyang County, Henan Province. 

A plane crashes in Fuzhou City, Fujian Province. 

A helicopter crashes in the Three Gorges area of the

Yangtze River. 

24 Taiwanese are killed in the Qiandao Lake incident. 

A rafting accident on Shennong River, Hubei Province. 

A plane crashes in Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province. 

A bus accident in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region.

Table 1.Incidents in China resulting in harm to Taiwanese travelers, 1990~1997

Date Incident Result

Oct 2, 1990 

Jan, 1991

Mar 27, 1991

June 16, 1991

July 13, 1991

Feb, 1992

May 19, 1992

June 7, 1992

Nov 5, 1992

Nov 24, 1992

Oct 26, 1993

March 23, 1994

March 31, 1994

April 23, 1995

May, 1997

Oct, 1997

Source: News reports

30 deaths

1 death

19 deaths

2 deaths

2 deaths

2 burned

1 death

10 injured

9 deaths

59 deaths

1 death

2 deaths

24 deaths

8 deaths

2 injured

1 death 
4 injured

M i n i m i z i n g  T r a v e l - R e l a t e d
R i s k s  i n  C h i n a  t h r o u g h
R e i n f o r c e d  M a n a g e m e n t
By Chang Chih-chung

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Affairs and Management, Kainan

University

According to Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) statistics,

from October 1990 to the end of 2003, the SEF handled 216

incidents involving serious damages to Taiwanese travelers in

China. Analysis of the statistics over the past years revealed

that the most serious incidents were transportation related.

Others posed a threat to life and property resulting from prob-

lems such as poor food hygiene, inadequate security of lodg-

ings and robbery. These incidents illustrate the necessity of

strengthening risk management and people's ability to

respond to unexpected situations.

Dropping one's guard due to a false sense of familiarity

Since 1997, the Taiwanese people have cumulatively made more

than 30 million trips to China, making it the most popular destination

for Taiwanese travelers. Despite remarkable similarities between

China and Taiwan in language, way of life and cuisine, there exist a

number of significant differences between them.

Given China's huge size and territory, different areas and regions

in China of course have contrasting natural environments, customs

and values. Since China's reform and opening up policy was initiated

more than two decades ago, there has emerged in China a serious

issue of the "three disparities" (rich-poor, rural-urban, and east-west).

Additionally, differing experiences between Taiwan and China in the

course of economic and political development have engendered con-
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trasting attitudes toward work and service. 

If Taiwanese people lose sight of such important differences between

the peoples of Taiwan and China, a false sense of sameness and conse-

quent loss of vigilance may endanger their lives and property.

According to data relating to accidents involving Taiwanese travel-

ers in China, the most serious incidents over the past years were trans-

portation related (see table below). For example, the 1990 airplane acci-

dent at Baiyun Airport, which resulted from hijacking; the 1994 Qingdao

Lake massacre; the more recent car accident at Changbai Mountain in

Jilin Province and a road accident in July 2004 causing injury to

Taiwanese reporters visiting Xinjiang Province. Additional instances of

bodily injury and death have occurred as the result of robbery, poor

hygiene and inadequate security of lodgings, as in the case of the land-

slide in Nanning City, Guangxi Province.

The huge increase in China-bound Taiwanese tourists has greatly

stimulated the overall consumption in China's economy. The increasing

number of reported incidents and complaints filed by Taiwanese travel-

ers, however, not only has had a negative influence on China's tourism

industry, but also underlines the imperative for Taiwanese travelers to

make prudent choices and take precautionary measures in advance and

to receive emergency response training to deal with any accidents.

Managing tourism-related risk

As recommended at the "Teacher Chang Monthly" section of

Taiwan's Chinese-language http://www.chinabiz.org.tw Web site, which

provides information and advice to Taiwanese businesspeople in China,

whether one goes to China for tourism or business, it is advisable to take

the following precautions:

Select reputable tour buses and bus drivers, and avoid nighttime bus

trips and excessive passenger loads.

Avoid eating at roadside stands and eating unfamiliar foods and

drinking beverages, especially liquor.

Never travel alone, if possible. 

Avoid wearing expensive jewelry and waist pouches, and put the

"Taiwan Compatriot Travel Certificate" in your breast pocket in

order not to attract attention.

At hotels, be sure to lock your door, and select hotels that do not

allow visitors to go directly to your room.

Avoid engaging sex workers so as not to cause disputes.

In addition, the SEF recommends that China-bound travelers be

sure to purchase travel insurance that includes coverage for medical

care. According to the SEF, when Taiwanese travelers began visiting

China more than a decade and a half ago, they commonly lacked

awareness of the risks involved. Some of them went without buying

any insurance at all, while others bought only life insurance and failed

to purchase insurance with coverage for medical care. Consequently,

the families of some Taiwanese who sustained injuries or got sick in

China were burdened with having to pay huge sums for medical serv-

ices in China and air ambulances to bring them back to Taiwan. 

In more recent times, by contrast, a few of the Taiwanese travelers

who were injured in the accidents in Xinjiang Province, at Changbai

Mountain and elsewhere had bought travel insurance with medical

coverage. For the most part, they received adequate medical care as

well as compensation for ambulance flights back to Taiwan. Travel

insurance with medical care coverage is therefore highly advisable.
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Seeking assistance

Taiwanese travelers who encounter emergency conditions in

China should seek assistance from both local and Taiwanese authori-

ties. First, when one is ill, injured, robbed and involved in a car acci-

dent, depending upon the situation, call either the local police by dial-

ing 110, or call for an ambulance by dialing 120. In the event matters

are not handled satisfactorily, try calling the local Tourism Bureau

(dial 114 for local information or 116 for long-distance information),

the local Taiwan Affairs Office, local Taiwanese business associations

or the SEF in Taiwan (886-2-27129292). 

In the event of losing money or property, one must file a report

with the local police and receive a filing receipt. Those who carry trav-

eler's checks should first sign them. They should also make sure to

keep the receipt from the issuing bank that lists the checks' serial num-

bers in a secure place, so that if the checks are lost or stolen, they can

immediately notify the issuing bank and stop payment on the checks. 

As for medical assistance, besides seeking help from insurance

companies, Taiwanese travelers can consider contacting International

SOS, which, for a fee, provides 24/7 assistance in securing medical

services as well as ambulances or air ambulances to get one to a near-

by hospital or return one to Taiwan for treatment. 

Taiwanese travelers are entitled to receive reimbursement for

expenses incurred for either inpatient or outpatient treatment of

injuries or sickness in China from their local National Health

Insurance (NHI) office in Taiwan. To do so, within six months of being

released from the hospital or clinic in China, they must present to the

NHI office the following: the cashier's receipt issued by the hospital or

clinic, the attending physician's diagnostic report, a photocopy of

Hijacking at Guangzhou's Baiyun Airport 

Bus crash in Putian City, Fujian Province 

Plane crash in Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province 

Plane crash in Lanzhou City, Gansu Province  

Plane crash in Guilin City, Guangxi Province

Plane crash in Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 

Helicopter crash in the Three Gorges area of the

Yangtze River 

Qiandao Lake massacre in Zhejiang Province 

Rafting accident on Shennong River, Hubei Province 

Bus crash in Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province 

Bus crash in Chongqing City, Sichuan Province 

Plane crash in Shenzen City, Guangdong Province 

Bus crash in Chengdu City, Sichuan Province 

Bus crash in  Atushi  Ci ty,  Xinj iang Uyghur

Autonomous Region 

Bus crash in Jiayuguan City, Gansu Province 

Bus crash in Anshun City, Guizhou Province 

Landslide in Nanning City, Guangxi Province 

Bus crash in Hami Prefecture, Xinjiang Uyghur

Autonomous Region  

Bus crash at Changbai Mountain in Jilin Province 

Traff ic  accident  in  J iusaigou National  Park in

Sichuan Province 

Table 1. Incidents in China resulting in harm to Taiwanese travelers, 1990~2004

Date Incident Result

Oct 2, 1990

Mar 27, 1991

July 31, 1992

Oct 8, 1992

Nov 24, 1992

Oct 26, 1993

Mar 23, 1994

Mar 31, 1994

April 23, 1995

Nov 6, 1996

Mar 30, 1997

May 8, 1997

Sept 19, 1997

Oct 20, 1997

Aug 22, 1998

May 21, 2001

June 8, 2001

July 8, 2004

July 13, 2004

Oct 11, 2004

Source: News reports

30 deaths

19 deaths

2 deaths

11 injured

9 deaths

1 death

1 death  

1 missing

24 deaths

8 deaths

2 deaths

7 injured

2 injured

11 injured

1 death 

4 injured

6 deaths 

8 injured

21 injured

4 deaths

2 injured

1 death  

12 injured

1 death



International SOS 

Beijing Alarm Center

TEL:  (010) 65003419 or 65003388

FAX:  (010) 65016048

Beijing International Medical Center (IMC)

TEL:  (010) 64651561 or 64651562

FAX:  (010) 64651984

China National Tourism Administration

Quality Management Section

TEL:  (010) 65234521

FAX:  (010) 65122096
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Table 2. Emergency Assistance Organizations in China 

Source: China National Tourism Administration Web Site.(http://www.cnta.gov.cn/3-lyxz/jy.asp)

Ministry of Health

International Emergency Assistance

Center

TEL:  (010) 64001746

FAX:  (010) 64001737

Asian Emergency Assistance Center

Beijing Alarm Center

TEL:  (010) 64629100 or 64629112

FAX:  (010) 64629111

China International Travel Assistance 

TEL:  (010) 66031185

FAX:  (010) 66012040

one's passport bearing the exit and entry stamps of immigration authori-

ties and a completed application for reimbursement.

In summary, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. In

cases of incidents that occur despite one's best preparations, however,

Taiwanese travelers' immediate responses are of greatest importance. The

governments on either side of the Taiwan Strait should, on the one hand,

establish a sound set of cross-strait mechanisms for responding to emer-

gency situations and exchanging information to facilitate the provision of

assistance in a timely manner. On the other hand, Taiwanese travelers

should know how to utilize human and material resources available in

China. These include the State Council's Taiwan Affairs Office and its

local branches, in addition to Taiwanese business associations.
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W a t e r  T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  S a f e t y
C o n c e r n s
By Fan Shih-ping

Assistant Professor, Department of Sport Management, National Kinmen

Institute of Technology

China has become one of the most popular destinations for

Taiwanese tourists, yet it has long been one of the least safe des-

tinations for travelers, with all manner of accidents occurring reg-

ularly. Among  the dangers of traveling in China that should be

kept in mind is the inadequate safety of water transportation.

According to data compiled by the Tourism Bureau of the

Ministry of Transportation and Communications[1], Taiwanese made

7.32 million trips abroad in 2002. Of that amount, 3.66 million trips

more than half of the total were made to China.  

Although the SARS epidemic in 2003 reduced the number of

trips abroad in that year to 5.92 million, China remained the No. 1

destination for Taiwanese travelers. In 2004, the number of person

trips abroad rebounded to 7.78 million, about half of them to China.

While the number of Taiwanese going to China for tourism is on the

rise, China affords Taiwanese travelers low levels of security. On

March 31, 1994, 24 Taiwanese tourists were killed in the Qiandao

Lake massacre in Zhejiang Province; 8 Taiwanese tourists died in the

rafting accident on Shennong Stream, Shennongjia National Natural

Reserve of Hubei Province on April 24, 1995. These incidents show

that Taiwan's travel agents and the general public should pay atten-

tion to the issue of water transportation safety in China.

Water transportation in China includes the movement of people

and goods via inland and oceanic waterways. Inland waterways are

those which utilize natural rivers and lakes and man-made canals.

Oceanic waterways can be differentiated into coastal sea lanes and



Frequent tourism-related disputes  in the Yangtze

River/Three Gorges area

Accounting for nearly 70 percent of China's inland waterway

traffic, the Yangtze River system has always been the busiest of the

country's inland waterways. Tourists headed for the Yangtze River

since the 1990s constitute about one-third of all China-bound

Taiwanese tourists[3]. 

With the completion of the Three Gorges Dam project approach-

ing, and with a number of scenic and historic sites about to disappear

beneath the Yangtze River's dammed waters, since 2000, "Good-bye

Three Gorges" tours have been excessively promoted. Consequently, it

has been difficult to book excursion boat cabins, and disputes have

often arisen when Taiwanese tour groups have boarded cruise vessels

only to discover that there are not enough boat cabins to go around.

Rapid growth of water-borne tourism

Demand for water transportation is shifting from non-tourism-

related to tourism-related travel, as indicated by the rising levels of a

variety of recreational passenger services including holiday charter

boat excursions, expanded weekend ferry schedules, summer vaca-

tion tours for Chinese tour groups, island-hopping tours, and activi-

ties for foreign tour groups. Take Guangzhou Harbor, for instance. Its

regularly scheduled inland waterway shuttle boat services have

decreased to only two routes, serving Wuzhou City, Guangxi Province

and Jingan Town of Zhuhai City, Guangdong Province, whereas its

tourist excursion services have steadily multiplied. The continual

expansion of coastal tourist passenger services to destinations such as

Xiachuan Island, the Wanshan Islands and Dongao Island have pro-

vided new selling points for the Guangzhou Harbor touristry indus-

try. 
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transoceanic sea lanes, the former lying within domestic waters, the latter

crossing international waters. 

Statistics show that in 2001, of a total 186.45 million trips made via

all types of water-borne vessels in China, 124.38 million were via inland

waterways, while 57.87 million were via coastal sea lanes, and only 4.20

million were via transoceanic sea lanes. 

According to the 2000 edition of the Year Book of China

Transportation & Communications, the development of water trans-

portation in China since the launch of economic reform more than two

decades ago may be summarized as follows:

Decline in travel via water transportation

As indicated in the attached Table, the number of trips performed

via modes of water transportation has steadily declined since 1990, with

about 190 million trips in 2002, representing only 1.2 percent of total trips

made that year, as compared with 3.5 percent in 1990. Except for coastal

transportation hubs such as the Bohai Bay region or Zhoushan Harbor,

the volume of travel by boat has gone down in virtually all other coastal

regions and along inland waterways[2].  

Development focused on ferryboat business

Ferryboat routes are concentrated mostly in Bohai Bay and the

Qiongzhou Strait, with others operating in Hangzhou Bay and between

coastal islands. In recent years, the volume of passenger traffic has steadi-

ly increased in the Bohai Bay area, where high-speed boats are prevalent

and where the route between Jiaodong and the Liaodong Peninsula,

dubbed the "blue highway," has become quite popular with tour groups.

The Qiongzhou Strait has in recent years become known as the "golden

waterway," with passenger boat traffic constantly on the rise[2].  



Additionally, small and medium-sized seaports and riverports have

begun to utilize the tourism resources of nearby cross-border locales or

islands to promote sightseeing. In particular, short hops to neighboring

countries have recently become a new trend. Ferryboats plying the

Heilongjiang, or Amur River, which divides northeastern China from

Russia, do a lively business shuttling tourists back and forth from river-

ports on either side of the river. At China's southern extreme, after the

normalization of China-Vietnam relations and opening up of cross-border

passenger services between the two countries in 1989, Guangxi Zhuang

Autonomous Region's Beihai City seaport became a hub for cross-border

tourist traffic. Highly popular tourism options include first taking a boat

from Beihai to the Chinese border town of Dongxing and then fording the

river to Vietnam's Mong Cai, and taking an ocean-going mail steamer

with luxury accommodation from Beihai to other destinations in

Vietnam.

Water transportation concerns

An examination of water transportation conditions in China reveals

a number of safety-related concerns that may be summarized as follows:

Overall lax safety standards

Many water transportation safety-related incidents have occurred

over the years, causing considerable harm to life and property. To prevent

further accidents, China's Ministry of Communications in 2000 launched

the Water Transportation Safety Management Year, demanding more rig-

orous inspections of passenger vessels in areas such as Bohai, the Yangtze

River and the Qiongzhou Strait.

Aging passenger vessels

Aging boats pose a major danger to passenger safety and the devel-

opment of water transportation. This is especially true in the case of pas-

senger vessels plying coastal waterways, 68.4 percent of which are either
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old or overage. While the situation for inland waterway vessels is bet-

ter, 28.2 percent of them are similarly old or over aged [4]. 

Underdevelopment of inland waterways

The aggregate mileage of inland waterways in China ranks No. 1

globally. Nevertheless, the country ranks very low with respect to the

proportion of its inland waterway mileage navigated by vessels of

medium-to-high tonnage, which account for only 7 percent of the total

mileage compared with 61 percent in the United States. Even in

Europe, thousand-ton vessels are able to navigate an extensive net-

work of inland waterways. 

The main reason for this condition is China's relatively small

scale of investment in navigational infrastructure, with the over-

whelming proportion of waterways still in their unmodified, natural

state. This has resulted in the inability to make advancements in navi-

gational technology, adversely impacting the safety of inland water-

way transportation.

Overloading of passenger vessels

The biggest danger posed by water-borne passenger vessels in

China is the serious problem overloading. Too many businesspeople

are greedy for money at the expense of welfare to their passengers.

Furthermore, many boats lack adequate life-saving equipment.

Commonly, they do not carry enough life vests, and the vests are of

questionable quality, yet Chinese tourism authorities seem to look the

other way.
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1990 7,726.82 957.21 6,480.85 272.25 16.60 12.4 83.9 3.5 0.21

1991 8,060.48 950.80 6,826.81 261.09 21.78 11.8 84.7 3.2 0.27

1992 8,608.55 996.93 7,317.74 265.02 28.86 11.6 85.0 3.1 0.34 

1993 9,966.34 1,054.58 8,607.19 270.74 33.83 10.6 86.4 2.7 0.34

1994 10,928.81 1,087.38 9,539.40 261.65 40.38 9.9 87.3 2.4 0.37

1995 11,725.96 1,027.45 10,408.10 239.24 51.17 8.8 88.8 2.0 0.44

1996 12,447.22 941.62 11,221.10 228.95 55.55 7.6 90.1 1.8 0.45

1997 13,253.64 925.78 12,045.83 225.73 56.30 7.0 90.9 1.7 0.42

1998 13,766.23 929.91 12,573.32 205.45 57.55 6.8 91.3 1.5 0.42

1999 13,925.02 982.53 12,690.04 191.51 60.94 7.1 91.1 1.4 0.44

2000 14,785.73 1,050.73 13,473.92 193.86 67.22 7.1 91.1 1.3 0.45

2001 15,341.22 1,051.55 14,027.98 186.45 75.24 6.8 91.4 1.2 0.50

Table 1.Volume of Passenger Traffic in China, 1990~2001

Rai       Highway    Water     Air      Rail     High-way   Water    Air

Year

Source : Year Book of China Transportation & Communications. Beijing, 2000.

Trips per mode of transportation 

(Unit: 1 million)
Percentage of tota l (%)

Total for

all types

H i g h w a y  S a f e t y  P r o b l e m s
By Fan Shih-ping

Assistant Professor, Department of Sport Management, National Kinmen

Institute of Technology

While China has become one of the major destinations of

Taiwanese tourists, it also continues to be a destination with a

high level of risk. The problem of highway safety is a case in

point.

With the constantly rising level of people-to-people exchanges

between the two sides of the Taiwan Strait [1], China has become

one of the most popular sightseeing destinations for Taiwanese.

The level of personal security China affords Taiwanese travelers,

however, continues to be one of the lowest. Highway safety has

posed the greatest danger, accounting for the largest proportion of

accidents involving Taiwanese tourists, whose most commonly

used form of transportation is tour buses.

Since Taiwanese began visiting relatives and traveling in

China, there has been a constant stream of accidents resulting from

highway safety problems. The extent of such problems has gone

unnoticed by most Taiwanese, as the media rarely report on the fre-

quently occurring accidents involving automobiles. Nonetheless, a

number of highway accidents have attracted individual attention

because of the large number of people injured or killed. These

include, for example, a tour bus accident on March 27, 1991 in

Putian City, Fujian Province, in which 19 Taiwanese pilgrims died;

a tour bus fire in Hubei Province in February 1992, in which two

Taiwanese were badly burned; and a bus accident in the Xinjiang

Uyghur Autonomous Region in October 1997, which resulted in the

death of one Taiwanese and injuries to four others[2]. 
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In step with China's rapid economic development, many high-

ways and superhighways have been built, and the number of pri-

vately owned autos has dramatically increased. At the same time,

however, highway safety problems have also increased, posing a

direct threat to the security of tourists. Current highway safety

problems in China may be summarized as follows:

Dangerous conditions in less developed areas

The quality of roads and highways in China's eastern coastal

regions and big cities has greatly improved in recent years as the con-

sequence of rapid economic development. Where highways previously

were just a few lines on the landscape, they now form a complex net-

work.

In other regions, by contrast, due to their relatively slow economic

growth, local governments have been able to allocate only a small pro-

portion of their budgets to the development of transportation infra-

structure. For this reason, and given the mountainous topography of

many inland regions, the quality and safety of their roadways is poor.

At the same time, China's relatively undeveloped regions have

been actively promoting tourism in order to stimulate local econom-

ic development and earn foreign exchange. Unfortunately, their

most popular tourist attractions are located in remote mountainous

areas where road conditions are poorest. This combination of cir-

cumstances has resulted in frequent tour bus accidents, shifting the

locus of serious mishaps causing death and injury from the east

coast to other regions. Examples of such accidents [3] include the

following:

February 2002   In a tour bus accident in the vicinity of the Detian

Waterfall in Guangxi Province, seven members of a tourist group
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from Hong Kong died and 24 were injured. Expressing his dissat-

isfaction, then Premier Zhu Rongji immediately demanded an

investigation.

February 2005   While passing a vehicle on the Guiyang-Xinhan

Highway in Guizhou Province, a large bus collided with an

oncoming truck, broke through the roadside barrier and plunged

over a 50-meter-high cliff, resulting in 15 deaths and more than 20

injuries. The fates of more than 20 other passengers could not be

confirmed.

February 2005   While passing over a bridge, the driver of a tour

bus carrying a group of Hong Kong tourists to Guilin City in

Guangxi Province lost control of the bus, which veered off the

bridge and plunged more than 10 meters, killing one person and

seriously injuring more than 10.

These events indicate the serious problems with highway

safety in less developed regions of China that Taiwanese tourists

should keep in mind. 

Lax regulation of tour buses

Illegal tour bus operations lacking required documentation

such as charter business licenses, vehicle registrations, driver's

licenses, tourism transport permits and provincial tourist guide

licenses are rampant[4], constituting a serious threat to travelers'

safety.

Yearly increasing traffic accidents

The huge increase in number of privately owned vehicles in

China in recent years, together with drivers' typically poor driving

skills and lack of courtesy, have resulted in annual rises in the num-



ber of traffic accidents. According to China's Ministry of Public

Security, in 2004, traffic accidents caused more than 107,000 deaths,

more than 480,000 injuries and direct property losses amounting to

more than 2.39 billion RMB. In terms of fatalities, this represented a

2.6-percent increase over 2003. In their analysis of the data, ministry

authorities noted that instances of large numbers of deaths and injuries

resulting from single accidents were on the rise. 

Hence, Taiwanese who are going to join a tour group bound for

China should demand that their travel agent select registered buses

with qualified drivers, and that their tour leader examine the local tour

bus provider's documentation. If the bus is found to be unfit, or if the

bus driver is not fully alert or has poor driving skills, tour group mem-

bers should immediately express their concerns to their tour leader and

demand that a replacement be found. In the event of an accident,

besides attending to emergency medical treatment, attention should

also be given to gathering materials and evidence in support of claims

for compensation.

Those who travel on their own should take care to select only

legal buses and taxis, and should not give in to the temptation of tak-

ing passage on illegal vehicles in order to save a little money. Only in

this way can they minimize dangers.
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S a f e t y  o f  R e c r e a t i o n a l
F a c i l i t i e s
By Chang Chih-chung

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Affairs and Management, Kainan

University

From 1993 through 2004, Taiwanese cumulatively made

over 33 million trips to China. Besides the safety of transporta-

tion and food, the question of the safety of recreational facili-

ties, including cable cars, is also worth travelers' attention in

order to ensure tourism quality and security. 

Cable car safety

Aerial cable cars are a common feature at tourist sites around the

world. This is also true of China, whose most famous scenic mountain-

ous areas are all equipped with cable cars, which Taiwanese tourists rou-

tinely ride.

Unfortunately, few China-bound Taiwanese tourists are aware of

the fact that, as of 2003, only 307 out of the 327 existing cable car opera-

tions had passed safety inspections, and 88 percent of China's cable car

systems employed the obsolete cable circulation method, lagging behind

the world's advanced countries. 

In 1999, there occurred the Maling River Gorge cable car disaster in

Guizhou Province, in which 14 died and 22 were injured, highlighting

problems with cable car safety management. Because the profit margin

for manufacturing cable car systems is relatively high, several manufac-

turers some good, some not have switched to that line of business.

Moreover, people in remote areas have pooled capital to set up cable car

businesses with no understanding of national regulations or design crite-

ria. Thinking only of profit, they have put heavy pressure on contractors

to lower their bids, resulting in questionable quality of workmanship. 



Another major problem with cable car systems that has led to acci-

dents is the inadequacy of safety management in particular, cable car

companies' lapses in management and their violation of regulations.

Their failure to pay sufficient attention to the training of personnel has

resulted in incompetent operators who only know how to push a few

buttons and lack understanding of the systems' mechanical principles.

This has rendered them incapable of responding intelligently to emer-

gency situations. 

More importantly, there exists no comprehensive system of regula-

tions and standards regarding cable cars. Still awaiting clarification are

the matters of monitoring and inspecting the design and construction of

cable car systems, the materials used, the handling of accidents, and poli-

cies concerning insurance requirements. This has aggravated the prob-

lems of mismanagement and ageing of equipment that have led to acci-

dents a reality that China-bound travelers should keep in mind.

Danger of high speed rides

A roller coaster accident at Disneyland in southern California in

September 2003 left one person dead and 10 injured, heightening public

concern about the safety of amusement park facilities. In fact, every coun-

try, including Taiwan, has amusement parks with facilities that, by

nature, are potentially dangerous, especially those involving precipitous,

high-speed plunges and winding motions, whether high above the

ground or into water. If safety management is inadequate, accidents can

easily happen.

Currently, there are over 200 large-scale amusement parks and

theme parks in China, offering 4,500 relatively dangerous elevated,

high-speed rides and attracting 300 million visitors per year.

Nevertheless, as of the end of 2003, only 60 of the more than 200 compa-

nies engaged solely in the manufacture of amusement park facilities had

been officially licensed. In that same year, nationwide random inspections

of amusement park facilities revealed that less than half conformed with

safety standards. Taiwanese should keep this in mind when traveling in

China.
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An ounce of prevention

From 1993 through 2004, Taiwanese made over 33 million trips to

China, and some of them have been killed, injured or otherwise vic-

timized in various types of accidents and criminal incidents. As indi-

cated by the aforementioned facts and the accompanying table, anoth-

er threat to Taiwanese travelers' well-being is the inadequate safety of

recreational facilities. 

Therefore, when visiting such facilities, travelers are advised to

ascertain whether they are licensed and have the required safety

inspection certification. They should also strictly adhere to safety

instructions, including the use of seat belts and life vests. They should

not use facilities that lack such documentation or proper safety

instructions and equipment.

In addition, the Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) recommends

that China-bound travelers be sure to purchase travel insurance that

includes coverage for medical care. According to the SEF, when

Taiwanese travelers began visiting China more than a decade and a

half ago, they commonly lacked awareness of the risks involved.

Some of them went without buying any insurance at all, while others

bought only life insurance and failed to purchase insurance with cov-

erage for medical care abroad. Consequently, the families of some

Taiwanese who sustained injuries or got sick in China were burdened

with having to pay huge sums for medical services in China and air

ambulances to bring them back to Taiwan. Travel insurance with med-

ical care coverage is therefore highly advisable.
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Xiangshan-Badachu Park: three

waterslide board riders collide.

Eighty-One Park: visitor slips

from under restraining bar and

falls from "magic carpet" ride

Water World swimming pool: visi-

tor using waterslide shoots beyond

pool edge

Zhabei Park flying chair ride col-

lapses

Maling River Gorge cable car

plummets to the ground

Xuanwu Lake Amusement Park:

'spaceship' ride balance strut

snaps, riders fall to the ground

Shijingshan Amusement Park:

rider flung from 'space exploration

flying shuttle' ride

Century Dragon Amusement Park:

waterslide vehicles collide

Jingyue Park bathing beach: visi-

tor falls from fast-descent cable

pulley ride

Tianchi cable car accident

Qinglong Manchu Autonomous

County: cable car malfunction

Chengdu Amusement Park: riders

thrown out of roller coaster 

Nanhu Amusement Park: 'cross-

mountain' passenger car comes to

abrupt stop 30 meters above

ground.

Table 1. Sampling of accidents resulting from unsafe recreational facilities in China

Date Place Accident Result

May 11, 1995

March 9, 1997

1997

Aug 30, 1998

Oct 3, 1999

April 30, 2000

May 6, 2001

Aug 7, 2001

Aug. 16, 2001

Aug 2003

Oct 4, 2004

Oct 5, 2004

Dec 30, 2004

Beijing

Nanchang

Hangzhou

Shanghai

Guizhou

Nanjing

Beijing

Beijing

Changchun

Xinjiang

Qinhuang

Chengdu

Guangzhou

1 death 

2 injuries

1 death

1 injury

1 death

9 injuries

14 deaths

22 injuries

2 injuries

1 death

1 death

1 injury

1 death

1 death

70 passengers

stuck for several

hours 

4 injuries

3 passengers

hang upside

down for 1 hour

Source: News reports

T o u r i s m  Q u a l i t y  a n d  D i s p u t e s
By Fan Shih-ping

Assistant Professor, Department of Sport Management, National Kinmen

Institute of Technology

China has become one of the most popular destinations

for Taiwanese travelers, yet it has long been one of the least

safe destinations, with all manner of accidents occurring reg-

ularly. Moreover, as there exists no normal mechanism for set-

tling tourism-related disputes, victims can suffer twice.

When Taiwanese tourists traveling in China encounter prob-

lems with quality of service and disputes arising from such prob-

lems, they have only limited means for seeking compensation and

resolving disputes. With many China-bound Taiwanese tourists but

few safeguards, there are frequent occurrences of tourism-related

disputes. Hence, Taiwanese travelers are doubly victimized. In the

first instance, they have to endure poor quality of service and

unpleasant wrangling during their trips. Thereafter, they have no

effective channel for seeking legal remedy. 

No mechanism for resolving disputes

Due to stalled development of relations across the Taiwan

Strait due to Beijing's refusal, since 1998, to engage in open dia-

logue with Taipei the two sides' official agencies cannot effec-

tively interact.  Even the quasi-official  Straits Exchange

Foundation (SEF) in Taiwan and its Chinese counterpart, the

Association for Relations Across the Taiwan Strait, are presently

unable to perform their "white glove" consultative functions.

Consequently, the SEF, the Mainland Affairs Council (MAC), the

Consumer Protection Commission (CPC) of the Executive Yuan,

and the Tourism Bureau of the Ministry of Transportation and

Communications are unable to take a direct hand in dealing with

such matters.
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It devolves to Taiwanese travel agents themselves, therefore, to

deal with affairs concerning the rights and interests of travelers and the

risks they face. The government has had no choice but to entrust the

Taiwan travel industry's privately established Travel Quality

Assurance Association (TQAA) to deal with such matters.

Currently, the TQAA is Taiwan's sole body for mediating disputes

concerning the rights and interests of Taiwanese travelers. Its perform-

ance over the years has been widely acclaimed by consumers, and its

working relationship with Chinese authorities has been good.

Nonetheless, the TQAA has, on several occasions, drawn fire from the

Consumers' Foundation and the media. In particular, inasmuch as its

membership consists of Taiwanese travel agents, some of whom are the

targets of criticism, the TQAA has been accused of having a conflict of

interest, playing the dual role of player and umpire. Furthermore, the

TQAA has been criticized for relying too heavily on out-of-court settle-

ments to resolve disputes.

Clearly, tourism-related cross-strait disputes can no longer be

resolved through negotiation of private settlements and payment of

compensation, but should be dealt with through a mechanism specially

established for the purpose, and should be augmented by the establish-

ment of a regulatory framework.

Cutthroat competition

Most of the numerous instances of disputes that have arisen in

recent years in connection with Taiwanese tour groups visiting

China are related in some way to the cutthroat competition between

Taiwanese travel agencies and their unethical behavior. Many of

them lure customers with the bait of artificially cheap, even unprof-

itable tour packages. They hope to recover their losses and make a

profit by taking commissions from the stores to which they take

their "captive" tour groups for shopping, or by forcing them to

pay for certain travel-related expenses out of their own pockets.

Consequently, in the event their clients do not spend much on

local products, tour leaders tend to become rude and abusive. Some

have even gone so far as to "punish" tour groups by dumping them

and letting them fend for themselves, delaying meals, downgrading

meal standards and the like.

Three-way wrangling

Since Taiwan lifted restrictions on travel of its citizens to China

for the purpose of visiting relatives, there have been serious prob-

lems regarding the settlement of accounts between cooperating

travel agents on either side of the Taiwan Strait most particularly

regarding Taiwanese travel agencies' payment of fees to cooperating

travel agencies in China. In response to this situation, the China

National Tourism Administration (CNTA) promulgated a directive

entitled "Temporary Regulations for Settling Accounts with Foreign

Travel Agencies Regarding Tour Service Fees." The objective of the

Regulations was to protect the interests of Chinese travel agencies

by preventing the business losses resulting from the refusal of for-

eign and Taiwanese travel agencies to pay their debts, and from

their failure to do so because of bankruptcy[1]. 

The failure of travel agencies to forward required fees to coop-

erating Chinese tour operators in a timely manner and, some-

times, even the bankruptcy of Taiwanese travel agencies resulting

from their bosses' embezzling and absconding with agency funds

has resulted in Taiwanese travelers often finding themselves entan-

gled in three-way disputes. For this reason, the Chinese authorities



have repeatedly demanded that Taiwanese travel agencies "pay up

front and travel later." 

In practice, however, Chinese tour operators only pay lip service

to the National Tourist Administration's rules. On the contrary, they

conform with the Taiwanese operators' customary way of doing busi-

ness. Consequently, when Taiwanese travel agencies experience a

financial crisis or even go bankrupt, they may already owe their

Chinese partners a large cumulative sum of money. Because the latter

have no legal recourse for remedying the situation, Taiwanese tour

groups who are in China at the time in effect become their hostages, as

Chinese tour operators commonly take custody of tour group mem-

bers' passports. 

The Quality Management Section of the China National Tourism

Administration has repeatedly emphasized that tour operators must

neither blackmail their tour members by threatening not to return their

passports nor abandon them to fend for themselves, but should "con-

cretely negotiate" with them to solve expenditure problems.

Nevertheless, because Chinese tour operators fear not being reim-

bursed for their expenditures, and because there is no formal mecha-

nism for compensation, they demand that tour group members pay a

follow-up fee. As many of the members do not carry much cash, they

are forced to pay up by using their credit cards. 

Vicious circle of out-of-court settlements

Commonly, Taiwanese travel agents seem to have an aversion to

adhering to any set of rules, and there exists no formal legally sanc-

tioned mechanism for out-of-court settlement of tourism-related dis-

putes involving both Taiwanese and Chinese operators. Moreover,
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most victimized customers are willing to settle for some amount of

compensation and not take legal action or make a big stink. 

Given these circumstances, whenever disputes arise,

Taiwanese travel agents always resort to quietly negotiating out-of-

court settlements; disputes and their related circumstances seldom

come to the attention of the public, and private settlements do not

serve to protect the interests of consumers.
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P r o b l e m s  C o n c e r n i n g  S t u d y i n g
i n  C h i n a
By Chang Hung-yuan

Assistant Professor, Department of International Trade, Chihlee Institute of

Technology

Increasing numbers of Taiwanese have been heading to

China for higher education in recent years. Many of them have

found it difficult to concentrate on their studies, however, as the

result of having to expend much energy trying to adjust to the

great contrasts that exist between China and Taiwan in terms of

social structures, ideologies and educational environments and

systems. Young people who are mulling options for overseas des-

tinations for higher education, therefore, should carefully consid-

er the risks and uncertainties of studying in China.

Difficulties of studying in China

The purpose for studying abroad is to expand one's horizons and

obtain knowledge that cannot be as easily obtained at home. In the

early days, most Taiwanese college graduates went to the United

States, Europe and Australia for advanced studies, but the increasing

level of cultural and academic exchanges across the Taiwan Strait in

recent years has spurred growing numbers of Taiwanese to seek

advanced education in China.

There are three general motivations for opting to study in

China. Some believe that China has a bright future and that a

degree from a Chinese school will be a passport for entering

Chinese society and developing a promising career. A second group

of students are drawn there by the preferential treatment extended

to Taiwanese, by cheaper tuitions and living costs, and by the

opportunity to enter university departments that they have been

unable to enter in Taiwan. A third group chooses to pursue higher

studies in China because their families have moved there to do

business.

Despite cultural and linguistic similarities between Taiwan

and China, the socio-political and ideological disparities between

the two societies make it no less difficult, and perhaps even more

difficult, for Taiwanese students to adjust to China than to those of

other countries.

According to an online survey of overseas Taiwanese students

in China conducted by the China-based Taiwan Students Union

(TWSU) in 2003, their most common complaints included the fol-

lowing: 

Obstacles to obtaining recognition of academic credentials in

Taiwan (9 percent) 

Difficulty in finding employment after graduation (8 percent) 

Poor hygienic standards (8 percent)

Housing problems including run-down, over-priced dormito-

ries and difficulty in finding off-campus lodging (7 percent) 

Dietary customs (5 percent)

Incompetent institutional management (5 percent)

Inconvenience in accessing the Internet (5 percent) 

Being cheated by local people (5 percent)

The survey respondents further complained about difficulties

obtaining visas, climatic differences, problems in getting along with

Chinese classmates, difficulties in maintaining romantic relations

with persons in Taiwan, homesickness, differences between politi-

cal environments, restrictions on freedom of speech, chauvinistic

nationalism and xenophobia, public safety and inadequate hard-

ware and software facilities.
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Conflict in values, lack of compassion

The traditional Chinese virtue of "treating visitors as honored

guests" does not seem to apply to the treatment of Taiwanese students

in China, partly as a consequence of intense scholastic competition and

partly due to the negligence of professors who are supposed to pro-

vide guidance to Taiwanese students. Such professors have commonly

proven themselves unable to adopt a liberal, rational attitude in deal-

ing with Taiwanese and helping them solve their problems. 

The inflexibility of China's academic system has made it difficult

for Taiwanese students to adjust. When they encounter problems, it

takes a protracted period of time to resolve them. Typically, the

Chinese academic environment of passive obedience to rules and blind

adherence to mechanical administrative procedures makes it impossi-

ble to deal with problems in an appropriate, timely way. Even when

relevant authorities are aware of the seriousness of a problem, they

tend to treat it in a perfunctory, bureaucratic manner, thereby often

exacerbating the problem and compromising the rights and interests of

Taiwanese students.

Furthermore, looking at matters from the angle of ideological

mindsets, entrenched ways of thinking have accustomed the Chinese

masses to obeying commands without reflecting on their correctness

in stark contrast with the much freer way of thinking in Taiwan's dem-

ocratic environment. The prolonged failure to resolve tensions between

the two sides of the Taiwan Strait has caused many Chinese to look

upon Taiwan with nationalistic emotionalism and enmity. In the event

Taiwanese students lack maturity and are consequently influenced by

such prejudicial treatment, their values may easily be thrown into con-

fusion, giving rise to an identity crisis.

Recognition of academic diplomas

At present, China has a number of well-known universities

that, undeniably, are of high cliber, and with which, under normal

circumstances, it would be acceptable to compete for recruitment of

students and teachers by means of mutual recognition of academic

credentials or academic exchanges. Mutual recognition of academic

credentials, however, is constrained by certain practical, objective

considerations. 

A key consideration, from Taiwan's point of view, is the

great change that higher education in Taiwan has undergone in

recent years. In particular, the number of institutions of higher

education has greatly increased. Examining the matter of cross-

strait educational policy from the standpoint of supply and

demand, if mutual recognition of Taiwan's and China's academic

diplomas were instituted immediately, it might have a detrimen-

tal impact on the operations of Taiwan's schools with respect to

levels of enrollment, and on the rights and interests of graduates

with respect to employment opportunities.

Currently, there are great qualitative disparities in China's edu-

cational environment, and the faking of diplomas and other

scholastic documentation is widespread, causing numerous prob-

lems. Companies' inabilities to distinguish between genuine and

fake documents, for example, may result in business losses.

The need to weigh options carefully

Taiwanese students who go to China to receive higher educa-

tion are of course motivated by the desire to develop their potential.

Finding themselves in a large country engaged in political con-

frontation with their own homeland, however, many discover that it

cannot provide the conditions necessary for them to feel accepted



and live with dignity. Under China's totalitarian, repressive socio-polit-

ical system, basic standards of trust, fulfillment of professional respon-

sibilities and other fundamental values have been distorted.

Consequently, it is very difficult, if not impossible for Taiwanese living

in China to receive genuine respect and sincere expressions of appreci-

ation from Chinese people some of whom even manifest a confronta-

tional, contemptuous attitude. This, in turn, frustrates efforts to culti-

vate and fulfill one's potential and lead a meaningful life.

Taiwanese students who are thinking of leaving home to pursue

their futures in China, therefore, should not do so lightly. In order to

minimize the impact of the aforementioned possible problems, they

should select a reputable institution and be psychologically prepared

for inevitable cultural clashes. At the same time, they should keep up

with cross-strait developments so as to ensure that, upon completion

of their studies, they can be confident of finding a place where they

can apply their knowledge.
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L i v i n g  E n v i r o n m e n t  R i s k  I n d e x :
C h i n a  H a s  B e c o m e  O n e  o f  t h e
M o s t  U n i n h a b i t a b l e  C o u n t r i e s  
By Chen Chung-cheng, Assistant Professor, Center of General Education, Yu

Da College of Business 

In the Economist Intelligence

Unit's (EIU) 2004 global quality-of-

life index, China was ranked the

60th among 111 countries sur-

veyed. In a livability ranking by the

United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP), China ranked

94th. Moreover, among the 20

cities considered by the United

Nations to be unsuitable for

human habitation, 16 are in China. 

China is one of least suitable

countries for human habitation

Environmental pollution and

public security have been steadily

worsening in China, resulting in an

overall deterioration in the quality of

its living environment. At present,

China is counted among the coun-

tries least suitable for human habita-

tion. "The World in 2005," a report

published recently by the U.K.-based

EIU, includes a global quality of life

index that ranks countries according

to national income, health, unem-

ployment rate, climate, political sta-
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bility, job security, gender equality, political freedom, family rela-

tions and community life. China was ranked the 60th on this index

out of the 111 countries assessed. 

In its "Human Development" report released on July 15, 2004,

the UNDP ranked China as the 94th among all countries in terms of

livability. At the same time, 16 of the 20 cities considered by the

United Nations to be unsuitable for human habitation are in China. 

Serious air pollution: Acid rain affects one-third 

of China

Serious air pollution is one of the reasons for China's low liv-

ability ranking. Coal provides 75 percent of China's total energy

needs, and coal burning releases about 19 to 20 million metric tons

of sulfur dioxide into the air each year. Air pollution affects nearly

one-third of the total urban population. This not only has a serious

impact on air quality but it is also the super polluter that causes
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A sand and dust storm clouds the afternoon

air in Beijing. (UDNDATA-IC)

In the early morning of October 6, 2005,

water rises above danger levels at the

Shayang section of the Han River in Jingmen

City, Hubei Province. All boat traffic on the

river is suspended and riverside homes are

evacuated. (UDNDATA-IC)

An inspector from the Health Supervision

Station under the Bureau of Health in Juchao

District of Chaohu City, Anhui Province cracks

down on illegal medical practices and confis-

cates drugs. (2005.10.24, UDNDATA-IC) 

Beijing public security officers prevent reporters from covering a demonstration. (2003.8.2, CNA)



Decoration Association, indoor

air pollution kills as many as

111,000 people in China each

year, claiming an average of 304

lives each day. In addition,

according to the China

Advisory Center for Child

Health Care and Disease

Control, about 2.1 million chil-

dren in China die each year in

China from respiratory infec-

tions resulting from pollutants

created by interior renovations.

Over one million of these are

under-fives killed by indoor air

pollution. According to the

Environmental Monitoring

Center of China's National

Interior Decoration Association,

the main dangers of indoor pol-

lution to children are in the

forms of inducing blood-related diseases, increasing the frequency of

asthma attacks, creating neonatal and congenital abnormalities,

inducing neonatal heart diseases, and reducing intelligence. 

Interior decoration and furniture are new sources of pollu-

tants in living environments. According to the results of an

inspection conducted by the Shandong Province Interior

Environment Monitoring Center, formaldehyde levels from inte-

rior decoration exceed standards in as many as 72 percent of the

households in Jinan City. Similar studies in Beijing, Shanghai,

Guangzhou and other major cities paint an equally grim picture.
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acid rain. At present, acid rain affects 250 cities in China and about

one-third of the country's total land area, making China one of the top-

three regions affected by acid rain worldwide. 

Air pollution can lead to cardiopulmonary disease, which claims

on average about 400,000 lives in China each year. Moreover, the

International Energy Agency states that China has become the world's

second-largest producer of carbon dioxide pollution, accounting for

one-seventh of the world total, trailing only the United States. In 2002

alone, carbon dioxide emissions in China reached 3 billion metric tons. 

Indoor pollution: A silent killer claiming 304 lives each day

Indoor air pollution is another hidden killer in China. According

to the Environmental Monitoring Center of China's National Interior
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Shortages of medical resources in China give rise

to rampant illegal medical practices by quack

doctors. (2005.10.22, UDNDATA-IC)

Officers of the Industry and Commerce

Bureau and Office of Rectification and

Standardization of Market Economic Order

of Gulou District, Fuzhou City seize a

cache of illegally processed preserved

meat. (2005.10.25, UDNDATA-IC)

A disease control worker disinfects a chicken farm at the avian flu-infected area of Liangying Village,

Bianyi Township in Tianchang City, Anhui Province. All such farms in the village are disinfected daily since

the outbreak of the disease was first discovered. (2005.10.27, UDNDATA-IC)
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In Heilongjiang Province, formaldehyde pollution as much as 100-

fold greater than allowed standards has been identified. The inhala-

tion of formaldehyde, benzene and total volatile organic compounds,

and other environment pollutants used in home decoration and fur-

nishings already seriously threaten the health of home dwellers,

weakening immunity and endangering life. 

Unsafe drinking water threatens 300 million people

Drinking water shortages and water pollution are among other

serious problems in China. Many major cities in China face both severe

water shortages and seriously polluted water supplies. At present, over

400 of China's 600-plus cities have insufficient water supplies, and in

110 cities such shortages are considered severe. The total water short-

age in urban areas is estimated at more than 6 billion cubic meters. In

addition, 57.1 percent of rivers (based on affected river length) in China

are polluted, and 10.6 percent are so seriously polluted that they no

longer have any utilization value. Drinking water is also seriously pol-

luted. About 90 percent of the waterways passing through urban areas

are severely polluted by human and animal excreta. Of China's 1.3 bil-

lion people, 700 million lack access to clean drinking water. Presently

two-thirds of major cities in China lack clean drinking water, and near-

ly 300 million rural residents drink water of substandard quality. 

Mountains of trash 

China faces an additional problem of excess trash. Currently, 6.5

billion tons of trash stored in China's garbage dumps have not yet been

processed, and each person is adding 400 kilos to this volume each

year. Cities alone produce nearly 140 million tons of waste each year.

Only 54.2 percent of this amount is processed, and the ratio of trash

processed into harmless substances is even lower. Under such circum-
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stances, the phenomenon of so-called "trash mountains" now consti-

tutes the greatest direct threat to living quality in China. 

Steady deterioration in public order

China is currently facing another problem of the deterioration

in public order. Recent years have been a high-risk period in terms

of political and social stability. Public order is seriously eroding,

and cases of violence, theft and kidnapping are rising sharply, and

sex crimes committed by organized criminal groups are growing

more frequent. According to the Ministry of Public Security, there

were 3,863 kidnappings in China in 2004. Moreover, as of the end of

2004, only five to seven cities met all eight of the safety indexes for-

mulated by China's Central Committee for Comprehensive

Management of Social Security based on the issues of social order,

public security and safety. These safety indexes include: home, life,

work, study, shopping, transportation, cultural recreation, and trav-

el. As many as 132 cities were listed as unsafe, and 25 were consid-

ered at risk. These numbers indicate that the living environment

safety in China is rapidly worsening. 

In sum, environmental pollution in China has steadily spread

from land areas to coastal waters, from surface water to groundwa-

ter, from outdoor to indoor spaces, and from general pollutants to

toxic pollutants. Pollution from both focal and general sources coex-

ist; residential pollution and industrial emissions overlap; new and

old types of pollution mix together with secondary pollution; and

air, water and soil pollution act mutually upon the other, seriously

endangering the ecosystem, food safety and human health.

Compounded with the deteriorating state of public order, China

today is among the least suitable countries for human life. 



the Tuojiang River. The river was polluted again in early May 2004.

This time the chief culprit was the Renshou County-based

Dongfanghong Paper Co., Ltd., which had secretly discharged exces-

sive amounts of wastewater into the river. 

Even though investigations were conducted by inspection agen-

cies from Sichuan Province on the personnel responsible for supervis-

ing and managing during the SCC incident, only a nominal penalty

was imposed on the company. In this case, SCGHC paid a fine of only

one million RMB. As a subsidiary of SCGHC, however, SCC is a com-

pany with total assets of around 1.8 billion RMB and around one bil-

lion RMB in sales revenue and profits of 88 million RMB. For enter-

prises like SCC, such a low penalty is merely a drop in the ocean. It

seems that China has made little improvement in seeking fundamen-

tal resolutions to ecological problems. In early May 2004, the Tuojiang

River was polluted again by wastewater dumped by the

Dongfanghong Paper Co., Ltd.

River Pollution in China: Dilemmas and Aftereffects

Water pollution is a growing problem in China. Statistics indicate

that in 1980, 22.1 percent of China's rivers (based on the length of pol-

lution-affected stretches) were affected by pollution, and 5.7 percent of

rivers were so badly polluted that they had lost all utilization value.

By the start of the 21st century, the ratio of polluted rivers in China

had risen to 57.1 percent, of which 10.6 percent were seriously pollut-

ed. These figures indicate that over the past two decades, the water

pollution problem in China has not abated but become progressively

worse. The most prominent problems in this regard are as follows: 

1. Dire Problems for China's "Three Rivers and Three Lakes":

In reality, China's water pollution problem is not limited to the

so-called three rivers (Huai River, Hai River and Liao River) and
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R i v e r  P o l l u t i o n  
By Wang Hsin-hsien

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Administration and Policy, National

Taipei University

According to the March 2004 issue of the National

Geographic Magazine, two-thirds of China's major cities face a

serious shortage of clean water. As many as 700 million people

drink water that is so polluted by human and animal feces that it

falls far below the government's minimum water quality standards.

It is estimated that China suffers losses of US$54 billion each year as

a result of addressing its water pollution problems. The issue of water

pollution has become a thorn in the flesh of the Chinese govern-

ment. 

Pollution of Sichuan's Tuojiang River

On March 2, 2004, Jianyang City in Sichuan Province announced a

citywide suspension of its drinking water supplies, which led to an

incredible episode in which the city spent 13 days without water. 

As early as February 26, 2004, the residents of Jianyang City had

begun to notice a strange smell in the tap water, and dead fish were sight-

ed floating down the Tuojiang River on the city outskirts. Local fish farm-

ers were only able to watch helplessly in the days that followed as the

disaster unfolded. Pollution killed 328 tons of fish in the river, resulting in

an economic loss of over 70 million RMB. Losses eventually totaled over

300 million RMB as the affected area spread to over 600 kilometers of the

river basin. Experts estimated that it would take about five years before

the river ecology and environment recovered. According to their investi-

gation, the disaster's source was the second fertilizer plant belonging to

Sichuan Chemical Co., Ltd (SCC) of the Sichuan Chemical Group

Holding Company (SCGHC). In early February 2004, the plant illegally

dumped large quantities of ammonia-nitrogen wastewater directly into



tion and degradation as a result, particularly at Tai Lake where 80 per-

cent of the water suffers from eutrophication. Moreover, the 2004

Environmental Status Bulletin published by Anhui Province reports

serious pollution at Chao Lake, China's fifth biggest freshwater lake,

with the entire lake exhibiting a medium average level of eutrophica-

tion. With local officials turning a blind eye to the dumping of indus-

trial wastewater, it is no wonder that pollution control work has

achieved unimpressive results. A similar situation prevails at Dian

Lake in Yunnan. 

2. Cancer Villages: 

Public health is the immediate victim of water pollution, as is evi-

dent in the emergence of the so-called cancer villages in China. Hong

Kong's Wen Wei Po newspaper reported that more than 10,000 tons of

ink-like chemical wastewater is dumped into the Qiantang River

daily, a popular scenic spot for viewing the tidal bore. In Wuli and

Zheshan, two villages near the Qiantang River in Zhejiang Province,

more than sixty people have died from cancer representing 3 percent

of the combined population of the two villages, which is less than

2,000 and the figure continues to rise steadily and fast. 

This devastating picture is the same along the Huai River, where

the Chinese government has spent the most resources on dredging. In

the eleven years between 1994 and the end of 2004, a total of 1,838

people died in eight villages of Ludian Township, situated in Xiping

County, Henan Province, near the basin of the Hong River. The Hong

River is the second tributary of the Huai River. The average annual

mortality rate during this period was 9.7 percent, which far exceeded

5 percent, a rate that has been considered normal. In 2004 alone, a total

of 209 people died, representing 12.2 percent of the population. The

main causes of their deaths lung cancer, liver cancer, and various

cancers of the digestive system can all be traced back to river pollu-

tion. 
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three lakes (Tai Lake, Chao Lake and Dian Lake). Nevertheless, these

rivers and lakes have been the focus of pollution amelioration efforts.

Statistics indicate that China's seven major waterways are polluted,

including (in descending order of degree of pollution), the Hai, Liao,

Huai, Yellow, Songhua, Yangtze, and Pearl rivers. Among the major fresh-

water lakes, the Chao, Dian, and Tai suffer from serious eutrophication.

The basin areas of the "three rivers and three lakes" are among the most

densely populated regions of China. They are also important industrial

and agricultural bases, as well as political and cultural centers. Economic

development and population growth in recent years have resulted in the

discharge of industrial and organic pollutants by industrial, agricultural,

and household sectors, which have seriously affected these basin areas. 

The most polluted river in China is the Hai River. About 75 percent

of the 10,000 square kilometers of the Hai river basin are polluted, which

is the highest ratio among China's seven major waterways. Water has

stopped flowing in the Hai River, with only industrial and household

wastewaters flowing along the course of the river. The Huai River has

been seriously polluted to the extent that the river's color has become as

dark as soy sauce. The odor of the Huai River is also disgusting, permeat-

ing the air of the areas through which the river flows. The latest survey

by the Committee on Environment and Resources Protection of the

National People's Congress found that pollution in the Huai River has

resulted in serious aftereffects, with the main water pollution index reach-

ing or surpassing historic high levels. With regard to water quality in the

Huai River areas, nearly 60 percent of the waters have the most inferior

rank, which directly affects around 130 million people. 

Jiangsu Province's Hongze Lake and Tai Lake are the fourth and

fifth biggest freshwater lakes in China. Both have experienced sharp and

unabated declines in their surface areas due to reckless development of

lake resources. Lake environments have also suffered from serious pollu-
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ing of groundwater in China. More than one hundred billion cubic

meters of groundwater have been extracted from the Hai River basin,

resulting in more than thirty small funnel areas over some 90,000

square kilometers. These funnel areas have already linked together in

Hebei Province, Tianjin City, and Dezhou City in Shandong, and are

of a size rarely seen anywhere else in the world. 

River Pollution: Control and Considerations 

China has spent 10 years and 60 billion RMB on pollution control

projects on the Huai River, making it the biggest and earliest (dating

to 1994) among such projects in the country. Nevertheless, the river is

again seriously polluted with a record high pollution index. Since

2000, the Huai River has become steadily more polluted, returning to

the previous level of a decade ago when the ambitious clean-up proj-

ect was launched. Since 2004, pollutants in 13 Huai tributaries have

exceeded standard levels. Moreover, in order to ensure the safety of

water in the "three rivers and three lakes," the Chinese authorities ini-

tiated the Tenth Five-Year Plan for Water Pollution Prevention and

Control in 2001. Under this plan, the Chinese government planned to

invest 103.6 billion RMB within five years on 1,534 projects aimed at

the construction of sewage treatment plants and sewage diversion

systems in cities, the management and control of agricultural pollu-

tants, as well as the integrated administration of river basins. With the

exception of Tai Lake, work has yet to start on nearly half of these

projects. In other words, in three years the Chinese government has

completed only 30 percent of its planned investment, leaving 72.5 bil-

lion RMB of earmarked funds unused. In addition, the Three Gorges

project has also caused serious ecological destruction and pollution,

with an extensive impact on the climate, hydrological conditions, and

terrain of the region. In the nine years since the construction on the

Three Gorges Dam started in 1993, for example, riverbank collapses
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3. Water Disputes and Over-pumping of Groundwater: 

Pollution, damming, and overuse of China's water systems have

caused river flows to dwindle and dry up, depriving these waterways of

their self-purification ability and fueling the overall trend toward river

degradation. The shortage of water resources has had two main effects:

growing competition for water resources and over-pumping of ground-

water. 

With regard to the issue of growing competition for water resources,

over half of China's 700 cities have already faced the problem of long-

term water shortages, which have incurred annual losses amounting to

US$15 billion in industrial output. The few remaining water resources

have become increasingly filthy due to industrial waste pollution, urban

sewage and chemical waste. Since water is one of the most precious

resources, there have been a growing number of conflicts in China result-

ing from competition for water resources. In Shandong Province, for

example, several thousand farmers rioted after Chinese officials prevent-

ed them from drawing water from the local reservoir.

With regard to the second issue, that of over-pumping of groundwa-

ter, water shortages have forced people to increase their use of ground-

water, adding another dimension to China's already serious water cycle

problem. China's shallow groundwaters are heavily polluted, with about

half of the resources suffering from varying levels of contamination. The

groundwater in about half of China's urban areas is seriously polluted

and water quality is getting worse. Pollutants in groundwater mainly

come from industrial and household sewage, while agricultural fertilizers

and chemicals are another major source of water pollution. Water pollu-

tion threatens human health and further aggravates water shortages, cre-

ating a vicious cycle. The over-pumping of groundwater produces even

more serious effects. According to China's official reports, the entire Hai

River basin has become the biggest funnel area caused by the over-pump-
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T h e  T h r e a t  o f  F l o o d i n g  t o
P e o p l e ' s  L i f e  a n d  P r o p e r t y  
By Hsu Chih-chia

Associate Professor, Department of Mass Communication, Ming Chuan

University

Since the 1990s, flooding in China has on average annu-

ally harmed about 151 million people, killed 3,282 people,

destroyed 2.52 million homes, created a direct economic loss

of 111.5 billion RMB, and resulted in damages to water conser-

vancy engineering amounting to 15.1 billion RMB. The steady

expansion of flood disasters in China is due mainly to human

factors. 

Flood disasters are worsening 

Since the 1990s, China has experienced frequent flooding disas-

ters around the country during the spring and summer months. Such

floods are quickly becoming an annual and major topic among the

Chinese media. Behind these reports are stories of disasters that strike

against the lives and property of countless thousands and millions of

people. 

Flooding has always been a major natural disaster in China, as

attested by the legendary flood control works carried out four millen-

nia ago by King Yu. Flood disasters still pose a constant threat to life

and property in China, and the situation is worsening. From 1950 to

1980, floods in China on average destroyed 10 million hectares of

arable land, affected millions of people, and caused economic losses of

about 15 to 20 billion RMB each year. (China Science & Technology

Network, Mar. 26, 2004)

In the reform period, flooding disasters have escalated with eco-

nomic development in China. China's seven major waterways the
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have occurred at 3,465 locations, and deformations of riverbanks have

been seen at more than 1,190 locations. The Three Gorges Dam area of the

Yangtze River is also seriously polluted and has been listed as a priority

area for clean up. 

For a long time, the majority of people have focused on issues relat-

ed to China's political and economic transformation, as well as its social

changes. In reality, an even more important and pressing challenge that

China currently faces is water. Renowned Japanese political commentator

Masahiro Miyazaki has warned that, unless China resolves its water

shortage and water pollution problems within the next few years, it is

very likely that large-scale population movements will occur in China

similar to those frequently experienced in earlier dynasties. Miyazaki

forecasts that large-scale destruction of the natural environment will

cause huge weather changes, which will lead to the dramatic reduction of

water resources, the dearth of water, and the occurrence of famine, thus

forcing people to migrate to water-rich areas. He also predicts that water

pollution will result in widespread epidemic diseases, which will also

force massive migrations. Under these circumstances, social unrest will

become inevitable.    

For a long time, China has placed too much weight on growth as

measured by various economic indices, and neglected the importance of

balanced development of the whole society. Under such a "growth-cen-

tric" development model, China's economic operations have directly

destroyed its ecological environments. Moreover, collusion between gov-

ernment officials and businessmen and weakened governance capabili-

ties have made China's various monitoring mechanisms exist in name

only, and related policies have become merely slogans. It is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that some people have suggested that for every dollar

China earns from economic growth, it will need to spend two dollars to

improve its pollution problems. Indeed, the pollution phenomenon in

China is ongoing and its repercussions cannot be measured.
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engineering amounting to 15.1 billion RMB. (E Jingping, Jan. 10, 2005) 

Flooding not only causes crop and economic losses, but also

claims lives and disrupts the normal lives of vast numbers of people.

Some scholars stress that the steady increase of disasters is related to

climatic instability. But this is only part of the picture. Average rainfall

in China in the 1980s was actually lower than the level recorded in the

1950s, indicating that the steady increase of flooding in China is main-

ly a result of human factors. 

One such human factor is an ambitious program of "reclaiming

farmland from lakes" carried out by the Chinese authorities since the

1950s to meet shortages of arable land. Over the following three

decades, between the 1950s and the 1980s, 2.43 million mu (1 mu =

670 square meters) of farmland were thus reclaimed, representing

one-third of the total lake area of China. (Central News Agency, June

26, 2005) Lakes serve a function of storing floodwater and regulating

water volume, this drastic reduction in lake area weakened the func-

tions of lakes in regulating river flow. During heavy rains, the lakes

are insufficient to contain the increased water flow and prevent the

rivers from spilling over their banks, forcing the government to build

higher embankments. This has resulted in a nearly annual succession

of massive "once-a-century" floods, and an equally frequent occur-

rence of record-high river levels. 

Second, for the sake of economic development, many flood dis-

charge levees and floodwater storage areas have been converted into

farmland, and many factories have even been built within the levees.

(Central News Agency, June 26, 2005) This has not only eliminated the

flood prevention function of these floodwater containment areas, but

also has required protection of the farmland and factories within these

areas. Floodwaters must therefore be discharged elsewhere. 
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Yangtze, Yellow, Songhua, Hai, Liao, Huai, and Pearl rivers are threat-

ened by flooding nearly each year, and the situation grows increasingly

serious. For example, between 1950 and 1990, the Yangtze flooded nearly

every three years, with the frequency rising to almost once a year since

the 1980s. (Feng Yuanli, July 5, 2002) 

In the summer of 1998, China was hit by its worst flooding in histo-

ry, the entire Yangtze basin suffered from one of the worst floods on

record, and especially large floods hit the Songhua and Nen rivers.

Floods in that year affected 223 million people, killing 3,004, devastating

21 million hectares of farmland, destroying 4.97 million homes, and caus-

ing a direct economic loss of 166.6 billion RMB. (China Science &

Technology Network, March 26, 2004) In 2002, the Yangtze, Song and

Nen basins experienced the worst flooding in a century, resulting in a

direct economic loss of 250 to 300 billion RMB. (Hu Angang, July 4, 2002) 

These historic floods have caused huge suffering and losses to the

people, and the situation remains as serious today. Massive "once a centu-

ry" floods have not only  occurred continually, but have also been report-

ed in the Chinese media in nearly annual succession. 

Disasters aggravated by human factors

In sum, flooding has steadily worsened in China since the 1990s. In

the 1950s, the frequency of mid- to large-scale flood disasters was 12.5

percent. Since the 1990s, flood calamities in such a large scale have

occurred on a nearly annual basis. In the 1950s, the ratio of arable land

affected by flooding was 16.7 percent. In the 1990s, the ratio reached 33

percent, meaning that nearly one-third of the farmland in China is affect-

ed annually by flooding. (Hu Angang, July 4, 2002) Since the 1990s, floods

in China have on average annually harmed 151 million people, killed

3,282 people, destroyed 2.52 million homes, resulted in direct economic

losses of 111.5 billion RMB, and created damages to water conservancy
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on economic development, it will be difficult to achieve any compre-

hensive improvement in the problem of flooding. If farmland is to be

restored to lakes and forests, affected farmers will need to be relocat-

ed. Second, China's serious unemployment problem will only be

worsened by such restoration as well as by logging bans and the clo-

sure of factories in floodwater storage areas. Third, even if the Chinese

central government is committed to resolving the problem, self-inter-

ested local governments are likely to use every conceivable method to

ensure economic development in their areas. A lack of environmental

consciousness will further hamper the central government's ability to

fully execute its orders and improve the situation in the short term. 

Although there are natural factors in flooding, the human

sources of such disasters are more serious. Resolving the persistent

occurrence of flooding will require determination by the Chinese

authorities. One of the most pressing tasks facing the authorities is to

find a way to thoroughly address the problem of flooding while also

pursuing economic development and resolving the unemployment

problem. In addition to bolstering central government policy, there is

a need to enhance environmental protection education and strengthen

the public's environmental consciousness. These are the keys to

achieving a long-term solution to the flooding problem in China. 
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Long-term neglect of reservoir maintenance is another major con-

tributor to the seriousness of flooding in China. Poorly maintained reser-

voirs often collapse under the pressure of large water flows, not only pre-

venting them from serving their intended flood prevention role, but in

fact often exacerbating the situation. Among the more than 83,700 reser-

voirs under the jurisdiction of the water conservancy authorities in

China, 30,413 are at safety risk, representing about 36 percent of the total.

(Central News Agency, Feb. 22, 2005)

An even bigger contributor to the increased incidence of flooding in

China is the deforestation of hillsides for farmland development. In order

to support rapid economic growth, many local governments in China

arbitrarily chop down trees that retain water and soil, replacing them

with plants that are unable to fulfill these functions and, in some cases,

even building factories on the cleared land. This has resulted in a grow-

ing prevalence of freshets. Vice-Minister of the Ministry of Water

Resources E Jingping has indicated that freshets in 2003 and 2004 claimed

767 and 815 lives, respectively, representing 49 percent and 76 percent of

all flood-related deaths in China in those years. (Oriental Outlook maga-

zine, June 20, 2005) Such disasters have become a major killer in China. 

Solution rooted in environmental protection awareness 

The Chinese authorities are also aware of the seriousness of the

flooding problem and the human factors behind it. They have put for-

ward policies aimed at "restoring lakes converted into farmland" and

"replanting forests in cultivated areas" to restore the flood-prevention

functions of lakes and improve the hillside ecology to contain the flood-

ing problem. The Chinese authorities have even formed an Office of State

Flood Control and Drought Relief Headquarters to control and monitor

flooding. 

Nevertheless, so long as the Chinese authorities place first priority
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Statistics indicate that the number of droughts exceed the num-

ber of floods in China. From 1951 to 1990, the country experienced

300 droughts compared to 236 floods. Droughts accounted for 71.2

percent of the total area affected by drought or flood disasters

(Major Traits of Droughts in China, Shuiwang.com). Arid regions

in China are fairly widespread; 45 percent of the land is subject to

arid or semi-arid conditions. Since 1949, droughts have accounted

for 60 percent to 70 percent of all disaster-affected areas in China

and caused crop losses in excess of 10 billion kilograms per year

(Seven Major Natural Disasters in China, March 26, 2004). 

The Huang, Huai, and Hai river areas are the most seriously

drought-affected regions, and collectively account for 46.5 percent

of China's total drought-affected areas and 50.5 percent of disaster-

affected areas. The next most affected regions are the middle and

lower reaches of the Yangtze River, which account for 22 percent

and 10.2 percent of China's total drought-affected areas and disas-

ter-affected areas respectively. Next on the list of drought-plagued

regions are the northeast, northwest, southern, and southwest

regions (Seven Major Natural Disasters in China, March 26,

2004).While droughts have traditionally been a primarily northern

phenomenon, therefore, they have also become a frequent threat to

the rainy central and southern parts of the country. 

Drought seasons vary across different regions of China. The

northwest region is subject to year-round droughts, while other

regions are most prone to droughts in the three seasons outside of

the rainy summer period. Summer droughts still occur frequently,

however, due to changes in the rainy season and fluctuations in

rainfall (Major Traits of Droughts in China, Shuiwang.com). In

essence, China is under year-round drought threats. 
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T h e  S e v e r e  I m p a c t  o f  D r o u g h t
o n  D a i l y  L i f e
By Hsu Chih-chia

Associate Professor, Department of Mass Communication, Ming Chuan

University 

Forty-five percent of China's territory is subject to arid or semi-

arid conditions. Between 1950 and 2000, droughts have affected

an annual average of 326 million mu (1 mu = 670 square meters) of

China's farmland, causing damage to around 134 million mu of

farmland. Droughts have reduced China's grain production by up

to 10 billion kilograms each year, representing a direct economic

loss of 14.47 billion renminbi (RMB) and an indirect loss of 85.23 bil-

lion RMB. Droughts have steadily worsened in China since the

1990s. This has resulted in agricultural damages of up to 470 million

mu of farmland. 

Arid Regions Cover Nearly Half of China's Territory 

It seems that natural calamities in China have long been character-

ized by "flooding in the south and droughts in the north." Yet the

media usually focuses on the flooding problem because floods often

claim people's lives. Like floods, however, droughts can have a devas-

tating impact on people's lives in terms of the areas affected and total

losses incurred. 

Droughts represent an extremely serious problem in China today.

The Yellow River, also known as the Mother River, is China's second-

longest waterway. It often experiences water flow stoppages; a prob-

lem which has worsened since the 1990s. In 1997, there were flow stop-

pages on the Yellow River for 330 days (Jing-chu zai-xian, April 11,

2002). 
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to 40 billion cubic meters (Xinhua News Agency, March 21, 2005).

The shortage of water resources has resulted in over 300 million

rural residents not having access to safe drinking water (Beijing

Youth Daily, February 27, 2005) and over 400 of the country's 600

cities not having access to water (China News Service, March 22,

2005). Drought-related water shortages are therefore an inconven-

ience to residents of both urban and rural areas. 

Drought-related water shortages have also caused a deteriora-

tion of the ecological environment, as witnessed by an ever-expand-

ing desertification. As of 2004, deserts covered an area of 2,636,200

square kilometers, amounting to 27.4 percent of China's total land

area (State Forestry Bureau, June 2005). Many areas also face a seri-

ous problem of land subsidence due to over-pumping of groundwa-

ter. More than 20 major cities have experienced varying degrees of

subsidence, and land fissures have appeared in some 200 counties

and cities (Seven Major Natural Disasters in China, March 26,

2004). In the central part of the Yangtze delta region, subsidence has

caused losses amounting to nearly 350 billion RMB (Epoch Times,

April 4, 2005). 

Arid Regions Cover Nearly Half of China's Territory

There is a common misperception that droughts in China are

mainly caused by insufficient rainfall. Yet many Chinese experts on

droughts have stressed that droughts are, to a large extent, man-

made disasters. What China lacks is not water, but technology, man-

agement, and systems. Zhang Jiacheng, a researcher at China's

Meteorological Science Research Institute, indicates that the most

drought-prone region in China is the northern region. Annual rain-

fall in most northern areas is more than 400mm. By comparison,

Israel's annual rainfall is below 200mm. Yet Israel's annual net profit
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Arid Regions Cover Nearly Half of China's Territory

Regionally and seasonally, droughts pose comprehensive threats

to China. Moreover, damage from drought disasters has not been

reduced despite the country's economic development and technologi-

cal progress. On the contrary, it appears that droughts will continue to

cause further damage.

China's released statistics indicate that an annual average of 326

million mu of farmland in China was affected by drought between

1950 and 2000. The disaster-affected areas totaled 134 million mu while

grain production was reduced up to an average of 10 billion kilograms

each year. This represented a direct economic loss of 14.47 billion RMB

and an indirect loss of 85.23 billion RMB. (Lianhe Zaobao, June 13,

2000) 

Vice Minister E Jingping of China's Ministry of Water Resources

indicates that an annual average of 470 million mu of farmland in

China was affected by droughts since the 1990s, which represents an

average increase of nearly 80 million mu since the Chinese communist

regime assumed power. For example, China's droughts were less

severe in 2004, when damages affected roughly 249 million mu of

China's farmland. Crop losses in 27.38 million mu of farmland reached

23.1 billion kilograms, constituting a direct economic loss of 31.5 billion

RMB (E Jingping, Jan. 10, 2005). Even though there were relatively few

droughts in certain years, drought-related agricultural and economic

losses far exceeded those in previous years. 

The repercussions of droughts affect not only agriculture but also

people's daily lives. A major drought in 2001 left more than 20 million

people short of drinking water (Central Daily News, June 1, 2001). In

fact, the entire Chinese population faces an annual water shortage of 30
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drought problems in China include reducing human damage to the

environment, educating the public about water conservation con-

cepts, repairing leaking faucets in all areas, and repairing hazardous

reservoirs. The best solution, however, would be for the Chinese

authorities to take responsibilities for improving the usage of limit-

ed water resources. 
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from agriculture totals more than US$1 billion. The main problem in

China is the serious waste of water resources. Agriculture-related

water usage accounts for over 80 percent of China's total water con-

sumption, yet water recycling is not practiced in most regions. One ton

of water is used to produce each 500 grams (Nanfang Weekend, May

26, 2000). 

Another main cause of droughts in China is inadequate water

resource management. For example, people living at the upper reaches

of the Yellow River often construct dams to store water for personal

use. This has not only forced people living along the water-deficient

middle reaches to dig wells and pump groundwater, has also deprived

people living along the lower-reaches of river water as well as ground-

water. Indeed, many water conservation projects could exacerbate

water problems in other areas (Nanfang Weekend, May 26, 2000). 

With regard to the affects of droughts, the Chinese authorities

established a State Flood Control and Drought Relief Headquarters

(SFCDRH) to reinforce anti-drought management, as well as spend-

ing a large amount of money resolving the problem. In 2002, these

authorities invested 500 billion RMB in the South-to-North Water

Transfer Project (SNWTP) to resolve water shortages in the north by

diverting water from the south. The SNWTP, which dwarfs even the

Three Gorges Dam project in scale and cost, has been called the

biggest water conservation project in the world (Xinhuanet,

December 27, 2002). 

Whether or not this ambitious project will be able to fulfill its

objectives will only be known after its completion, but its devastating

impact on the environment is obvious already (Wang Weiluo, October

23, 2000). The root cause of droughts in China is the lack of effective

water resources management. The methods of addressing the current
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I n l a n d  S a n d  a n d  D u s t  S t o r m s
By Tung Li-wen 

Director, Chinese Affairs Department, Democratic Progressive Party

Each winter and spring frequent sand and dust storms beset

northern China. Most of the sand and dust is blown east by high

altitude westerlies to places as far away as Japan and Korea.

These storms result from desertification, which has steadily accel-

erated in China over recent decades, with about 2,460 square

kilometers of land lost to deserts in each of the past 20 years

alone. Droughts resulting from global climatic change, uneven

distribution of rainfall and other factors have further contributed

to the growing frequency and intensity of sand and dust storms.

The impact of such storms on Taiwan has also become increas-

ingly apparent. 

Sand and dust storms spread throughout East Asia

Each winter and spring frequent sand and dust storms beset

northern China. Most of the sand and dust is blown east by high alti-

tude westerlies to places as far away as Japan and Korea. Over recent

years, due to more and more serious desertification, as well as factors

such as drought and uneven distribution of rainfall resulting from

global climatic change, there has been a growing frequency and inten-

sity of sand and dust storms. The impact of such storms on Taiwan has

also become increasingly apparent. 

The official Korean Central News Agency reported April 17, 2005,

that sand and dust storms from China's Gobi Desert have been dump-

ing both sand and industrial pollutants on the Korean Peninsula. In

the Pyongyang area, such storms dump as much as 1.6 tons of dust per

square kilometer. The situation has become so bad that the Pyongyang

authorities have asked the public to wear facemasks and sunglasses to
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protect them against the sand. 

On April 29, 2005, sandy and dusty weather from northern

China affected 79 million people in seven provincial districts and

cities and 226 counties and cities. The affected regions included cen-

tral and western Inner Mongolia, northwest Shenxi Province, north-

ern Shanxi Province, central and northern Hebei Province, the

Beijing-Tianjin area, and western Liaoning Province. 

On May 4 and 5, 2005, a succession of sand and dust storms

and frost attacks caused widespread damage to germinating cotton,

chilies, gourds and other crops, resulting in huge losses in agricul-

tural output. According to statistics, 570,000 mu (1 mu = 670 square

meters) of farmland across the county were damaged to varying

extents, including 288,000 mu with heavy damages. The total eco-

nomic loss from destroyed crops exceeded 110 million RMB. 

On the afternoon of May 10, 2005, the residents of Hohhot City,

Inner Mongolia, experienced so strong sand and dust storm that

moving around became difficult with visibility dropping to around

500 meters. As of spring in 2005, Hohhot City had been hit by

numerous sand and dust storms of varying intensity. 

Sand and dust storms worsening daily

Northwest China is arid and widely covered by deserts. It also

happens to be situated right on the path of the northern cold air

fronts where they enter China. In March of every year, cold fronts

remain highly active and newly thawed ground is exposed and loose.

The strong northern cold fronts create strong gales that stick close to

the ground and can easily lift up sand and dust. These are the special

conditions that create the sand and dust storms of this region. 



past five years, northwest China has been hit by over 20 sand and

dust storms, resulting in an economic loss of over 1.2 billion RMB

and leaving more than 200 people dead or missing. 

Sand and dust storms dump at least 38 types of chemical ele-

ments. Such elements greatly increase the concentration of solid

pollutants in the atmosphere, and bring long-term and potential

harm to the atmospheric environment, soil and crops in the source

and neighboring areas, as well as in downwind regions. This is

especially true when such storms blow away the thin topsoil on

which crops depend, leaving barren ground that seriously affects

agricultural output. 

Sand and dust storms increase the number of suspended parti-

cles in the air, harming human and animal respiratory systems.

During storms, the amount of mold and fungus in the atmosphere

reaches two to three times normal levels. Such mold and fungus can

be devastating to wheat. Moreover, sand and dust originating from

the desert are rich in calcium, potassium, and magnesium ion.

These elements directly impact the chemical composition of rainwa-

ter, producing muddy water. Suspended particles can also block

plant stoma, hindering photosynthesis. 

Sand and dust storms pose a latent threat to Taiwan

The impact of sand and dust on Taiwan does not necessarily

clearly manifest in the form of yellowish haze. For most people, it is

difficult to judge the effects, except for a feeling of reduced visibili-

ty. However, when the air is polluted with sand and dust, people

will be able to see a film of yellow dust on their cars parked outside

the next day. That is dust from China. 
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Changes to the oceanic atmosphere caused by La Nina have been

even more dramatic than in previous years. This has led to frequent

winter gales in northern China, and caused temperatures in the north-

ern and eastern northwest regions to rise sharply in the spring. This,

along with sparse rainfall, dries out and loosens large areas of earth

after the surface thaw, resulting in frequent and powerful dust storms

and weather. 

Among the main factors increasing the intensity of sand and dust

storms in recent years is the rapid pace of desertification caused by

improper human development and excessive loss of forested areas to

cultivation. These expanding deserts provide an ample source of sand

for the storms. During the 1960s and 70s, desertification in China

claimed an average of 1,560 square kilometers of land each year. By the

1980s the pace had accelerated to 2,100 square kilometer; and over the

past 20 years, the rate has been about 2,460 square kilometer per year. 

China's sand and dust storms affect not only the country itself,

but also other countries and areas to the east, including Japan,

Korea, the North Pacific, Hawaii, and even places as far away as the

Canadian and U.S. west coasts. To the south, the storms can affect

Taiwan, and Hong Kong, and even the Philippines. The scope of the

affected regions is quite extensive, accounting for around 75 percent

of all sand and dust storms each year. Strong and especially power-

ful sand and dust storms occur between March and May each year,

and such storms have been most frequent in April. 

Sand and dust storms cause serious harm to 

China's economy and society

Sand and dust storms are without question as endangering to

people, livestock and buildings as typhoons and tornadoes. Over the
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Sand and dust storms from China have several negative conse-

quences for Taiwan, including degraded air quality and visibility. The

increase in suspended particles in the air can also trigger allergies,

coughing, asthma, eye irritation, skin irritation, and itchiness. These

are some of the more obvious influences on public health. 

Degraded air quality caused by storm-blown particles is also a

threat to people with respiratory and cardiovascular diseases. The eld-

erly and children, in particular, should avoid going outdoors. If it is

necessary to go outside, it is advisable to avoid direct contact with the

pollutants by wearing protective glasses and a facemask to filter the

air. 
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AIDS
By Wang Hsin-hsien

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Administration and Policy,

National Taipei University

Since its first discovery in China in 1985, AIDS has spread

to affect about 840,000 according to the official count. China

now ranks second in Asia and 14th globally in number of AIDS

victims. UN agencies involved in AIDS prevention work esti-

mate that there will be 10 million AIDS-affected people in

China by 2010, at which time the disease will have become a

national disaster. 

Spreading by blood selling in Henan 

In November 1999, Professor Gui Xi'en, director of the infec-

tious disease department at Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan

University and the first person to discover a high-incidence AIDS

area in China, tested 155 people in a Henan Province village for

AIDS. Ninety-six of them were proved to be HIV-positive, which

accounts for a remarkable 60 percent of the total. Since then, the

AIDS situation in Henan Province has attracted close international

attention. 

Henan is a poor province. Local officials are often indiscrimi-

nate in apportioning work obligations, collecting fees, and impos-

ing fines that collectively place an onerous burden on farmers. To

make ends meet and maintain their standard of living, farmers are

compelled to sell their blood in exchange for money. The practice

became highly prevalent in Henan, Anhui and several other

provinces in the 1980s and 90s. Locals in these areas recall that

some villagers would sell blood as much as 13 times per month.

Some went daily until they no longer had usable veins for the
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that among the bags of plasma they had sold to Shanghai two were

HIV-positive. Yet the government did not close down the Henan

blood collection stations until 1998, and it repeatedly stated that the

situation was not serious. It was not until August 2004 that the

Chinese authorities for the first time admitted that the AIDS prob-

lem had placed heavy burden on the country and that illegal blood

selling was the source of the disease's spread. It subsequently shut

down 49 blood banks to cease blood collection activities. 

AIDS in today's China 

Apart from blood transfusions and blood selling, needle-inject-

ed narcotics and unprotected sex have also contributed to the rapid

spread of AIDS throughout China. The current status of the virus's

spread in China is described below: 

1. A widespread epidemic: 

AIDS has been reported in 31 provinces, autonomous regions

and speciamunicipalities in China, with coastal, border and major

urban cities among the worst hit areas. The AIDS problem has geo-

graphical characteristics. In western China, infection is caused

mainly by the sharing of needles among drug users. In Sichuan

Province, for example, there are 66,317 registered drug users yet this

ranks it only third-highest among all provinces. The situation is

even worse in other provinces and cities. In central China, illegal

plasma collection is the biggest source of infection. Serious infec-

tions in past years in Shangqiu, Kaifeng, Nanyang and other areas

are now in the stage of disease onset. 

2. Spreading in the general public: 

According to Xu Wenqing, health officer of the United Nation

Children's Fund (UNICEF) Office for China, the ratio of

extraction, and some sold so much blood that they fell unconscious. In

1995, a person in Henan Province could earn 45 RMB for 400ccs of

blood, a princely sum in that impoverished region. Underground

blood stations consequently became magnets for blood sellers. Yet

catastrophe would descend upon these unwitting people who so hap-

pily sold their blood. The personnel extracting the blood regularly

mixed the blood of several different people together in a centrifuge to

separate out the plasma and then re-injected the residual blood back

into the veins of each blood seller. Moreover, the needles used for this

work were injected into several people without sterilization. It was this

kind of illegal blood extraction that allowed AIDS to spread catastroph-

ically.

According to official accounts, 86.69 percent of the people with

AIDS in Henan Province contracted the disease by selling blood, 97.22

percent of the victims were farmers, and the infections were concen-

trated in 38 villages. In 2001, China's public health agencies inspected

1,233 farmers from a village in Shangcai County, Henan Province, who

had sold blood due to poverty before 1995. They found 513 with AIDS.

This was the first village in China to experience an AIDS outbreak, and

it was also the most seriously affected, putting it in the domestic media

spotlight. In Wenlou village, another seriously affected village, as

many as 900 people were HIV-positive, representing 30 percent of the

total village population of 3,172. To date, nearly 100 Wenlou villagers

have died from AIDS. 

In fact, China's public health agencies knew as early as in 1994

that AIDS sufferers and carriers were selling blood. At that time, HIV-

tainted blood was discovered when a batch of blood products was

exported from Lanzhou City to South Korea and the source of the plas-

ma was traced back to Henan. Also at this time, residents of Shangcai

County were notified by the Shanghai Institute of Biological Products



homosexuals in China at present. Within this group, the rate of

AIDS infection is about 1.35 percent. Male homosexuals are the sec-

ond-highest risk group for AIDS in China after drug users.

Government's countermeasures

In the early 1990s, many local officials promoted the "plasma

economy" by urging farmers to sell their blood as a route to riches.

This also encouraged profit-driven blood merchants known as

"blood heads" or "blood lords" to set up illegal plasma collection

stations. In Henan Province, for example, such stations collected

and purchased vast quantities of raw plasma, facilitating the spread

of AIDS among blood donors. After a several-year latency period,

many people who sold or used AIDS-tainted blood are now show-

ing symptoms of infection. Some have even died. One of the main

reasons that the epidemic has been able to spread so quickly is

belated action by the Chinese authorities in carrying out prevention

work. Even as they continued to deny the seriousness of the AIDS

problem, the Chinese authorities were quietly working to suppress

information on the epidemic: 

1. Suppressing celebrities 

As early as spring 1995, Dr. Wang Shuping, director of the

Clinical Laboratory at the Zhoukou Regional Hospital in Henan

Province, discovered the first AIDS-infected blood when she exam-

ined plasma purchased from blood collectors. Over the following

year she found that as much as 50% of the blood acquired from

blood sellers was infected. After truthfully reporting the serious

public health epidemic, she was fired. In April 1996, retired gyne-

cologist and well-known AIDS activist Gao Yaojie began to look into

the problem of AIDS infection among Shangcai County residents

due to blood selling. In 1999, despite government pressuring, she
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male/female AIDS infection is close to 5:5, indicating that the disease is

now is spreading among the general population. That is to say, when

the ratio of male/female AIDS infection is close to 1:1, the AIDS infec-

tion is accelerating. China's Vice Premier and Health Minister Wu Yi

has stated that, "The AIDS epidemic in China has reached the critical

point where it is spreading from high-risk groups into the general pub-

lic. There will be extremely serious consequences if we lose this fleeting

opportunity due to unsuccessful prevention or other developments."

3. Rise in sexually transmitted infections: 

As China becomes more open, there has been a marked increase in

the channels for sexually transmitted infection (STI). The proportion of

STI among all AIDS infections has risen from 5 percent to a current

level of about 11 percent. This trend is closely related to improper con-

cepts about sex among the public. In a global survey of sex, as many as

70 percent of respondents in China said they do not use condoms the

highest ratio worldwide. The female HIV infections in China have now

accounted for 28.1 percent of all infections, which is mainly attributable

to STI. In Chongqing City, for example, about 3,000 of the city's 50,000

female "sex workers" have AIDS, and the ratio of virus transmission by

sex is 50 percent. 

4. Hitting the young and prime-aged hardest: 

People between the ages of 15 and 40 account for 93.9 percent of

all AIDS cases in China. People in this age range shoulder the responsi-

bility for the nation's economic development, so AIDS could become a

major development crisis if the disease is not properly handled. 

According to a 2004 survey by China's health departments, the

sexually active male homosexuals approximately account for 2 to 4

percent of the sexually active male population in China. Based on this

survey, it is estimated that there are about 5 million to 10 million male
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new infections to under 15 percent per year; and to contain the total

number of HIV-positive people to under 1.5 million by 2010.

Unfortunately, the program is not succeeding in these goals. In

recent years the number of new AIDS infections in China continues

to swell at a pace of 40 percent per year. 

2. "Four Frees and One Care"

In 2003, the Chinese authorities rolled out the "Four Frees and

One Care" policy: free voluntary blood testing; free anti-retroviral

(ARV) drugs for disadvantaged people in rural and urban areas;

free schooling for children orphaned by AIDS; free counseling,

examination and prevention of mother-to-child transmission; and

care to people living with HIV/AIDS. 

Additionally, at the end of 2004, the Chinese authorities enact-

ed a measure for the provision of free methadone substitute treat-

ment and a free needle exchange program. The first gives drug

users access to methadone legally administered by physicians to

help them break drug dependency, while the latter aims to reduce

AIDS infection by needle sharing. 

3. International assistance 

Since 2004, China and the United States have launched a coop-

eration program to jointly combat AIDS. Under the plan, part of the

global anti-AIDS program, the United States offered to donate

US$15 million to China to stop the spread of AIDS in impoverished

areas of China. Moreover, the UN Global Fund has, since its estab-

lishment in 2002, donated US$113 million to China for AIDS-related

work. 
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began to investigate and expose the AIDS problem in Henan Province.

It was not until Vice Premier Wu Yi inspected the AIDS problem in

Henan and met with Gao that the situation began to improve. 

2. Refusing civic organizations

The Chinese authorities have been relentless in pressuring private

organizations. For example, it has shut down AIDS Concern, a group

established in Zhecheng County, Henan Province, with support of a

Taiwanese female called Yang Jie. Two volunteers at the Dongzhen

School for AIDS Orphans were assaulted by unidentified persons, and

the school was later ordered to close. Beijing Loving Source Education

and Research Center director Hu Jia believes that if China wants to

solve its AIDS problem, it will need to open civil society and eliminate

the restrictions on the registration of private organizations. The

Chinese authorities should cooperate with private organizations, allow

them to form and grow, and give them the opportunity to develop

their abilities, and provide them with resources. 

It was not until 2003 that the Ministry of Public Health, bowing to

the dual pressure of the Chinese public and world opinion, finally

admitted to the seriousness of the AIDS problem in China. At this time

it formally began to shoulder its due responsibility through the follow-

ing measures: 

1. Long-term AIDS Prevention and Control Program (1998-2010)

This plan was jointly drafted in November 1998 by the Ministry of

Public Health, Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of Finance,

and State Planning Commission. The plan emphasizes the prevention

and control of the spread of AIDS, seeking to curtail the spread of HIV

through blood collection and supply by 2002. It also aims to slow the

spread of the virus among drug users; to reduce the rate of increase in
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2. Illegal blood collection stations are still rampant

Since the enactment of the Blood Donation Act on October 1,

1998, hospitals in Qingshuihe County, Inner Mongolia have contin-

ued to illegally collect blood, causing AIDS infections through

blood transfusions. Vice Premier and Health Minister Wu Yi has

instructed that the matter be thoroughly investigated. To date legal

action has been taken against seven involved parties in the county.

Qingshuihe has been made an "example" of criminal accountability

in AIDS prevention work. But this is also a "special case." If a

remote town like Qingshuihe can be investigated, it should not be

difficult to investigate other localities as well. For example, Gao

Yaojie once revealed that illegal blood collection stations are still

operating in some parts of Shandong Province, and infection is still

being widely caused by tainted plasma. 

3.Making a show of action

China's central government has set up 38 key villages in Henan

Province and sent nearly 100 staff members there to promote AIDS

prevention and relief operations work. But what about the other vil-

lages? The 38 designated villages are by no means the only villages

affected by AIDS. Rather, they represent just a small portion of the

problem. Over 90 percent of the AIDS victims in China remain

unheard. They cannot get the same attention and concern as that of

these 38 showcase villages. 

Indeed, China still has a long road to travel in its fight against

AIDS. 
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Unsolved issues 

1. Resistance from local officials 

At the World AIDS Conference held on July 15, 2004, Chinese

Premier Wen Jiabao said that AIDS prevention and control are highly

"related to the quality of the Chinese people and the fate of the nation."

Indeed, at the 16th National Congress of the Communist Party of

China, government leaders resolved to allocate more resources to the

fight against AIDS, increasing funding from 390 million RMB in 2003 to

470 million RMB in 2004. It is not enough, but it shows that the Chinese

central authorities at least are paying attention to the epidemic. On the

local level, however, the government has viewed AIDS as scandal to be

covered up. They fear both for the loss of foreign investment in their

localities and for their own official position. As a result, many local

governments refuse to face up to the facts of the matter and instead

report false data to their superiors. Dr. Chen Xianyi, Deputy Director-

General of Disease Control Department, Ministry of Health, claims that

there are over 80,000 people with AIDS in China's 31 provinces, but

this is most likely just the tip of the iceberg. 

According to long-time AIDS activist Gao Yaojie, with regard to

the overall assessment of China's anti-AIDS efforts, it can be said that

there is concern for AIDS at the Chinese central government level, as

seen in President Hu Jintao's personal visit with AIDS patients, but

beneath this the situation is still indescribably difficult. On the central

government level there seems to be a thaw, but lower down lies ice a

meter-thick. This is what is known popularly in China as a situation in

which "Policies of concern from the Chinese authorities are met with

discriminatory countermeasures at the local government level "; or the

"villages cheating the townships; the townships cheating the counties;

and the counties cheating the State Council." This type of bureaucratic

self-protection is rife in China, but people feel powerless to change it. 
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I n f e c t i o u s  D i s e a s e  I s s u e s
By Wang Hsin-hsien

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Administration and Policy, National

Taipei University

The SARS outbreak of 2003 struck over 8,000 people globally

and left more than 900 dead. Another 32 people lost their lives to

avian influenza in 2004. Both diseases had a grave impact on

China, where the Chinese authorities intentionally kept the out-

breaks hidden from the public eye, allowing the contagion to

spread out of control. In both cases, the World Health

Organization (WHO) criticized Chinese officials for their lack of

cooperation, which almost triggered a global tragedy.

SARS 

In 2003 a new contagious disease spread from China, Hong Kong

and Vietnam to other parts of the world. This terrifying disease was

called Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS. SARS was first

identified in Guangdong Province in the winter of 2002, though at the

time it was believed to be a type of atypical pneumonia. The govern-

ment went to considerable lengths to hide the contagion, and this

enabled the disease to spread. Many innocent victims became SARS

carriers creating a global panic. 

In April 2003, the WHO reported evidence of 100 likely SARS

"super-spreaders" in China's Guangdong Province. However, the

Chinese authorities had previously insisted that there were only 37

cases of atypical pneumonia in Beijing and rejected as false the accusa-

tions leveled in the WHO report. Yet the epidemic grew more and

more serious until the Chinese health authorities could no longer deny

that the actual number of infections was over 10 times the officially

disclosed figure. It was a truly stunning revelation. China's Minister of

Health Zhang Wenkang and Beijing Mayor Meng Xuenong resigned at
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the end of April 2003, but they were far from the only ones respon-

sible for the spread of SARS. Behind the dismissals and prosecu-

tions, there lay hidden a consistent pattern of China's bureaucracy. 

The 2003 SARS outbreak infected 8,422 people worldwide,

killing 349 in China and 300 in Hong Kong alone. In 2004, the epi-

demic abated, but it still claimed lives in China. China originally

had the chance to stop the spread of SARS, but the agencies in

charge covered up the seriousness of the problem. Without warn-

ing, the SARS disease spread by spray, contagion, and movement of

personnel, steadily causing outbreaks with irreparable outcomes. 

Infectious Disease Wreaks Havoc on China 

Since embarking on reforms and due to its economic boom,

China has witnessed remarkable changes in medical care and

lifestyles that have resulted in a steady decline of disease-related

infections and deaths each year. According to official statistics, the

rate of notifiable infectious diseases in China has fallen from 872.33

cases per 100,000 persons in 1985 to 192.8 per 100,000 persons in

2003. In 2003, however, there were 2,591,512 cases of notifiable

infectious disease in China, resulting in 6,474 deaths. These figures

are still huge and leave much room for improvement. 

Apart from a small number of infectious diseases, such as

rabies and plague, and a rare few new diseases, such as AIDS, bird

flu and SARS, the vast majority of infectious diseases have low

fatality rates. Yet they still cause inconvenience to people's lives and

psychological suffering that affect health and menace life as well.

Some diseases may not have an especially high fatality rate, but

they afflict many and can easily become a public health problem, as

in the case of pulmonary tuberculosis. 



4. SARS: 

This highly infectious disease first broke out in southern China

at the end of 2002. It spread to 31 provinces, cities and autonomous

regions in China and to 29 other countries and regions, infecting

8,422 people. In China, the most afflicted country, 5,327 cases and

349 deaths were reported, representing a fatality rate of 6.55 per-

cent. There were 2,522 cases in Beijing, 1,511 in Guangdong

Province, 215 in Hebei Province, 282 in Inner Mongolia, 448 in

Shanxi Province, 175 in Tianjin City, and 174 in other areas of China. 

5. Plague: 

There are currently 19 plague-stricken provinces in China. In

recent years plague has been active among rats. A recurrence in

April 2003 infected over 400 people and killed 140 in Inner

Mongolia. Qinghai, Gansu, Xinjiang, Tibet, Inner Mongolia,

Sichuan, and Yunnan are other regions that are likely infected by

plague 

6. Avian Influenza (Bird Flu): 

Over recent years, highly pathogenic avian influenza H5N1

has spread to several East Asian countries, and the number of ani-

mal-to-human infections is rising. The Geneva-based WHO has

reported 44 confirmed cases of human H5N1 infection. Thirty-two

of these cases have resulted in death, representing a fatality rate of

72.7 percent. In China, poultry raising is predominantly household-

based and the excrement produced by these operations is rarely

properly disposed of in a safe way. This has created serious pollu-

tion and also makes those working near poultry farms vulnerable to

germs that can live in both humans and domesticated animals,

resulting in the outbreak of epidemics across species. 
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According to China Health Yearbook, the most common of the 26

type 1 and type 2 infectious diseases in China are respiratory infectious

disease, intestinal infectious disease, acute hematogenous infectious

disease, natural epidemics, insect-borne infectious diseases and neona-

tal tetanus. The most common of these is acute hematogenous infec-

tious disease. According to statistics compiled by Hong Kong's Wen

Wei Po newspaper, as of 2004, the following seven major infectious dis-

eases had been identified in China: 

1. AIDS: 

AIDS has spread rapidly in China since discovery of the first case

there in 1985. Today it afflicts 840,000 people in 31 Chinese provinces,

cities and autonomous regions and has spread from high-risk groups

to the general public. 

2. Pulmonary Tuberculosis: 

This disease affects a large number of people over a wide geo-

graphic area in China, and the fatality rate is high. Pulmonary tubercu-

losis afflicts an estimated 4.5 to 5 million people in China, with infec-

tious patients numbering about 1.5 million. It claims around 130,000

lives annually, making it the 10th highest cause of death nationally. The

five worst affected regions are Xinjiang, Chongqing, Guangxi,

Guizhou, and Shanghai. 

3. Schistosomiasis (Snail Fever): 

This disease affects 843,000 people in China, of which 24,000 are in

the terminal stages. It also affects about 60,000 head of cattle, posing

the threat of infection to about 60 million people. It spread rapidly after

flooding along the Yangtze River in 1998. In 2003, there were 1,113

cases of acute schistosomiasis in China, an increase of 25 percent over

the year before and continuing a steady upward trend. In Hunan

Province alone, schistosomiasis afflicts 210,000 people, with most cases

concentrated in Yueyang, Changde and Yiyang along Dongting Lake. 
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7. Vaccinated diseases: 

After completing verification of the eradication of

poliomyelitis in 2000, the Chinese government's planned inocula-

tion and vaccine work appears to be in various levels of decline,

especially in rural areas. A report notes that measles morbidity is

rising in China, with the number of infections in 2003 up 17.43 per-

cent from the year before. Some parts of the country have experi-

enced explosive outbreaks of the epidemic. 

Rabies also remains a latent threat to human life in China.

Among the 27 notifiable diseases listed on an epidemic report

issued by China's Ministry of Health, rabies was the biggest killer

and had the highest fatality rate, with an accumulated 545 infec-

tions and over 500 deaths, placing the fatality rate at over 90 per-

cent. Rabies outbreaks in the Maoming and Zhanjiang areas of

Guangdong Province and the Guilin area of Guangxi Province have

claimed over 60 lives. In those areas, it is estimated that 18 percent

of all dogs have rabies. The local authorities have ordered that all

infected dogs be killed. They have also placed a ban on all move-

ment of dogs into these areas for one year to prevent the spread of

the epidemic. 

China has a large population with diverse lifestyles and cus-

toms. It is also a vast and geographically varied land in which dif-

ferent sources and hosts of disease can live. In addition to tradition-

al indigenous diseases, localities are subject to outside diseases

spread by the frequent comings and goings of people from different

areas. Such commingling makes it extremely possible that new

types of disease will emerge. A table listing 24 contagious diseases

in China and the five provinces of highest morbidity is included

below in the hope that Taiwan travelers and businesspeople going

to China will take proper precaution and pay attention to the main-

tenance of their safety and health. 
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Xinjiang

Guizhou 

Hubei 

Xinjiang

Ningxia

Shanghai (C)

Zhejiang 

Qinghai 

Qinghai 

Gansu 

Xinjiang 

Hunan 

Chongqing (C)

Hebei 

Jiangsu 

Guizhou 

Xinjiang

Qinghai 

Shanxi 

Anhui 

Sichuan 

Anhui

Five Provinces/Autonomous Region/Cities (C) of Highest Morbidity

Measles 

Whooping
cough 

Diphtheria 

Meningococca
l meningitis 

Scarlet fever 

Pulmonary
tuberculosis 

Cholera

Hepatitis A

Hepatitis B

Dysentery 

Typhoid/paraty
phoid fever

AIDS 

Gonorrhea

Plague 

Hemorrhagic
fever

Rabies 

Leptospirosis

Brucellosis

Anthrax

Typhus

Epidemic
encephalitis B 

Kala-azar

Malaria

Dengue fever

Guizhou 

Tibet 

Hunan 

Tibet 

Beijing

Xinjiang 

Fujian 

Gansu 

Gansu 

Tibet

Guizhou 

Shanghai (C)

Shanghai (C)

Yunnan 

Heilongjiang 

Jiangxi 

Jiangxi 

Tibet

Tibet

Hebei 

Guizhou 

Gansu 

Hainan 

Guangdong 

Tibet

Shanxi

Xinjiang

Guizhou 

Yunnan 

Chongqing (C)

Shanghai (C)

Chongqing (C)

Zhejiang 

Beijing (C)

Yunnan 

Yunnan 

Zhejiang 

Guizhou 

Shandong 

Guangxi 

Hunan 

Shanxi 

Xinjiang 

Yunnan 

Chongqing (C)

Xinjiang

Yunnan 

Fujian 

Yunnan 

Xinjiang 

Guangdong 

Chongqing (C)

Inner Mongolia

Guizhou 

Guizhou 

Xinjiang 

Shenxi

Tianjin (C)

Zhejiang 

Guangdong 

Beijing (C)

Gansu 

Shenxi 

Guizhou 

Chongqing (C)

Hebei 

Gansu 

Shandong 

Shenxi 

Shanxi 

Henan 

1 2 3 4 5
Disease

Qinghai 

Qinghai 

Guangxi

Yunnan 

Qinghai 

Guangxi 

Sichuan 

Ningxia 

InnerMongolia

Ningxia

Guangxi

Fujian 

Jiangsu

Guangxi

Liaoning 

Hunan 

Sichuan 

Inner Mongolia

Guizhou 

Liaoning 

Sichuan 

Chongqing (C)

Hubei 

Hunan 
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has stated that the current outbreak of bird flu is spreading at an

"unprecedented" speed, and it warns that the virus could mutate in

Asia. If it joins with a common cold virus to become a virus spread

from humans to humans, it would pose an immense risk to people.

Although the bird flu epidemic shows signs of ebbing, the

WHO warns that past experience indicates it will take two years to

control the epidemic under the best of circumstances. The most

lethal global epidemic of the last century was the outbreak of

Spanish flu, which claimed 40 million lives between 1918 and 1919.

There were two other major outbreaks in 1957 to 58 and 1968 to 69.

Experts agree that another outbreak is unavoidable and see infec-

tions from prolonged commingling of humans and domesticated

animals as an omen of a global epidemic. 

Cross-strait Cooperation on Infectious Disease Control

Since the introduction of an open door policy across the

Taiwan Strait, large numbers of Taiwan residents have been travel-

ing between Taiwan and China for business, tourism and family

visits, as well as traveling via the "Mini-Three-Links" from the

Kinmen and Matsu areas, posing a new challenge for Taiwan in its

disease control work. In 2004, Taiwanese people made nearly 3.69

million visits to China, and about 170,000 visitors from China came

to Taiwan. In addition, there are a large number of cross-strait mar-

riages. Along with cross-strait exchanges, many infectious diseases

also are able to be "exchanged." For humanitarian reasons, there-

fore, China should not block Taiwan's bid to join the WHO. After

all, a virus knows no borders. The two sides should establish a

reporting and cooperation mechanism to facilitate infectious disease

and disease control work in order to prepare for the unexpected. 
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A New Crisis from Human Cohabitation with Domesticated

Animals: Bird Flu

Apart from SARS, which shocked the global epidemic prevention

system in 2003, bird flu has endangered human life and safety since

the end of the twentieth century. Bird flu is a viral disease even more

fatal to humans than SARS. This virus could, with only slight genetic

mutation, very easily spread by human-to-human infection. 

People originally believed that bird flu could only infect poultry.

However, in 1997, the virus jumped species in Hong Kong and infected

18 people. Six of them died, representing a fatality rate of 33 percent.

Although a subsequent health campaign reduced the occurrence of

bird flu to a few sporadic cases, each attack has been virulent. If one

type of bird flu attaches to a common human virus, this new variant

virus could effectively spread among humans, with destructive effects

felt throughout the world.

According to a Central News Agency report, the central govern-

ment of China has told residents in rural areas that there are at most 11

infectious disease that attack both animals and humans. These include

schistosomiasis (snail fever), foot-and-mouth disease, brucellosis,

anthrax, leptospirosis, trichinosis, toxoplasmosis, rabies, tuberculosis,

cysticercosis, and meningitis B. Data provided by the WHO indicates

that, at present, there are over 90 diseases that can be transmitted by

animals to humans. Following outbreaks of H5N1 bird flu in the three

Chinese provinces of Hubei, Hunan, and Guangxi, the virus spread to

Shanghai and the provinces of Anhui and Guangdong. 

A bird flu epidemic began to spread through Asia in 2004, and to

date cases of the virus have been verified in Vietnam, Indonesia,

Cambodia, Thailand, Japan, Guangxi (China) and Taiwan. The WHO



be rushed to hospital for emergency treatment. In late January 2005,

over 100 people in Ningxia Province were poisoned by bad noodles.

A nitrate incident in July 2004 poisoned over 400 people in

provinces of Shanxi, Shenxi, Jilin and Hubei. In January 2005, 829

students in Hunan were hospitalized after eating string beans that

had excessive pesticide residues. In 2002, nearly 200 people were

killed and 1,000 were hospitalized in Nanjing due to a poisoning

incident resulting from eating rat poison, of which successive occur-

rences were later reported in Chongqing City, Hubei Province,

Shanghai City, Guizhou Province, and Suzhou City. There have

even been incidents involving water for daily use, as in the June

2004 mass poisoning of nearly 200 people in Shenxi due to polluted

water supply. 

Similar cases have occurred throughout China. Innocent peo-

ple unknowingly eat foods with hazardous substances and become

sick or even die, without ever knowing the reason why. The public

and the families of victims of poisoning incidents have suffered the

physical and mental harm. These poisoning incidents have also

caused widespread alarm among the people. 

Poisoning incidents have had deep and 

wide-ranging impacts 

According to data released by China's Ministry of Education,

there were at least 108 food poisoning incidents in China's schools

in 2004, resulting tragically in over 4,900 poisonings and six deaths.

China's Ministry of Public Health announced that at least 133 major

food poisoning incidents were reported nationwide in the third

quarter of 2004 alone, 14 of which involved the poisoning of over

100 people. A total of 5,737 people were affected and 94 died. These

astonishing figures have highlighted the growing public safety cri-
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M a s s  P o i s o n i n g  I n c i d e n t s
By Chang Hung-yuan

Assistant Professor, Department of International Trade, Chihlee Institute of

Technology 

Substances harmful to the body should be avoided. Yet

many people, due to various factors and carelessness, find that

an accident can snatch away their health and even their life.

The government should take effective actions and bear responsi-

bility for protecting the people from fear over threats to their life.

Members of the public, on the other hand, can only pay closer

attention and find their own way to better fortune. 

Frequent cases of pesticide and food poisoning 

Food is of paramount importance to the people and occupies an

important place in life. Food culture provides a glimpse at a society's

state of development. In China, rapid economic growth over recent

years has vastly improved its food culture. In some areas, however,

people are still more interested in the taste of their food than whether

or not it is safe to eat. For example, the SARS outbreak in China was

traced back to viral infections resulting from human consumption of

civet meat. There are countless other such cases. Food culture in China

has developed robustly with economic growth and this should be wel-

comed. However, more attention needs to be paid to food sanitation

and cooking conditions. Poor control by the responsible government

agencies can lead to unethical behavior by producers of substandard

"black-heart" food products, creating concerns over food safety and

poor food sanitation. This can lead to all types of social crisis and need-

lessly add to social costs. In recent years China has experienced fre-

quent food sanitation problems that have attracted widespread atten-

tion. For example, in a March 2003 incident in Liaoning Province

involving poisonous soymilk, over 4,000 students and teachers had to
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sis. When food safety problems emerge, their impact is both deep and

broad. If a government is unable to control something as basic as food

safety, with the result that the safety of the people's lives is seriously

threatened, one cannot but wonder how this government treats the

value of human lives.

People cannot enjoy peace of mind if their food comes from

uncertain sources, is unclearly marked, or contains ingredients that

give them misgivings. China lacks mature food inspection technolo-

gy and equipment, and regulations governing food inspection are

riddled with holes so that it is impossible to determine the safety of

food. Food suppliers pay inspection fees and pass this cost onto

consumers, but the consumers receive no protection from this. 

Social and economic repercussions

From the above-mentioned cases and social phenomena, we can

easily understand that food problems continue to occur in China time

and again. This shows that the Chinese authorities are unable to effec-

tively control this life-threatening problem. Food safety should be

ensured by making preventative efforts including the building of pub-

lic awareness and the implementation of food inspection. Otherwise,

when incidents occur the people have no channels to seek outside

assistance. People in many underdeveloped areas of China lack proper

food sanitation concepts. Moreover, these people often also lack the

awareness or ability to protect themselves and avoid harm. These are

major factors that contribute to the frequency of poisoning incidents

and prevent the problem being tackled at the root. 

Local government officials often have no effective plans to

respond to poisoning incidents. Instead, it is common for them to try to

cover up or hastily deal with the outbreak to avoid having to take
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responsibility. Avoidance of responsibility and insufficient or

unclear enforcement of the law enable many producers of "black-

heart" food products to slip away. It also deprives the people of

their due rights. When poisoning incidents emerge, the government

appeals that related cases should be reported to the higher authori-

ties. What is important though is that the government should not

just be informed of such incidents, but that they also take action. If

the law cannot be enforced, it is of no use threatening to impose

legal punishments by reaffirming regulations. The problem will still

exist. And when new incidents break out, the people will still be

just as fearful. If lessons are not learned in the process, the people

will have no choice but to continue to live in suffering.



pharmacy. This situation has enabled the growth of a huge and

highly lucrative drug market. 

2. Lack of Professional Morals 

In pursuit of profits, many businesses in China produce coun-

terfeit drugs in complete disregard for professional ethics. There

have even been cases in which veterinary drugs have been pack-

aged for human use. Industry sources in China estimate that

between 10 percent and 15 percent of the drugs in China are coun-

terfeit, with the ratio rising to between 50 percent and 80 percent for

certain drug types or brands. There is a general consensus among

transnational pharmaceutical companies that making money in

China is not easy, particularly owing to the problem of counterfeit

drugs. The numerous counterfeit drugs sold in China are not only

ineffective in the treatment of illness but, in fact, are often lethal as

well. This is because nearly all such drugs are made with crude

chemical agents and even poisons. 

3. Misleading Advertisements are Everywhere in the Market 

Many of those people marketing counterfeit drugs sell them

through the high-tech and far-reaching Internet, as well as through

the more traditional method of salespersons on the street. Their

advertisements make exaggerated claims of miraculous effects, sug-

gesting successful treatment rates of over 90 percent. Inadequately

informed patients can find such claims compelling enough to make

them purchase the drugs by mail. Most of the victims of these

frauds are seniors who take these drugs, often unaware of the

health damage done by the fake drugs. 

4. Most Counterfeit Drugs are Aimed at Chronic Illness 

The bulk of counterfeit drugs in China are knock-offs of

patented medicines for the treatment of chronic illnesses or hepati-
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F a k e  M e d i c i n e s
By Fan Shih-ping

Assistant Professor, Department of Sport Management, National Kinmen

Institute of Technology 

Counterfeit drugs are a serious problem in China, resulting

not only in ineffective treatment of illness but also, in many cases,

death. Nearly all such drugs are made with crude chemical

agents and therefore pose a threat to public health. They also

present a portrait of social problems. 

According to the Reuters news agency, China has been inundated

with cheap drugs over recent years. Such drugs include expired drugs,

drugs supplied by plants with poor quality control, drugs that have

gone bad due to improper storage, and even counterfeit drugs. Their

widespread use, compounded by improper use by the public, has

resulted in at least 200,000 drug-related deaths in China each year.

Moreover, between 60 percent of 80 percent of the 10 million cases of

deafness and muteness in China are believed to be due to the side

effects of improper drug usage. These numbers expose serious prob-

lems in China's pharmaceutical management. 

The seriousness of China's problem with counterfeit drugs is

mainly due to the following factors: 

1. Lack of Medical Care Resources

Among the root causes for widespread use of counterfeit drugs in

China is the country's serious lack of medical care resources. Many

rural areas and especially in western regions of China lack decent hos-

pitals. The medical care fees charged by hospitals in China have con-

tinually increased since China's reform and opening up, yet social

security systems are limited. Many people consequently are afraid to

see doctors, preferring the cheaper route of getting medicine from a



requiring pharmacies and hospital drug wholesalers to obtain a ver-

ification of Good Supply Practice for pharmaceutical products by

December 31, 2004, if they wished to stay in business. As for those

uncertified drug suppliers, their operating licenses will be revoked

by the Chinese authorities. The actual effect of this plan, however,

remains to be seen. 

6. The Public is Poorly Informed about Drugs 

Most Chinese lack drug information. Many do not fully under-

stand the label contents of the drugs before taking them. More

aggressive reforms and education by the Chinese authorities are

needed to address this problem and reduce people's risks from tak-

ing drugs. 

References
1."Fake Drugs Claim 200,000 Lives a Year in China" in Chinese

(http://www.epochtimes.com.tw/bt/5/4/22/n897336.htm) 

2.Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China in Chinese

(http://www.chinalawinfo.com/index.asp) 
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tis B. Since the manufacturers of fake drugs are well aware that these

drugs take time to show effect, they produce them in large quantities.

Once their customers realize that they have been duped, the plants

have long since closed down. 

5. Inadequate Government Enforcement 

Article 141 of the Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China

stipulates that, "Whoever produces or sells fake medicines that are

harmful enough to seriously endanger human health shall be sen-

tenced to fixed- term imprisonment of not more than three years or

criminal detention and shall also, or shall only, be fined not less than 50

percent and not more than two times the amount of earnings from

sales; if human health is seriously harmed, he shall be sentenced to

fixed-term imprisonment of not less than three years and not more

than 10 years and shall also be fined not less than 50 percent and not

more than two times the amount of earnings from sales; if death is

caused to another person or especially serious harm is done to human

health, he shall be sentenced to fixed- term imprisonment of not less

than 10 years, life imprisonment or death, and shall also be fined not

less than 50 percent and not more than two times the amount of earn-

ings from sales or be sentenced to confiscation of property." The article

goes on to define fake medicines as "medicines or any non-medical

substances that fall under the category of or are regarded as fake medi-

cines under the Pharmaceutical Administration Law of the People's

Republic of China. It is evident, therefore, that to a certain degrees

China has a complete legal basis for controlling fake medicines and

that the punishments that can be imposed in such cases are heavy.

Why, then, do fake drugs continue to flood the market? It is mainly

because the Chinese authorities do not exert actual efforts to investi-

gate and arrest violators. As such, it has become difficult to enforce the

law. As a result, China's State Drug Administration under the State

Council sought to control the unhealthy spread of fake medicines by
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F o o d  S a f e t y  P r o b l e m s
By Wang Hsin-hsien

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Administration and Policy, National

Taipei University

As the Chinese saying goes, "food is people's paramount

concern." Today, one could add that the cleanliness of food is a

paramount concern. One survey found that 82 percent of

Chinese people are concerned about food safety, and as many

as 91 percent have reported personal experience with food

safety problems. These figures reflect public concerns over food

safety in China. They also remind the Chinese authorities that it is

their unavoidable responsibility to manage this issue. 

Substandard Powdered Milk Spreads Throughout 

the Country

Since the end of 2003, over 100 infants from Fuyang County in

Anhui Province have been born with cranial swellings and atrophy of

the limbs, conditions that have earned them the local label of "big-

headed babies." Since the end of 2004, roughly 50 to 60 infants have

died, and over 100 have suffered from malnutrition. According to an

extensive follow-up investigation, these tragedies were caused by the

consumption of substandard powdered milk. 

Elderly farmers with little education or financial means have fed

their grandchildren, who were left behind by their city-working par-

ents, with powdered milk. Dishonest businessmen profit from selling

the substandard powdered milk to these farmers in this undeveloped

region. Due to the poor economic conditions, lack of information, and

the low level of culture, these farmers purchase the low-priced pow-

dered milk to feed the infants in their care. The main problem with this

"substandard powdered milk" was that its protein level was far below

the minimum standard of 12 to 18 percent required for infant formula.
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The substandard formula sold in Fuyang County had a protein con-

tent of only 0.37 percent. The levels of zinc, iron, calcium, and other

nutrients were also below the standard. The affected infants natu-

rally lost weight as they grew, with some even dropping below

birth weight. Cranial swellings, undersized mouths, edema, and

low fevers were other common symptoms. 

How serious is the spread of "substandard powdered milk" in

China? According to a report in China's Xinhuanet, only 21.4 per-

cent of the powdered milk sold in the Ningxia Hui Autonomous

Region met regulatory standards. Even more startlingly, the pow-

dered milk sold in Xi'an, Shanxi Province was found to have excep-

tionally low protein content of only 0.09 percent, even below the

formula levels sold in Fuyang County. Similar cases have emerged

across China. In April 2004, three infants in Fengjie County,

Chongqing, died from the consumption of substandard powdered

milk formula. In Sichuan Province, two baby girls developed fright-

ening symptoms of advanced aging in the neck after consumption

of substandard powdered milk. In Qingyang County, Gansu

Province, three "big-headed babies" developed ulcers all over their

bodies as a result of consuming the inferior product. Infant deaths

caused by substandard milk powder have also been reported in

Hunan, Jiangsu, and other provinces. 

Recent Cases of Substandard Food Products 

The issue of substandard, or the so-called black-hearted, food

products has been discussed feverishly in China in recent years.

Nearly every day, there is a report about poisonous food, including

the aforementioned "black-hearted" powdered milk and other daily

necessities. The use of chemically tainted Sudan Red food dye at

Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants, carcinogens found in Colgate



1. QS Labeled Food: 

Beijing's Tongzhou District added 10 new types of food to its

food quality and safety management system. This means that when

consumers purchase these products, they should check to ensure if

the products bear the system's "QS" label, since unlabeled products

are likely to be of substandard quality. Tongzhou also requires that

enterprises found to produce substandard food will be subjected to

a more intensive inspection and spot checks. Enterprises with seri-

ous problems are ordered to shut down or reorganize immediately.

Enterprises that repeatedly fall below the standard or fail to meet

production requirements will have their licenses revoked. 

2. Informant Reward System: 

In an effort to ensure food safety, Daqing City in Heilongjiang

Province introduced a reward system where up to 20,000 renminbi

(RMB) is awarded for anyone who provides useful information on

food safety violations. The reward system is classified into three

levels based on the veracity of the information provided, other

accompanying circumstances, and the amount of the fine charged

by the prosecuting agency. The reward is provided as a lump sum

in an amount equal to 10 percent, 8 percent, or 6 pecent of the fine,

though not exceeding 20,000 RMB per case. After ratification by the

provincial and administrative agencies responsible for managing

the case, the reward ceiling will not be applicable to informants that

make special contributions. 

3. Food Safety Committee: 

Zhejiang Province established a Provincial Food Safety

Commission (PFSC) in charge of integrating and coordinating the

food safety work of various agencies. The PFSC will also formulate

a long-term supervision and management mechanism regarding

food safety administration through the establishment of the modern
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products, substandard powdered milk, fake alcohol, water-impregnat-

ed meat, and the use of contaminated barrels for containing water are

just some of the many food safety cases that have emerged in China,

and which have caused a series of panic among the population. The

excessive use of additives, toxins, and hazardous substances in

processed food products is extremely widespread in China today. In a

recent spot check, officials found that nearly 20 percent of nine com-

mon types of food product were substandard. These substandard food

products can cause liver and lung damage, or even death. 

What has terrified the people is not limited to cases reported by

the media. The Asia Times identified at least 33 food products with

potential health and safety risks. "Black-hearted" food products can be

found among all major categories of daily necessities. For example,

Chinese markets have long been flooded with the rampant sale of poi-

sonous rice, the widespread recycling of moldy moon cakes into "five-

star" moon cakes, and chemically processed food products. According

to the China Network Forum, there are around 55 toxic food products

on the markets. The "black-hearted food products" issue has constantly

been under public spotlight in China, as evidenced by the more than

300 food safety-related motions and proposals raised during the recent-

ly concluded sessions of National People's Congress (NPC) and the

Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC). 

Government Response Measures

Premier Wen Jiabao of China's State Council has personally

ordered a "serious investigation to be conducted into the parties

responsible for the dangerous 'killer powdered milk.' " Every region in

China has since been forced to face up to the issue of "black-hearted

food products" and take various countermeasures, as outlined below: 
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2. Lack of Coordinated Action: 

A more critical issue lies in the fact that bureaucracy has pre-

vented coordination in the implementation of related policies,

which has further prevented a unified system from being estab-

lished to resolve existing problems. Currently, food safety issues

involve as many as 17 different departments, such as those of agri-

culture, technical supervision, industry and commerce, and health

care. The China State Food and Drug Administration, the main

agency in charge of food safety matters, lacks the budget and

authority to initiate comprehensive market reforms. On the one

hand, since provinces in China manage related matters individually,

it is impossible for them to jointly combat unscrupulous business-

men. On the other hand, the uncoordinated administration system

not only leads to the waste of resources, it also weakens some

aspects through mutual dependence and evasion of responsibility.

This has created a management vacuum, which makes it impossible

to effectively crackdown on crimes. 

3. Lack of Independent Media: 

There is a shortage of information available to help consumers

distinguish the quality or authenticity of a product. This creates a

situation where inferior goods can exist and circulate. Despite con-

stant media reports of illegal acts by businessmen, such exposure

neither leads to punishments nor attracts much attention. Under

such circumstances, information is not accessible to the public and

the protection of consumer rights and interests cannot be ensured. 

4. Corruption Issues: 

Corruption in China is widespread. Government officials are

often the masterminds behind the illegal activities relating to

"black-hearted food products" in China. In one case, spoiled grain

intended for industrial alcohol making and animal feed was used in
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commodities circulation network, joint law enforcement network, and

public supervision network. 

4. Food Safety Assurance Engineering System: 

After a reported incident involving poisonous wine, Guangzhou

City fast-tracked the establishment of a food safety system. It also took

special rectification actions to deal with priority food issues, as well as

to seriously investigate and handle major food safety incidents in

accordance with the law. In 2006, the city announced the establishment

of a comprehensive Food Safety Assurance Engineering System to

manage the quality, safety, and sanitation of food products at each

stage from the source to the consumer, so that city residents can con-

sume without any worries. 

Unresolved Issues

On the surface, the Chinese government has taken a series of

actions to crack down on the "black-hearted food products."

Nevertheless, its actions have amounted to little more than "stopgap

measures" that leave many issues unresolved. 

1. Systemic Defects:

From the legal perspective, China's food safety laws and regula-

tions, such as the Food Hygiene Law and Product Quality Law are all

piecemeal. No integrated "Food Safety Law" exists. Moreover, China

lacks independent specialized organizations, consumer rights groups,

and quality inspection organizations because it forbids the existence of

organized groups. There are departments responsible for product qual-

ity inspection in Chinese government agencies, but most of these

departments are established to protect local interests or act as dormant

and idle organizations that turn a blind eye to fake products and sub-

standard goods. 
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food supplies for rural laborers.Government officials concealed this

fact, however, and played a leading role in brazenly auctioning the

spoiled grain on the public market, which resulted in its sale to many

rural laborers and campus restaurants. Statistics indicate that similar

illegal cases have occurred in more than 10 provinces, thus seriously

endangering the general public's health. 

5. Ethical Issues: 

A man selling substandard powdered milk in Chongqing

Municipality, Sichuan Province confessed after his arrest that the profit

from his substandard product was tenfold that of normal powdered

milk. It is very difficult for ordinary people to resist the powerful

temptation of the monetary incentives. The government's efforts to

combat "black-hearted" enterprises have pushed these businesses to

rural areas where it is easier to avoid government supervision and

investigation. In addition, rural areas are attractive to these businesses

because the consumer demographic in these areas is different, enabling

the gradual repositioning of fake products from the mid- and high-

level market to lower-end goods. In rural areas, the younger generation

generally works in the city, leaving behind lesser-educated elders. One

can imagine just how many innocent people in these areas have fallen

victim to inferior quality goods. 

How serious is the problem of China's "black-hearted food prod-

ucts?" One only has to ask: "Do you dare to casually drink alcohol or

eat things in China?" The almost unanimous answer is certainly "no."

This is a complex problem that involves political, administrative, eco-

nomic, and social dimensions. If the Chinese authorities do not take

proper countermeasures, the problem will become yet more fuel added

to the fire of social instability. 
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S e r i o u s  S h o r t a g e s  o f  M e d i c a l
R e s o u r c e s  

By Hsu Chih-chia

Associate Professor, Department of Mass Communication, Ming

Chuan University 

China's health spending accounts for only 1.6 percent of

its total central government expenditure. Fully 70 percent of

such funds are spent in urban areas and the rest in rural areas.

For every 1,000 persons in China, there is an average of 0.77

of a hospital bed and 1.02 medical personnel. Between 60

percent and 80 percent of the rural population dies at home

from illnesses left untreated due to lack of financial means.

Among rural and urban residents, those without any health

insurance comprise 79.1 percent and 44.8 percent of the

populations, respectively. 



China lags behind than other major countries in

health investment

Since embarking on reforms, China's economy has grown rapidly to

support, by 2004, the world's seventh-largest total GDP and an average

annual per capita income of over US$1,000. Yet China remains woefully

short of medical resources, a situation that could have serious repercus-

sions for social development. 

China's investment in medical resources is much lower than that of

other countries (see following table). In 2002, total health-related spend-

ing in China represented 5.8 percent of GDP, far behind the 14.6 percent

in the United States. It even trails fellow communist regime Cuba, and it

is lowest among the four "BRIC" (Brazil, Russia, India and China) coun-

tries. Per capita spending on health in China is US$63 per year, far lower

than the US$5,274 per year spent by each American. The ratio of govern-

ment funding in total health spending is also quite low, falling behind

most other countries. 

Government agencies in China invest little in medical resources.

Vice Minister of Health Zhu Qingsheng notes that in recent years, central

government spending on health amounted to only 1.6 percent of total

public expenditures (Central Daily News, Nov. 7, 2004). According to the

Summary of Statistics on China's National Health for 2005, released by

the Ministry of Public Health, China total spending on health surged

from 14.32 billion RMB in 1980 to 662.33 billion RMB in 2003. In the same

period, however, the government share of total spending on health fell

from 36.2 percent to 17.2 percent; while the share of private spending

jumped from 21.2 percent to 55.5 percent. (Xinhua Daily Telegraph, June

27, 2005; p. 5) So while total spending on health has risen steadily, gov-

ernment spending has not risen in pace with this growth. In fact it has

sharply fallen as a percentage of the total. 
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Government spending on health not only is low but unevenly

distributed as well. Some 70 percent of such funds are used in urban

areas and only 30 percent go to rural areas, even though rural resi-

dents account for 70 percent of the total population. The result is a

growing urban-rural divide in terms of access to medical resources. A

further imbalance results from the concentration of medical resources

at large urban hospitals, which attract fully 80 percent of all health

spending at all levels of government. In rural areas there has been vir-

tually no improvement in medical care resources. For example, 42 per-

cent of the women in rural areas give birth at home with the aid of

non-professional midwives. (People's Daily, Dec. 3, 2004; p. 5) 

Low rates of health insurance coverage

According to official figures, the number of hospital beds for

every thousand rural residents in China in 2004 was only 0.77, com-

pared with 2.4 beds per thousand persons nationwide; and the num-

ber of medical personnel per 1,000 rural residents was only 1.02, com-

pared to 1.50 physicians per thousand urban dwellers. (Summary of

Statistics on China's National Health for 2005, May 16, 2004; pp. 16

and 27) With per capita health spending already seriously deficient in

China, the share allotted to rural residents is meager indeed. 

At the same time that government spending on health is lagging,

medical costs have been increasing more rapidly than incomes in rural

areas. Medical care expenses are the third biggest household expendi-

ture after food and education, such that the people joke that "medical

treatment, education and providing for the aged" have become

China's "new three big mountains." In a survey result announced at

the end of 2004 by China's Ministry of Public Health, it was found that

over the past five years, urban and rural incomes have risen at an

annual pace of 8.9 percent and 2.4 percent, respectively, yet in the



When these people fall ill they have to shoulder heavy medical costs.

Minor illnesses go untreated until they become serious, and the sick

either burden their families with huge medical fees or they die at

home. 

Poor medical system affects quality of life 

It is estimated that among the vast population of China's poor,

between one-third to one-half are in poverty due to sickness, under-

scoring the vicious cycle of illness and indigence, disease leading to

poverty, which makes treatment unaffordable, resulting in more seri-

ous illness. (Shi Zhengxin, July 29, 2002) 

In an attempt to address the problem of serious shortages of

medical resources, China began carrying out reforms to its healthcare

system in 1998. The results, however, have been less than impressive.

Statistics compiled by the Ministry of Public Health indicate that 44.8

percent of the urban population and 79.1 percent of those in rural

areas do not have any form of health insurance. (China.org.cn, Aug. 4,

2005) Not only are the ranks of the medically uninsured in China

huge, there is a marked urban-rural divide in this regard. Many work-

ers are employed by companies that struggle even to pay wages and

are totally unable to pay for medical coverage. Furthermore, the aver-

age rate of the deductible to total medical costs is over 10 percent

(Chou Yulin, Jan. 20, 2003). Worker benefits are lower than before,

forcing many workers to opt out of the insurance scheme. 

In rural areas, China's Ministry of Public Health has been pro-

moting a new cooperative medical system, under which each farmer

annually pays 10 RMB and the government matches this amount with

a 20 RMB subsidy, providing a type of insurance for the treatment of

major illness. (People's Daily, Nov. 6, 2004; p. 2)
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same period medical expenses in urban and rural areas have risen at an

annual rate of 13.5 percent and 11.8 percent. (Xinhua Daily Telegraph,

June 27, 2005; p. 5) Incomes are rising, but not as quickly as medical costs.

And in rural areas, medical costs are increasing at nearly fivefold the pace

of per capita income. 

Statistics indicate that in 2003, rural residents spent an average of 91

RMB per each outpatient doctor visit, and 2,649 RMB for inpatient care,

increases of 103 percent and 73 percent, respectively. (People's Daily, Dec.

3, 2004; p. 5) Rural incomes have been growing at a low pace, but medical

expenses are swelling fast. A single inpatient visit can cost nearly a year's

income for rural residents, essentially putting treatment out of reach. 

A national survey conducted by China's Ministry of Public Health

indicated that among urban and rural residents, 49 percent have waited

two weeks after the onset of illness to seek treatment. Among rural resi-

dents, 39 percent lack the financial means to seek medical help. (People's

Daily Online, Nov. 22, 2004) The problem of excessively high medical

expenses is especially acute in rural areas. The Ministry of Public Health

noted that 50 percent of the 900 million people living in rural areas do not

seek medical treatment due to insufficient incomes, a situation that is par-

ticularly serious in central and western China. And between 60 percent

and 80 percent of deaths among rural population result from failure to

seek medical help due to lack of money. (Central Daily News, Nov. 7,

2004) 

The combination of low incomes and high medical costs is the main

reason for the low ratio of the population seeking medical treatment. An

additional factor is the lack of an adequate health insurance system. The

health insurance system in China has always been questioned on many

levels. Figures released by the Ministry of Public Health indicate that 44.8

percent of the urban population and 79.1 percent of those in rural areas

do not have any form of health insurance. (China.org.cn, Aug. 4, 2005)
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The Development Research Center of China's State Council (DRC)

and the World Health Organization (WHO) issued an evaluation report

on China's reforms on medical and healthcare system, indicating that the

increasing commercialization and market-oriented nature of China's

medical and healthcare system is a complete mistake that runs counter to

the basic pattern of the health industry. Health insurance systems in town

and township areas are clearly deficient, and there is little room for opti-

mism with regard to future developments. Overall, the medical and

health care reforms have not been successful. (China Youth Daily, July 29,

2005)

A serious shortage of health resources in China has resulted in rela-

tively poor medical conditions and poor treatment quality. The Chinese

people face a serious lack of protections for their quality of life. And while

medical conditions are passable in major urban areas, there are critical

shortcomings in rural areas. The healthcare reforms promised by the gov-

ernment have been a failure. The Chinese authorities should face up to

this problem and redouble investment to improve the healthcare system

and thereby build an environment truly suitable for human life. 
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China 5.8 66.8 33.7 63

Japan 7.9 18.3 81.7 2476

Canada 9.6 30.1 69.9 2222

USA 14.6 55.1 44.9 5274

France 9.7 24 76 2348

UK 7.7 16.6 83.4 2031

Germany 10.9 21.5 78.5 2631

Italy 8.5 24.4 75.6 1737

Russia 6.2 44.2 55.8 150

Singapore 4.3 69.1 30.9 898

Cuba 7.5 13.5 86.5 197

Brazil 7.9 54.1 45.9 206

India 6.1 78.7 21.3 30

Egypt 4.9 63.4 36.6 59

Source: 
WHO, The World Health Report 2005, Annex Table 1 Basic Indicators for all WHO Member

States. & Annex Table 5 Selected national health accounts indicators: measured levels of

expenditure on health, 1998 2002 & Annex Table 6 Selected national health accounts indi-

cators: measured levels of per capita expenditure on health, 1998 2002 pp. 1 15. 

(http://www.who.int/whr/2005/annexes-en.pdf)

Comparison Table of Health Spending in China and the Rest of the World (2002)

Compiled by Hsu Chih-chia
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Country Ratio of Total
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Healthcare

Spending (% )



R e l i g i o u s  F r e e d o m  i n  a  B i r d c a g e
By Chen Chung-cheng

Assistant Professor, Center of General Education, Yu Da College of Business

Since China's reform and open-door policy, the Chinese

authorities have persecuted over 12.22 million people for their

religious faith. The Chinese authorities have exercised total con-

trol over religious faith, mainly because of their view that religion

is a national security issue. They have repeatedly declared that

the Chinese people enjoy religious freedom, but such freedoms

do not extend to unregistered religious groups. China's so-called

religious freedom is simply "religion in a birdcage." 

All-out Suppression of Underground Religious Groups

Suppression and persecution of religion in China is well docu-

mented around the world. In July 1999, the Chinese authorities

launched a full-scale campaign to suppress Falun Gong, which has

resulted in the deaths of more than 1,600 practitioners of the group to

date. The campaign has also involved the illegal imprisonment of over

6,000 group members, the illegal sentencing of over 100,000 members

to labor education, and the forced detention of thousands of members

in psychiatric wards. According to the Committee for Investigation on

Persecution of Religion in China, the Chinese authorities have arbitrar-

ily arrested at least 2.7 million people of the more than sixty million

members of family churches. They have sentenced 440,000 to reform

through labor education and ordered the arrest of 750 since the start of

the reform period. An additional 200,000 religious practitioners have

been forced to flee their homes or have disappeared; over 10,000 have

been persecuted to death; more than 20,000 have been savagely tor-

tured; 130,000 have been placed under house surveillance, and 1.12

million have been blackmailed or fined.
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Treating Religion as a National Security Issue

In China, the issue of religion is not simply an issue of faith but

an issue with ethnic dimensions as well. A small minority of people

occupy large areas of land in China, and people in most of the

minority regions have religious faiths that are unique to their ethnic

groups. If handled imprudently, religious issues could easily ignite

into an ethnic problem or even divide the country. Consequently,

the Chinese authorities have stopped treating religion as a minor

affair in its traditional "united front" work in recent years. Instead,

they treat religion as a high-level political matter. They are aware,

moreover, that failure to further adjust relations between state and

religion could lead to the even more menacing problem of social

unrest. The dilemma facing the Chinese authorities is that if they

adopt a relaxed religious policy, they may be challenged with an

uncontrollable situation triggered by religious issues. 

The Chinese authorities have long feared that religious power

could become a political force and constitute a threat to national

security. They consequently treat all religious groups beyond offi-

cial control as a potential threat, and they impose comprehensive

control over all religious groups to prevent any type of group from

forming autonomous systems of authority beyond the scope of

party-state control. Although the Chinese authorities have attempt-

ed to control religious activities by taking different measures, the

number of followers in various religions in China has increased rap-

idly. Frequent religious activities have also been fueled by rapid

social change in recent years. Most of these activities, moreover,

have been beyond official control. 



crime of "subversion of the state." Any person committing such a

crime will be punished by life imprisonment or death. 

On November 30, 2004, Chinese State Council Premier Wen

Jiabao signed Decree No. 426 of the State Council, promulgating the

Regulations on Religious Affairs (RRA), which came into effect on

March 1, 2005. The stated purpose of the RRA is to "Protect the peo-

ple's freedom of religious faith, preserve religious and social harmo-

ny, and regulate the administration of religious affairs." The new

RRA applies only to registered religious groups, however.

Unregistered groups and their activities are still considered illegal,

and religious organizations unrecognized by the Chinese authori-

ties face the harshest of legal sanctions. 

Establishment of the Four Noes and Five Prohibitions

Policy Guideline on Religion

The guideline for the State Administration for Religious Affairs

at present is to strictly limit the number of religious followers in

China to the current or smallest possible scale, so that these follow-

ers can only decrease in number, not grow. Generally, the Chinese

authorities have integrated various religions into a part of China's

so-called "patriotic" unified front, thus making them become "state-

run religions." With religion becoming the Chinese Communist

Party's political tool, some religious followers have been forced to

engage in covert religious activities. 

In sum, the Chinese authorities have adopted a "four noes" and

"five prohibitions" approach in deciding the guideline, policy, and

position on religious affairs. The "four noes" refer to no establish-

ment of subordinate or mutual relations with foreign religious

organizations or groups; no establishment of relations or contacts
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200 Million Followers of Five Major Religions;

Underground Followers still Denied Religious Freedom

The five officially recognized religions in China, Buddhism, Islam,

Daoism, Catholicism, and Protestantism, comprise over 200 million fol-

lowers, more than 300,000 clergymen, over 3,000 religious groups,

around 100,000 temples, churches and other places of worship, and 74

religious schools. Each of these religions and their activities is super-

vised and administered by a specific government association. The State

Administration for Religious Affairs under the State Council is in

charge of supervising and rendering judgment on the legal compliance

of religious activities. 

With over 100 million followers, Buddhism is the biggest religion

in China. There are also more than 20 million Muslims, over 15 million

followers of the folk religion Daoism, and over 45 million Protestants

and Catholics, including about 10 million members in underground

churches and about 16 million followers who also hold membership of

the Communist Party. The number of religious followers in China is

currently increasing at the rapid rate of around 3 million people per

year. The widely suppressed Falun Gong alone has over 2.1 million

members. 

China's Constitution clearly stipulates that the citizens of the

People's Republic of China enjoy religious freedom. So-called illegal

religious activities continue to be outlawed, however, and whether or

not certain types of religion are considered unlawful is completely

decided at the discretion of the Chinese authorities. Unratified reli-

gions and faith groups remain under strict surveillance, and "illegal

acts" by these groups are treated as crimes of disturbing public order.

In 1999, China passed an Anti-Cult Law stipulating that all religious

crimes, as so deemed by the Chinese authorities, be treated as the
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S t r i c t  M e d i a  C o n t r o l

By Hsu Chih-chia

Associate Professor, Department of Mass Communication, Ming

Chuan University 

With total investment amounting to 298.1 billion RMB, the

mass media is China's fourth-largest industry. Yet in a global

ranking of freedom of press, China is ranked the 162nd, sixth

from the bottom. Among the 122 news workers detained

worldwide, 42 are in China, and for six consecutive years

China has topped all other countries in numbers of news work-

ers arrested. 

Freedom of the press sixth lowest in the world

China's media industry has steadily grown and become more

market-oriented since its adoption of the reform and opening up

policy. Since 2001, the mass media has become China's fourth-

largest industry. By 2003, the total investment in China's media

industry had exceeded 180 billion RMB (Hsu Chih-chia, 2004, p. 33),

and according to some academic estimates, it had reached 298.1 bil-

lion RMB by 2004. (Tsui Pao-kuo, Lu Chin-chu, 2005) While the

media industry in China is rapidly growing, the role of the news

media, beyond that of supporting economic development, remains

to serve as the mouthpiece for the Chinese Communist Party and

government. The Chinese authorities still strictly control news con-

tent and the news industry overall. 

In October 2004, the France-based Reporters without Borders

released its third report on the ranking of freedom of the press

around the world. China was ranked 162nd out of 167 countries on

the list, putting it sixth from the bottom (Boxun.com, Oct. 27, 2004).
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with foreign religious or international political organizations or

groups; no membership or participation in religious or political activi-

ties organized by foreign religious groups; and no participation or

involvement in the religious or political activities of foreign religious

organizations or groups. 

The "five prohibitions" in turn refer to the prohibition against the

formation of subordinate or mutual organizational or political relations

between domestic and overseas religious organizations or groups; the

prohibition of religious organizations or groups engaging in social

activities of a political nature in the name of religious propagation; the

prohibition of religious organizations or groups from engaging in reli-

gious propagation that violates or challenges the Constitution; the pro-

hibition of religion organizations or groups from recruiting followers,

establishing organizations or engaging in related activities within party

organizations or political, legal or judicial systems; and the prohibition

of religion organizations or groups from forming gang-like political

organizations in rural areas in the name of propagating religion and

recruiting followers. 
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Party of China (CPC) in 2002, Hu Jintao and China's other fourth-

generation leaders assumed the collective leadership. There were

high-expectations outside China that the new leadership would

move forward on democratization and media reform. CPC General

Secretary Hu Jintao instructed that the media abide by the principle

of "three closeness" (closeness to reality, closeness to daily life and

closeness to the people) in reporting the news. This marked a

change from the past reporting style that was directed by the central

leadership. It also accorded with the new leadership's "policy of

staying close to the people," though by Western standards it still fell

short of those reforms aimed at seeking true freedom of the press. 

The new leadership did in fact carry out a sweeping reorgani-

zation of the news industry. In July 2003, the government instructed

that the press be reorganized and that the local government should

stop the practice of compelling people to subscribe to newspapers.

A total of 1,452 newspapers and periodicals were reorganized as

part of this effort (People's Daily, November 28, 2003; p. 2). Yet the

implementation of so-called news reforms was by no means aimed

to provide more freedom of the press, but rather to reform the mar-

ket and control mechanisms of the media business, while also

addressing popular discontent over the forced subscriptions. 

In fact, at the end of 2004, the agencies responsible for news

and propaganda at the CPC's Propaganda Department proclaimed

three regulations on news workers: the "Measures for the

Administration of Press Cards," "Measures for the Administration

of the Correspondents' Stations of Newspaper Agencies," and the

"Regulations on the Administration of News Reporters and

Editors." The first measures required that a uniform certification be

issued for all news reporters nationwide, and that such certifica-

tions be renewed every five years (People's Daily Online, Feb. 17,
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China also accounts for 27 of the 133 news workers detained in 22

countries worldwide, putting it second only to Cuba; and it accounted

for 61 of the globe's 73 cyber-dissidents, putting it at the top of the list

(BBC, May 3, 2004). 

In a report on reporters, human rights activists and researchers,

Hong Kong-based Political & Economic Risk Consultancy, Ltd (PERC)

noted that the level of press freedom in China is second lowest in Asia

after North Korea. On a scale of 110 points, with higher numbers repre-

senting greater government intervention in the media, China scored

92.3. The report was critical of the Chinese government for its strict

control of the media, regular detention of many news workers, and for

closing down newspapers that report news the authorities deem inap-

propriate. (Central News Agency, July 14, 2005)

According to statistics released in February 2005 by the

Committee to Protect Journalists, a New York-based media rights

watchdog group, there were 122 news workers under detention in 20

countries for a variety of charges. China accounted for 42, over one-

third of the total, and it has topped all other countries in numbers of

news workers arrested for six consecutive years. (Central News

Agency, April 5, 2005) 

The Constitution of the People's Republic of China clearly stipu-

lates the protection for freedom of the press, but China is still not a

country with press freedom according to Western standards. As a

result, Western media watchdog groups regularly criticize China for

pressuring the news media and reporters. 

New leadership reorganizes news media

After the holding of the 16th National Congress of the Communist
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the Chinese authorities have strengthened supervision and control

of the media, news reporting and public opinion. In view of China's

controls over the news reporting of sensitive incidents such as

SARS, the submarine incident, North Korea nuclear weapons inci-

dent, and other sensitive topics, China has imposed an even stricter

control over the news media in China than before. 

In sum, the media in China is basically entirely state-operated

under party political organizations. Although China is now a mem-

ber of the World Trade Organization (WTO), the Chinese authorities

have made only limited moves to ease restrictions on the cultural

and ideological battlefield of news reporting. The Chinese authori-

ties still circumscribe and control the content of news reporting and

the orientation of public opinion through various measures. It has

not relaxed media supervision and control in the slightest. China's

so-called "media reform" is essentially a reorganization of

unhealthy media organizations in coordination with economic

reforms. Such moves are vastly different from western ideas of

press freedom and democratization. 

The Chinese authorities emphasize freedom of the press, but

under a socialist system such freedom has a class nature and is

not allowed to challenge the socialist system. China also stresses

the importance of the news supervision. News supervision rights

are granted to China's media in the recently approved

Regulations on the Inner-Party Supervision of the Communist

Party of China. Yet the media is still bound to accept party lead-

ership and supervision, and can only supervise subordinate

units. Such rights are limited and must be exerted for serving the

party and government. 

A free press is a supervisory power in countries seeking
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2005). The "Measures for the Administration of the Correspondents'

Stations of Newspaper Agencies" is aimed at regulating the establish-

ment of newspaper correspondents' stations, and it specifically forbids

the establishment of such stations at political party organizations.

(Xinhuanet, Feb. 16, 2005) The third regulation requires that news

reporters and editors should adhere to Marxist-Leninist-Maoist

thought, support the CPC leadership, and should not undertake news

coverage in exchange for money. (Xinhuanet, March 22, 2005) 

More than 750,000 persons are employed in China's news indus-

try. (People's Daily Online, Feb. 18, 2005) As of January 31, 2005, a total

of 146,541 news reporters had applied for certification under the new

law. (People's Daily, Feb. 18, 2005; p.5) By regulating news workers, the

Chinese authorities aim to reorganize news worker teams and elimi-

nate corruption, negligence and unhealthy tendencies in news circles.

But it also enables the government to tighten controls over news work-

ers. The regulations clearly stipulate that media should support the

CPC leadership, thereby placing basic political ideological constraints

on news workers. This is a far cry from the Western concept of press

freedom. 

Controlling news reporting and public opinion

In addition to tightening regulatory controls on news workers, the

Chinese authorities have taken specific measures to control the media.

After the CPC's 16th National Congress, the Chinese authorities contin-

ued to strictly control the media. If a media channel does not comply

with official policy, the Chinese authorities responsible can stop publi-

cation, suspend distribution, replace or review the managers and staff

of the news organization involved, hold a conference to single out per-

sons for censure, tighten supervision of the news department, and

instruct that sensitive topics be avoided. Through these six measures,
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democratization and political, economic and social reform. Without a

fourth estate with true media supervisory rights, government agencies

cannot easily see real problems. It is indeed a formidable challenge for

the government to rely on itself to watch over its own abuses. The

weakness of the media's watchdog function is one reason that corrup-

tion remains rampant in China. The easing of media controls and cre-

ation of a free press so that the media can become a potent watchdog of

government and society. Only by implementing true freedom of the

press will China's government and party organizations become less

corrupt, and similarly will there be a more powerful driving force for

further economic and social development. 
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H u m a n  R i g h t s  
By Wang Hsin-hsien

Assistant Professor, Department of Public Administration and Policy,

National Taipei University

The Tiananmen Incident of June 4, 1989, focused interna-

tional attention on the issue of human rights in China. It also

awakened the Beijing authorities to the influence that human

rights would assume in the development of China's diplomat-

ic relations. With nearly 10,000 people executed yearly in

China, the Chinese leaders have plenty of room to display

their capacity for "human rights diplomacy." China's rosters of

detainees list hundred of reporters and dissidents, and the

number of people persecuted for their religious beliefs or for

supporting separatist movements in China climbs steadily. In

all of these trends the lamentable state of China's human

rights record is only too apparent. 

Human rights champion: Rebiya Kadeer

"No, I don't hate the Chinese people. I was jailed by the gov-

ernment of China. It had nothing to do with the average person,"

says 58-year-old Rebiya Kadeer with conviction. In August 1999,

Kadeer was arrested by the Chinese authorities on her way to a

meeting with a U.S. Congressional delegation visiting China. She

was held for six years until her release for medical treatment. What

crime had led to Kadeer's eight-year sentence? And why did inter-

national human rights organizations repeatedly petition China to

grant her amnesty? Who was this woman who became a pawn in

China's "hostage diplomacy?" Why did China present this "gift" to

U.S. Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice upon her arrival in China? 



The sentence was later reduced by one year. In March 2005, due to

U.S. Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice's visit to China and the sub-

sequent announcement by the United States. that it would not

broach the issue of China's human rights record at a human rights

conference in Geneva, the Chinese authorities released Kadeer and

allowed the human rights champion to go the United States to

receive medical care. 

China' current human rights situation

China has the most crimes punishable by death of any country

in the world. Under Jiang Zemin's leadership, more than 80 differ-

ent crimes were listed as capital offenses. Every year, China exe-

cutes over 10,000 people, a figure more than five times the total for

all other countries combined. The figure of 287,000 committing sui-

cide annually in China is also of concern and places China at the top

of the world list for suicides. According to the World Health

Organization, China accounts for 56 percent of all female suicides

globally, with about 500 women ending their lives each day. These

suicides may be provoked by a sense of hopelessness about life or

be due to China's oppression of human rights. In either case, the

result is the fracturing of countless families. All of these conditions

are all closely related to the Chinese authorities' indifference to

human rights. 

The London-based human rights organization, Amnesty

International, noted in its 2004 report that China executes more peo-

ple than any other country in the world. China accounts for nine of

every 10 executions occurring globally. The report also notes that

China, like Iran, is one of very few countries that still allow the exe-

cution of minors under the age of 18. Human Rights Watch believes

China has made some progress in improving its human rights situa-
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Before her arrest, Kadeer was a prominent businesswoman and

spokesperson for the rights of minority peoples. From 1993 to 1997, she

served as a representative to the Eighth Chinese People's Political

Consultative Conference and as a deputy to the National People's

Congress (NPC) for the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region. A suc-

cessful businesswoman, she was chairwoman of an Urumqi-registered

company called Akida Trading Company Ltd., in Xinjiang. She also

served successive terms as vice chairperson of the Xinjiang Uighur

Autonomous Region Chamber of Commerce and vice president of the

Xinjiang Women Entrepreneurs Association. Forbes magazine ranked

her 11th on its 1994 list of the 20 wealthiest people in China. Her

wealth has earned her the popular moniker of the Xinjiang

Millionairess.

Kadeer never forgot to stand up for the rights of the Uighur peo-

ple, however. She appealed to and guided Uighur women to help them

build lives outside the home. She also traveled widely to attract inter-

national attention to the human rights situation in Xinjiang and other

purported cases of abuse. Kadeer hoped to urge the international com-

munity to help resolve the human rights plight of the Uighur people.

She sought, moreover, to make known the names of political prisoners

who had been sentenced to death by the Chinese authorities. These

actions ultimately landed her in jail, but also predictably earned her the

2004 Rafto Human Rights Award from the Rafto Foundation of

Norway. 

Kadeer attracted Beijing's attention because of her bold manner

and sensitive, special position. In August 1999, the Chinese authorities

arrested her for sending newspaper clippings to her husband in the

United States. In March 2000, she was sentenced to eight years in

prison for the purported crime of "illegally providing intelligence to a

foreign organization in an attempt to divide and overthrow the state."



Minying and Yu Huafeng, the three heads of the Nanfang Daily,

which attracted attention for its bold reporting style, willingness to

be critical and outspoken manner. Zhao Yan, a Chinese researcher in

the Beijing bureau of the New York Times, has also been held in

prison since the New York Times broke the story of Jiang Zemin's

resignation from the chairmanship of the Central Military

Commission, which led to the charging of Zhao for illegally

divulging state secrets to foreigners. 

2. Suppression and persecution of religious practitioners: 

In its 2005 Report on International Religious Freedom, the U.S.

Department of State indicated that the Chinese authorities still had

a poor record in terms of their respect for freedom of religion and

faith. Since launching its campaign of suppression against Falun

Gong in 1999, the government has killed more than 1,600 Falun

Gong members.  Furthermore, over 6,000 members have been jailed

without due process of law, over 100,000 have been sentenced to

"labor reeducation" without due process of law and thousands have

been forcibly detained in psychiatric wards.

In addition to persecution of the Falun Gong, the Chinese

authorities have arbitrarily arrested at least 2.7 million of the more

than 60 million members of "house churches" since China's reform

and opening up, according to the New York-based Committee for

Investigation on Persecution of Religion in China. Some 440,000

believers have been sentenced to "reform through labor" and 750

have had their names placed on China's "most wanted" list. An

additional 200,000 have been forced to flee their homes or have dis-

appeared, over 10,000 have been persecuted to death, more than

20,000 have been crippled by torture, 130,000 have been placed

under house surveillance, and 1.12 million have been blackmailed

or fined. The organization International Educational Development
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tion, noting Beijing's pledges to carry out judicial and political reforms

as examples. In other areas, however, human rights conditions in

China have deteriorated, as can be seen in the heavy sentencing of

internet dissidents (such as authors Liu Xiaobo, Xu Jie, Shi Tao and

Zhang Zuhua), violent clashes with the people, and the persistent

problem of official corruption. The current state of human rights in

China today can be examined under the following four areas: 

1. Freedom of the press and the crack down on dissidents: 

Media liberalization in China has been limited. Xinhua News

Agency is the only official news source in China, and the Chinese

authorities deal with dissenting reports with arrests. According to a

May 2004 announcement by Reporters Without Borders, China had

arrested 23 reporters and 50 Internet reporters. Over 100 reporters are

in prison, most of them arrested since Hu Jintao's ascent to power. The

American Committee to Protect Journalists indicates that China

accounts for one-third of all news workers detained worldwide and

has led the world in such detentions for six consecutive years. For

news workers with high expectations of Hu Jintao, 2004 was a year of

disappointment. That year, Hu was listed as one of the world's top 37

public enemies of press freedom, joining such company as North

Korea's Kim Jong Il and Cuba's Fidel Castro. 

There has been widespread international pressure against arbi-

trary government arrest of dissidents. In 2004, the Chinese military

arrested activists planning to commemorate the 15th anniversary of the

1989 Tiananmen massacre, among them Zhang Yongliang, Zhang

Shengqi and Liu Fenggang. Statistics compiled by various non-govern-

mental organizations indicate that as many as 250 people are still in

prison for their involvement in the Tiananmen Square Movement.

Needless to say, this number includes the writers, journalists and oth-

ers who spearheaded the movement, such as Cheng Yizhong, Li
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leaders for the "peaceful expression of dissenting political views."

The international spotlight is currently focused on Tibetan monk

Tenzin Delek Rinpoche, who the Chinese authorities sentenced to

death, with a two-year reprieve, for alleged involvement in bomb-

ings at Tianfu Square in Chengdu City, Sichuan Province. 

Liu Qing, head of the New York-headquartered organization

Human Rights in China (HRIC), says the government of China has

consistently taken a hard-line policy of persecution in dealing with

the Xinjiang issue and the Uighur problem in particular. Since the

9/11 incident, the Chinese authorities have linked various activities

in Xinjiang to terrorism and attacked and persecuted minority peo-

ples in the name of combating international terrorism. HRIC execu-

tive director Tan Jingchang says that Beijing sees the Uighur people

as a threat to the survival of the country because the people's belief

in Islam serves as a basis for ethnic identification. The Chinese

authorities have therefore resorted to harsh measures to suppress

Muslims in order to stifle ethnic consciousness among the Uighur

people. 

The 2004 annual report Human Rights Situation in Tibet, pub-

lished by the Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy

based in Dharamsala, India, indicates that the rights of Tibetans in

Tibet to development, education, and political, information and reli-

gious freedoms are continually encroached upon, especially in

regard to religion matters. The group has documented 146 known

political prisoners still serving prison terms in the various Chinese

prison networks across Tibet, with monks constituting 63 percent of

the total. These figures provide some indication of China's aggres-

sive suppression of religious people.
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has responded by appealing to the international community to impose

economic, political and diplomatic sanctions against the Chinese

regime to force the government to face up to the importance of human

rights issues.

According to Agence France-Presse, the large number of messages

and comments posted online by Chinese mourners in the two days fol-

lowing the death of Pope John Paul II were entirely erased overnight.

The online community discovered, moreover, that all information con-

cerning the late pontiff was blocked. Democracy activist Wei Jingsheng

believes that it was the Chinese authorities that only imposed the

blackout and also prohibited Chinese netizens from making comments

and expressing condolence for the late pope. The Central News Agency

indicates that Tibetan Buddhists, Xinjiang Muslims, Christians belong-

ing to nonofficial churches, Catholics showing allegiance to the

Vatican, and followers of Falun Gong all continue to be persecuted by

the Chinese authorities. 

At the end of 2004, the Chinese authorities announced the new

Regulations on Religious Affairs. Human rights organizations have

criticized these regulations as the "same old stuff under a different

label," stressing that they apply only to legally registered religious

groups. Those religious groups unrecognized by the Chinese authori-

ties continue to be treated as illegal assemblies. 

3. Tibet, Xinjiang and the suppression of human rights: 

Ambassador Mike Kozak, the acting assistant secretary of the

Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor at the U.S.

Department of State, says that violation against the dignity of human

life is rife in China but especially serious in Tibet and Xinjiang. Under

the pretext of fighting international terrorism, the Chinese authorities

have suppressed Uighur Muslims and independent Muslim religious
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4. Land expropriation and exploitation of the underprivileged: 

The government of China has steadily expropriated land to sup-

port rapid economic development. Such expropriations, involving col-

lusion between local governments and developers, constitute a serious

infringement of the rights of farmers, resulting in the large-scale forced

enclosure of land and the brutal demolition of worker housing. Such

actions have fueled popular discontent. Since 2004, large-scale demon-

strations have erupted across China by those seeking to uphold their

rights, as typified by farmers rioting in Hanyuan County, Sichuan

Province over violations of their rights. In addition to forcibly seizing

farmers' land, the Chinese authorities have further incensed the people

through their indifference to the rights of underprivileged groups. For

example, in April 2003, Hubei University graduate Sun Zhigang was

beaten to death by the Chinese authorities simply because he forgot to

carry his ID card. 

The issue of human rights is related to a country's domestic sys-

tems, the ideology of its rulers and its political culture. Moreover, with

the arrival of the age of the global civil society, human rights have

steadily risen to the status of a worldwide issue, aided largely by the

intervention of international forces. It is strange, however, that interna-

tional organizations often serve as forums for the expression of author-

ity rather than as stages for airing moral concerns. The U.S. human

rights organization Freedom House recently issued a declaration in

Geneva emphasizing that all six of the countries with the worst human

rights records, China included, are members of the UN Human Rights

Commission. They are persecutors of human rights and their purpose

for participating in the commission is not to advocate human rights,

but to shield themselves from criticism or to attack the defensive meas-

ures of other countries. This disturbing situation led UN Secretary-

General Kofi Annan to propose that the United Nations form a new

human rights agency to replace the oft-criticized Human Rights

Commission. 
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As a country that calls for "stability before all else," China has

zero tolerance for dissent, treats all opposition by disadvantaged

groups to unfair treatment as illegal, and views all expressions of

concern by international rights organization as "interference in its

domestic affairs." Under such circumstances, the upholding of

human rights is destined to be a tortuous and difficult task. Still,

many people are willing to fight for human rights. A dissident

writer in China has said: "We are breaking through the long endless

night to welcome the light of hope for human rights. We face daunt-

ing challenges, but we also move steadily forward." 



consideration of social stability and national security.

1. The Emergence and Development of the "Rise of China"

In the late 1970s, China began to implement reforms and open-

ing policy. As of the late 1980s, China's economy started to grow

significantly. In the initial stage, it attracted several labor-intensive

industries from other countries because of its low cost of labor, and

it gradually became the "world's factory." Thereafter, China's

increasing ability to consume has gradually attracted the interna-

tional community to focus on the Chinese market. China's economic

development became the focus of the world. In the early 1990s, the

notion of the "Rise of China" emerged in the international arena.

The so-called "Rise of China" originally referred to the increas-

ing influence and status of China's economy in international trade.

Nevertheless, with increasing economic strengths, China has gradu-

ally exerted influence in international politics, military affairs, and

regional security. For the international community, the so-called

"Rise of China" is no longer a simple concept referring to the assess-

ment and expectations of China's economic achievements. The con-

cept also refers to international concerns of the negative influence

that China may have on the preservation of global and regional

order.

The following examples fully explain that international con-

cerns over the "Rise of China" are not without evidence.

Despite the absence of any external threat, China's military budget

has increased by ten percent annually since 1996. By 2005, its

budget has reached US$30 billion. However, it has been speculat-

ed internationally that the actual military budget is two to three
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The so-called "Rise of China" originally refers to the increasing influ-

ence and status of China's economy in the international arena.

However, the current perception of the "Rise of China" has clearly

become synonymous with the concept of the "Chinese threat."

The U.S., Japan, and other countries believe that the "Rise of China"

has gradually created a cross-strait military imbalance. It has become

a threat to the security and stability in the East Asian region.

The Taiwanese people must recognize that the so-called "Rise of

China" is rooted in the hidden anxieties arising from unbalanced

development and social turmoil in China.

We must continue to strengthen and reinforce our self-defense capa-

bilities to discourage China from undertaking any military adven-

tures. Maintaining military balance across the Strait is the best insur-

ance for the preservation of peace across the Strait.

Uniting global force of "democratic communities," to make joint

efforts in promoting democratization in China. Taiwan can use its

accomplishments in consolidating and deepening its democracy in

recent years as a paradigm for China's "peaceful awakening" and

"democratic development."

When facing China's tactics of attaining its political motives through

exchanges, the Taiwanese government must implement necessary

management policies to regulate present cross-strait exchanges in
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craft collided in 2001 over the South China Sea, with the authori-

zation and tacit consent of the Chinese authorities, tens of thou-

sands of people held grand-scale anti-American demonstrations in

major cities in China. Even the U.S. Embassy in Beijing was sur-

rounded and vandalized. Since April 2005, Japanese Prime

Minister's visit to the Yasukuni Shrine, Japan's revision of its text-

books, and its efforts to win a seat as a permanent member of the

U.N. Security Council, have resulted in a wave of anti-Japanese

protests broke out again in China. The Chinese authorities have

encouraged and taken advantage of the people's nationalist senti-

ments to achieve its diplomatic ends. This has caused concern to

other countries in the world.

In 2004, China imported 122.72 million tons of crude oil, posting

an increase of 34.8 percent. It was the first time that annual crude

oil imports broke the 100-million-ton mark, making China the sec-

ond largest importer of crude oil in the world. In 2005, crude oil

demands in China reached 310 million tons, of which 130 million

tons had to be imported from other countries. To maintain its sup-

ply of energy and raw materials, China has been vigorously

engaged in merging and acquiring activities, becoming stockhold-

ers of multi-national companies and investing and developing

mining industries overseas. This has caught the attention of other

countries and the fluctuation of prices in the international market.

Pan Yue, Deputy Director of China's State Environmental

Protection Administration, has admitted publicly that: China's

daily water consumption and waste water discharge are the high-

est in the world; energy consumption and carbon dioxide emission

is the second highest in the world; its energy consumption in GDP

terms is seven times higher than Japan, six times higher than the

U.S., and 2.8 times higher than India; and its pollution emission
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times higher than the figure released (U.S. Defense Ministry's 2005

Report on the Military Power of the People's Republic of China).

China is vigorously conducting research and development, as well as

deployment of its strategic weapons. For example, the DF-31 and the

JL-2 intercontinental-range ballistic missiles and new nuclear-pro-

pelled submarines have a force-projection capability that covers

India, Russia, Australia, New Zealand, and the entire U.S. (U.S.

Defense Ministry's 2005 Report on the Military Power of the People's

Republic of China).

In October 2002, the People's Liberation Army conducted unprece-

dented joint military exercises with other countries. In less than three

years, the number of various forms of international combined mili-

tary exercises has reached nearly ten.

In July 2005, Major General Zhu Chenghu, Dean of the Defense

College of Chinese National Defense University, told Hong Kong

media that if the U.S. launched its missiles to attack Chinese territory,

China would retaliate using its nuclear weapons. Although Zhu and

the Chinese authorities indicated that it was only "a personal opin-

ion," Zhu's remarks have caused strong response in the international

community. It is believed that such remarks have revealed the

Chinese military's preparation for a nuclear war.

In July 2005, China placed adjacent areas and exclusive economic

zones (EEZs) in neighboring waters under its regular control and sur-

veillance to enhance patrol and surveillance operations in these areas.

In international disputes, China has often taken advantage of the

nationalist sentiments of the Chinese people to generate pressure on

the opposition. For example, after a U.S. and a Chinese military air-
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and would affect not only China's businesses, but also neighbor-

ing countries and business enterprises operating in other parts of

Asia. It will be difficult to escape from an impending economic cri-

sis.

According to official statistics in China, the unemployment rate in

towns and cities in China in the first three quarters in 2005 is 4.2

percent, which economists estimate to total 13 million people.

However, it is widely believed that the actual unemployment rate

is much higher than the official figure since 70 percent of the pop-

ulation in agricultural villages was not included. Therefore, the

actual number of people unemployed or people without any fixed

income would probably be close to 100 million. Furthermore, there

are also more than 100 million farmers who have left their villages

to work in other places. These drifting unemployed workforces

who are in their prime are a concern to China's society.

According to a report by the official Chinese media, incidents of

social unrest have become the most serious problem that affects

social stability in China. The number of cases has increased from

10,000 in 1993 to 60,000 in 2003 and 74,000 in 2004. The number of

people involved has also skyrocketed to more than three million

people. Also, social unrests in recent years have been mostly

unpredictable. They have rapidly expanded into grand-scale

demonstrations where thousands and even tens of thousands of

people are mobilized within a few hours and days. They are tight-

ly organized and could be very violent. This reveals that griev-

ances among the Chinese public have accumulated over the years.

There is a possibility that a small incident could ignite social

unrest within China's society and cause overall disturbance. This

has become a threat to regional security.
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per GDP is more than ten times higher than the average figure for

developing countries. During the fifty years of administration,

China's population has increased from 600 million to 1.3 billion.

However, habitable land has diminished from more than six million

sq. km. to only three million sq. km. due to water and soil erosion.

Acid rains, sand storms, and depleted ozone layer created by envi-

ronmental pollution and considerable waste of resources in China

have become hazards to the world's environment.

In a report released by the National Bureau of Statistics of China, ten

percent of the wealthiest population in China owns forty-five percent

of the wealth in the country. In contrast, ten percent of the poorest

population owns only 1.4 percent of the nation's wealth. The gap

between the rich and the poor will also continue to widen in the next

ten years. To observe income distribution in China, we can use the

Gini coefficient, which is used to measure the inequality in income

distribution among a group of people. According to the Gini index,

zero "0", represents perfect equality and one "1", corresponds with

perfect inequality. The Chinese media have reported that the Gini

coefficient in China has exceeded 0.48 and is closing in at 0.5. A coeffi-

cient reaching more than 0.6 would signify a huge disparity in

income distribution which might trigger social turmoil.

An analysis in an article, A Report on Global Economic Trends in

2006, published in the leading international economics journal, The

Economist, indicated that there has been a bubble phenomenon in the

investment environment in China. If investment growth continues to

accelerate, excess production in major industries would probably lead

to the accumulation of a large number of bad debts, which would

ultimately result in economic recession. On the other hand, an overly-

efficient macro-control policy would probably lead to a sluggish

economy. Both conditions would be detrimental to China's economy
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In July 2005, the U.S. Department of Defense issued its 2005

Annual Report to Congress on the Military Power of the People's

Republic of China, which clearly pointed out that China is facing a

strategic crossroads in its gradual development into a regional

power. In addition to the annual double-digit increase of its mili-

tary budget, China has deployed between 650 and 730 missiles tar-

geted at Taiwan, creating a cross-strait military imbalance in favor

of Beijing.

In August 2005, Japan's Defense Agency released its white paper

on defense, indicating that China's military expansion has exceed-

ed beyond the necessary scope for defense. The paper also report-

ed and expressed concern over the fact that starting in 2006, China

would gradually gain an edge in defense capabilities over Taiwan.

China-made products are dumped into every part of the world at

low prices affecting the markets and labor unemployment in many

countries, which has led to constant trade conflicts. Since the

establishment of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995,

China has become the most targeted country for anti-dumping

investigations for the ninth consecutive year. In 2004 alone, there

were 68 anti-dumping investigations against China-made prod-

ucts, involving an amount of US$3 billion. In January 2005, many

countries abolished quota restrictions on imported products in

accordance with the WTO agreement. However, due to China's

dumping of low-cost China-made products, the U.S. and the

European Union acted in concert by setting restrictions against

textile products and shoes from China.

In July 2005, The U.S. House of Representatives voted 398-15 in a

resolution urging the U.S. government to block China National

Offshore Oil Corporation's purchase of the U.S. Unocal
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2. The international society's viewpoint: 

Is the "Rise of China" equivalent to the "Chinese Threat?"

The international perception of the "Rise of China" is clearly syn-

onymous with the notion of the "Chinese Threat." The wishful thinking

that the "Rise of China" could bring about economic benefits has clear-

ly been transformed into concerns that China's political, military, and

economic expansions would probably disrupt international peace and

order.

Although Chinese leaders have emphasized that China pursues a

"peaceful rise," recent developments illustrate that the international

community has shown increasing concern over this trend.

In February 2005, the U.S.-Japan 2 Plus 2 Security Consultative

Conference made an unprecedented inclusion of the Taiwan Strait

issue as a part of their "common strategic objectives," encouraging the

peaceful resolution of cross-strait disputes through dialogue.

In June 2005, after a series of discussions, the European Union

resolved to maintain its arms embargo against China which has been

imposed following the Tiananmen Square incident in 1989.

In June 2005, U.S. Defense Secretary Rumsfeld attended the Asia-

Pacific Security Conference held in Singapore. Rumsfeld indicated

during a special talk to defense leaders from several Asian countries

that the ballistic missiles deployed by China all over its territory are

not aimed only at the Asia-Pacific region, but at several points around

the world. Rumsfeld bluntly stated, "what is perplexing is that, in the

absence of any external threat, why would China continue to expand

its military deployment?"
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greatest uncertainty in regional security.

In the past few years, China has long insisted that it will "never

renounce the use of force in solving the Taiwan issue." After its eco-

nomic development boosted its national strength, China intensified

its efforts in military preparation targeting at Taiwan. According to

the latest U.S. Defense Ministry's 2005 Report on the Military Power

of the People's Republic of China, the number of China's mid- and

short-range ballistic missiles currently deployed against Taiwan has

reached 650-730, and is increasing at a rate of 100 per year. At the

same time, continued military expansion has already affected the

maintenance of the cross-strait status quo. Over the recent ten years,

the People's Liberation Army has never stopped conducting mili-

tary exercises that simulate an invasion of Taiwan, including

rehearsals of traditional combat tactics upon landing and high-tech

networking and information warfare. The "Rise of China" has

caused a loss of balance in the military strengths of both sides of the

Strait. It has become very obvious that the capability of neighboring

countries in the region in directing the preservation of regional sta-

bility has gradually weakened.

The U.S. 2005 Report also indicated that aside from engaging

in military maneuvers, China also takes advantage of other means

to instill fear and impose pressure on Taiwan. From the political

aspect, China has long determined that the "one country, two sys-

tems" is the only option in solving the Taiwan issue. It has insisted

that Taiwan accept the so-called "one China" principle before cross-

strait dialogues can resume. On the other hand, it has also increased

contacts with individuals in Taiwan that uphold similar viewpoints.

This is aimed at successfully promoting "reunification" propaganda.

From the diplomatic aspect, it has continued to suppress Taiwan's

activities in the international arena and further restricted other
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Corporation. Although the resolution did not have any binding force,

it clearly reflected the U.S. people's concern over China's expansion.

In July 2005, China announced a two-percent revaluation of the ren-

minbi, which was far lower than the actual value assessed by the

international monetary market. China's political intervention in the

exchange rate was very obvious. Products exported from China are

highly competitive in the international market due to the under-esti-

mation of the Chinese currency. This has seriously challenged the sur-

vival of related industries in other countries. It is supposed to be a

basic principle in the operations of the international financial market

that the exchange rate of the renminbi reflects its actual value.

However, when facing the voices and expectations of the internation-

al community, China has refuted by saying that other countries "are

interfering in its internal affairs and encroaching on its sovereignty."

This has provoked the nationalistic and discriminatory sentiments of

the Chinese people.

3.The Threats and Risks of the "Rise of China" on the Security 

across the Taiwan Strait and in the Asia-Pacific Region

The development of the cross-strait situation is closely linked to

the security in the Asia-Pacific region and also serves as an index for

the international community in measuring regional stability. Over the

past decade, in response to Taiwan's democratic accomplishments,

China has taken advantage of the political differences across the Strait

to wantonly impose its assertions on Taiwan's sovereignty in the inter-

national arena, deliberately suppress Taiwan's participation in interna-

tional activities, and continue to threaten Taiwan with the use of force.

At the same time, China has also stepped up its military deployment

against Taiwan. Such actions have not only prevented the development

of a long-term and stable cross-strait relation, but have also become the
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The so-called "Rise of China" is actually built on many complex

factors, such as China's economic appeal, increasingly booming

trade and economic capabilities, expanding military strength,

potential for social turmoil, autocratic governing system, and a

widening gap between rich and poor and between town and coun-

try. Its future development is filled with too many uncertainties.

When examining cross-strait relations, we cannot simply focus on

the surface of China's rapid economic development and ignore

China's serious internal problems. We must not be deceived by eco-

nomic gains to an extent that we fail to see China's ultimate goal of

annexing Taiwan.

As a democratic and open society, Taiwan implements a politi-

cal party system and a free economy system. We have an open mass

media and the Taiwanese people possess democratic values. In con-

trast, since China implemented reform and opening policy 25 years

ago, the quality of life of the Chinese people has improved.

However, China remains to be ruled under an autocratic regime

that is founded on a communist totalitarianism ideology. In the

course of cross-strait exchanges, due to the fact that people on both

sides speak the same language and belong to the same ethnic race,

people are prone to ignore the essential differences in the political

systems and the ways of thinking on both sides of the Strait. In

addition to that, cross-strait trade and economic relations have

become closer and social, educational, and cultural exchanges have

become more frequent, leading the Taiwanese people to loosen their

guard against China. China's political intentions toward Taiwan

have never changed. Its increasing economic strength and political

influence in the international arena have become powerful bargain-

ing chips for "reunifying" Taiwan, thereby threatening peace and

stability in cross-strait relations. These actual situations must be

explained and communicated through diverse channels so that
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countries from developing any form of relations with Taiwan. From the

economic aspect, China has taken advantage of close bilateral trading

and economic exchanges in strengthening its influence over Taiwan's

political and social quarters. On the one hand, it has intensified its

campaign to attract China-bound investments of Taiwanese capital and

technology; on the other hand, it has also taken advantage of every

opportunity to suppress or support certain political parties in Taiwan

and individual Taiwanese businessman.

In March 2005, China enacted the "anti-separation law" (the so-

called anti-secession law), which formally codifies the use of "non-

peaceful means" to resolve the Taiwan issue. The enactment of the law

exposed the "non-peaceful" nature of the "Rise of China," and rein-

forced the international perception of the "Chinese Threat." The U.S.,

Japan, and Southeast Asian countries have expressed serious concerns

over the enactment of the "anti-separation law," which has escalated

tension across the Strait and added uncertain factors affecting regional

security.

4.Taiwan's Countermeasures

When facing the realities and challenges of the "Rise of China,"

Taiwan must pursue peace and development in cross-strait relations.

Taiwan must emphasize cooperation and stability in maintaining

regional security, and work hard to build reasonable and normal space

for its participation in the international activities. Taiwan should deal

with the new circumstances and developments through the following

aspects:

(1) Reinforce understanding of the threat arising from the "Rise of China"

on cross-strait relations
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(3) Reinforce self-defense capabilities and be on guard against 

China's military attack 

China has actively promoted the modernization of its military

by conducting massive research and development, purchasing the

newest weapons, and restructuring its military organization. China

is now a military superpower in East Asia. It is to everybody's

knowledge that China's military preparation is targeted at Taiwan.

In an attempt to attain its political purposes, China seeks to "use

force to hasten reunification" by exerting military pressure on

Taiwan. China would even resort to the use of force to attack

Taiwan to achieve the so-called "unification of the motherland."

When comparing China's defense budget with its economic

growth, we find that its military budget in recent years has

increased at a much higher rate than its annual economic growth.

Since 1996, China's annual defense budget has grown at double-

digit rate, even reaching as high as 17~18 percent annually from

1998 to 2001. At this increasing rate, China's defense budget is

already three times that of Taiwan. The most probable time when a

war could break out across the Taiwan Strait is when China deems

its military capabilities sufficient enough to launch an attack against

Taiwan before international rescue forces can arrive.

Facing the military imbalance across the Strait, we should con-

tinue to reinforce and strengthen our self-defense capabilities. We

must purchase defense weaponry that meets our needs in defend-

ing Taiwan to discourage China from undertaking any military

adventures against Taiwan. Maintaining the military balance across

the Strait and dissuading China's attempt to use force against

Taiwan are the best assurances for the preservation of peace on both

sides of the Taiwan Strait.
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proper understanding and consensus can be established within

Taiwan.

(2) Establish an awareness that Taiwan must participate in the

International "Community of Democracies" 

To produce positive significance to peace in the East Asian region

and in the international community, The "Rise of China" must be

accompanied by both "peaceful awakening" and "democratic develop-

ment." in order to have a positive significance to peace in the East

Asian region and globally. The so-called "peaceful rise" claimed by

Chinese leaders merely represents that China's communist autocracy is

flourishing and formidable. The international community still views

China as a major threat. We must make every country in the world

understand the critical role that Taiwan can play in the course of

China's rise. This is because Taiwan provides first-line defense against

China's irrational military actions. More importantly, Taiwan's demo-

cratic development can also provide an ideal reference and model for

China in its path to modernization.

Recently, President Chen Shui-bian has publicly urged the interna-

tional community to engage in active cooperation in establishing a new

balance of power in the Taiwan Strait. This new balance of power in

the Taiwan Strait is to ensure that the democracy of Taiwan a core

member of the world's community of democracies is not threatened

or destroyed by China through "non-peaceful means." At the same

time, Taiwan must cooperate with other members of the global "com-

munity of democracies" to assist China in developing democracy, and

explore ways to normalize relations and resume dialogue with China

under a "Peace and Stability Framework for Cross-Strait interactions,"

thereby promoting stability and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region.
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Moreover, political parties and individuals in Taiwan must have

the conviction that the people on the island face the same fate,

and that the welfare of the nation and its people is more impor-

tant than any personal or political party interests. The govern-

ment's policy of "proactive liberalization with effective manage-

ment" has not changed, but management must not be sacrificed

for liberalization. Only when the government can effectively

manage will there be effective guidance and efficient services.

(5) Actively engage in dialogues on regional security and strategic coopera-

tion

In order to maintain regional stability and security, neighbor-

ing countries have been alerted to China's rapid development in

political, economic, and military strengths, and have gradually rein-

forced mutual strategic cooperation and existing mechanisms for

dialogue. This is aimed at enabling themselves to jointly take meas-

ures that best conform to the interests of regional development and

meet the new challenges created by the "Rise of China." As a mem-

ber of the Asia-Pacific community, Taiwan is also an important sup-

porter in the efforts to maintain the peaceful and stable status quo

in the region. We should not only enhance contact and dialogue

with other countries in the region, but should also further establish

strategic cooperative relations at a time when the "Rise of China"

has led to uncertainties in regional security. This is aimed at

enabling each country to make in-depth exchanges regarding their

assessment of the Chinese situation and serving as a platform for

extensive discussions on the preservation of regional security and

prosperity.
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(4) Take necessary measures to manage cross-strait exchanges

In the past ten years of cross-strait exchanges, both sides on the

Strait have conducted frequent trading and social interaction. It has

resulted in several problems that need to be resolved. However, in the

past few years, certain disorders have occurred in some of the relax-

ation measures taken by Taiwan. A considerable amount of Taiwanese

resources has been transferred to China and contributed to the so-

called "Rise of China." Moreover, this has also indirectly intensified

China's grip on Taiwan. Faced with such a situation, the Taiwanese

government has made necessary reviews and examinations and rein-

forced its management measures. Trade and investments constitute the

largest scale and exert the greatest influence on cross-strait relations.

The government implemented the cross-strait trade and economic poli-

cy under the principle of "proactive liberalization with effective man-

agement" based on the developmental strategy of "richly cultivating

Taiwan while reaching out to the world." It is hoped that cross-strait

trading will be conducted in an orderly manner that is conducive to

Taiwan's development.

Facing China's exploitation of cross-strait exchanges to attain its

political goals, the government must make a comprehensive considera-

tion of the scope and rate of opening up of cross-strait exchanges with

a view to preserving social stability and national security. Therefore, it

must cautiously devise a plan to manage current cross-strait

exchanges.

New relaxation policies to be implemented in future cross-strait

exchanges must be able to create more positive effects on cross-strait

relations and guarantee Taiwan's identity. We will never allow the

Beijing authorities to succeed in denying Taiwan's sovereignty,

dividing Taiwan, and confusing the international community.
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(6) Cooperate with the international community in assisting 

China's path to democracy 

It is the common international expectation that there will be a "rise

of democracy" in China rather than the "hegemonic rise of China."

Therefore, the international community must not only be on guard

against the threats posed by an increasingly powerful China, but

should also actively assist China in its path to democracy. Since World

War II, democratic countries and communist totalitarian countries have

pitted against each other for sixty years. Facts have proven that democ-

racy remains the historical trend. However, communism has remained

the ideological foundation of China's rule. China's governance still

relies on  totalitarianism and despotism. In contrast, Taiwan's achieve-

ments in its efforts to consolidate and strengthen its democratic devel-

opment in recent years have become a paradigm for China's "peaceful

awakening" and "democratic development." In the ethnically Chinese

communities worldwide, Taiwan has the most comprehensive and suc-

cessful experience in achieving democracy. It is also the common asset

of the 23 million Taiwanese people. We are willing to share Taiwan's

democratic experience and extend it as a model to the world's ethnical-

ly Chinese communities.

Aside from continually enhancing its democratic development,

Taiwan must also form an "Alliance for Democratic Value" with other

countries and actively cooperate with other advanced democratic

countries in the promotion and establishment of an "Asia-Pacific

Democratic Alliance," to jointly promote democratization in the Asia-

Pacific region. Taiwan will cooperate with the international community

to help China understand that only through the expansion and solidifi-

cation of democracy can there be actual peace and possible long-term

development. This is not only aimed at encouraging and assisting

China in its path to democracy, but also jointly facilitating the

emergence of a democratic community in the Asia-Pacific region

and in the world. Not only can democracy become a universal

value, but it can also become a part of daily life for people world-

wide.
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